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FOREWORD 

TIlls bulletin was prepared as a result of the following memorandum, dated 

Apri130,1969. 

To: 	 W. M. Carleton, Director, Agricultural Engineering 
Research Division 

From: 	 E. F. Knipling, Director, Entomology Research Division 

Subject: Consolidation of results of light trap studies 

In recent years there has been continuing interest in the potential application 
of light traps for insect detection and control. Our two Divisions have 
conducted considerable coopera tive research to develop useful infomlation in 
this area, and I believe that we have made substantial progress in determining 
the potential and limitations of light traps for suppressing insect populations. 
111ere exist vast amounts of published information in the literature, and in 
addition, considerable amounts of unpublished work. 

111ere is a real need fOlomeone to consolidate the available information and 
bring us up to date on what has been done to the present time, and what 
further research is needed. Dr. I-lienton, before retiring, had expressed interest 
in compiling this infomlation. Dr. Henneberry and Mr. Taylor, Chiefs, 
respectively, of the Vegetable and Specialty Crops and Fruit Insects Research 
Branches, have suggested that perhaps arrangements could be made for 
Dr. I-lienton to compile in publishable form the vast amount of infomlation 
that has accumulated over the years while he served as Chief of the Farm 
Electrification Research Branch. We believe that such compilation would be a 
real contribution that would reflect the efforts and progress of scientists of 
both of our Divisions. 
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Summary of Investigations 

of 

Electric Insect Tra ps 

By T. E. Hienton, collaborator, Agricultural Research Service I 

EARLY HISTORY OF THE LIGHT TRAP 

The attraction of some adult insects to z:rtificial light was observed and 
recorded by man early in hj$ history. The first such known record is that 
written by the Greek poet Atlschylus (525-456 B.C.) in his Fragments 288 (c. 
450 B.C.) "The fate of the moth in the flame" mentioned by Du Chanois 
(1959).2 Following next were suggestive lines from the Sanskrit, \'The moth 
hovers round the wick and extinguishes the fire," attriouted to King Sudraka in 
400 A.D. as indicated by Frost (1952). 

Fires undoubtedly provided the first artifie:',l light to attract and destroy 
flying insects. Harris (1821) indicated that small fires were desirable "as a 
mode of destroying insects." The use of fires for luring and killing adult> of the 
armyworm Pselldaletia 1I1liplIIlcta (Haworth); cutworm (Noctuidae), and 
codling moth, Laspeyresia (=Carpocapsa) pomone/la (Linnaeus) was mentioned 
by Glover (1865). Comstock (1879) reported that the practice of building large 
fires at different points through the cottonfields for the purpose of attracting 
cotton leafworm, Alabama argillacea (HUbner); and cotton bollworm, (corn 
earworm, and tomato fruitworm) Heliothis zea (Boddie), moths into the flame 
was prevalent for many years. 

Kerosene-burning lamps and lanterns succeeded fires as insect attractants. 
An English entomologist, James Petiver, used mobile ligllts (lanterns) to attract 
moths as early as 1695 (Wilkinson 1966). These light sources were most 
frequently incorporated in to a trapping device and this combination became 
known as a trap lantern. In a number of cases, a lamp or lantern was used 
inside a room or other she I tered location whrre attracted moths were trapped 
and caught by hand (Kirby and Spence 1815-26), 

Clemens (1859) commented in his article on instructions for collecting 
Lepidoptera that the nocturnal Lepidoptera may be taken by the use of light. 
One method mentioned was that those who lived in towns lighted by gas would 
be able to secure many specimens around the la mps. Another method was by 

1At the time Dr. Hicnton retired in April 30, 1968, he was chief, of the then, Farm 
Flectrit1cation Branch, Agricultural Engineering Research Division, Agricultural Research 
Service,. L'.S. Department of Agriculture, Beltsville, Md. 

4Thc year in italic~ after the author or authors' names is the key to References. p. 118. 
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making friends with the lamplighter and by supplying him with pill boxes, he 
might furnish specimCl13 every morning and some of them rarities. 

Knaggs (1866) reported the invention of "The new American moth tmp" by 
a Mr. Clovl!r;) which, in the latter's words, "will catch moths all night long 
without any trouble to the owner." This trap used a kerosene lamp as the 
attractant inside a box with an entrance of glass sheets opposite the lamp (fig. 
I). It was listed by Wilkinson (1969) as the first entomological Jigh I trap and 
its early use and later modifications were described in detail by him. 

The uevelopmcnt of II trap-lanterns of widely different designs, 10 of 
which were patented, occurred in the United Slates during the period 1864-77. 
[n 1878, .he first year this equipment was tried on a large scale, more than 
1,000 lanterns were used near Hearne, Tex. to capture moths of the cotton 
leafworm and the bollworm, Comstock (1879)-

Riley (1885) observed the attraction of cotton insect moths to electric 
lights around an Atlanta Hotel in 1881 and made this comment: "Beneath 
these (lamps) the ground was strewn with dead moths and a quart of them 
would often accumubte during a single nigllt in the glass of the globe 
surrounding each JighL" This is the first recorded observation of electric lamps 
as an insect attractant found by the author. This observation followed closely 
behind the commercial establishment of tile arc lamp in 1877. From these 
observations, Riley indicated that "electric liglltS may be the best and probably 
the calcium liglllS and gas lights next; but at present these are generally not 
rconomically applicable for field use." 

A few years later, Riley (1892) in des~ribing traps for collecting and 
pleserving insects, made this further comment: "Collecting by the aid of a 
strong light is a favorite means for moths as well as other insects, and nowadays 
the electric ligllls in all large cities furnish the best collecting places." 

Experience in colledinginsects at an electric lamp stimulated the 
development, by McNeill (1889), of an insect trap to be used with an electric 
light. The trap consisted of a tin pail or can charged with cyanide, similar to a 
collecting bottle, to be attached beneath the globe of the electric light (fig_ 2). 
1111S is the first publication, found by the author, that describes an insect trap 
designed for use with an electric lamp. 

Slingerland (1902) made extensive studies in New York on the kinds of 
insects caught in light-trap lanterns in 1889 and 1892. The detailed lists of 
traps catches included in an appendix to the bulletin are particularly important 
for comparison with the catches of the more recent electric traps. 

The development of several trap-lanterns in France using acetylene was 
reported by Verrnorel (1902). He called attention to several American kerosene 
trap lanterns and others of French and Swiss design. He also included for crop 

.1 T\W;JlCllU Glover W,I\ thc lir ..t en to nlll!tlpst of the U.S. Dcpartmcnt of Agriculture. 
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r-------------------------------------------------~ 

A neD is n Lox, hasing a partitiOn I F for hHnll K to rcat on, behind the InltCl' 
bciI1f! n slnmg relledor .r.. 'rho box ABC D is open at "\ E, also nt IT G (for 
inin,' chimney to ptUls throu~h), IInu lit ,k' C for the dr,\wl'l' ~r. 

M ;'8 a U'ilwor fiLlCU ahove with a glass slida 0 Tunnin!; ill n groo,o; nntl a "cneLian 
bHnd-!ik" nl'parntlls P P (Ull' lathB of which nrc kept ill position by tho side 
strips i1\(liCl\t~d by the dott('d lillI'S Q Q). dropping" loosely on to tho sid('-rest~ 
It \( It is IIlso fllleu with II slllall urn,~er ~, the hlttcr beinl': filletl with layers 
of tlunu('1 for the reception of chloroform, lu,,1 RtOpP(;<l by ;ho block Y. 

A (Z) I i. tl qundrilatcrol shoot of glass, of the width of the box, IIx::d at tho 3n::;lc 
shown in the figure. 

E S is another picco of glass of tho shape of a triangle with the apex cut off. 
A E S Z (n'presl'nted by the Iinos A. Z, E S and dotted lines A E, Z S) nrc two olher 

bils of !;Iass shaped Iiko E S-Lho fonr piecos A I, A E S Z, E S, nnd A E S Z 

~o. 2) beingarra'nged and fL~cd 
(M shown in accessory perspec

, tivo figure) in Buoh a manner 
I 

I that, viowed from the point V, 
I thcy fonn a hollow four-Bided 

I
/ pyramid, tho npex of which is 

.' ,I wanting; as shown at Z S in 
I 

I 	 both figures.-
T, V, ",nd X nre nrro",s indica
ting the dir~ction nn inscct 

'¥:....----------"iE flying towards th~ lamp K must 

unavoidably take. 
N.B.-Bcsid~s the nhovc, 

it is recommended thnt the parts 
of tho sideB of tho box corrosponding with tho triangles A E I should be linea 

with glass; nnd ~ uuplicate drawer, fitted up in ovory way oxnctly like the 

drawer !It, should 00 prcpared in readiness fOl" UBC. 

Figure l. Glover's new American moth trap from Knaggs (1866). 
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growers a list of noxious butterflies and moths "that could be most easily 
destroyed by light traps." 

Klocker of Denmark (1903) described a trap for catching Lepidoptera, the 
design of which had originated in Rumania and was then available in Vienna. 

g 

Figure 1.-McNeill (1889) insect trap to be used with electric light. a, A 3.quart tin pail, 
6-Yl inches long by 5-Y.. inches in diameter; b, funnel; c, baffle, soldered across center 
of funnel; d, steel wires support trap; e, pail lid forms trap bottom:!, tube;g, cylindri
cal tube; Jr, hollow cone; and i, disk. 
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This consisted of two concentric rings from which was suspended a bag of 
white gauze for holding the insects. The trap was mounted under a light and 
held in place by a hanger. The preferred light source was an electric arc lamp, 
but an acetylene or kerosene lamp could be used. 

Attractant equipment continued to change as new light sources were 
developed. Sanders and Fracker (1916) used 40 gasoline arc lanterns set in 
5-inch deep, galvanized pans to collect adults of 17 species of the genus 
Lachnosterna at five stations in Wisconsin during 1914 and 1915. By 
comparison, a kerosene farm lantern caught approximately 30 to 35 percent as 
many beetles as the gasoline lantern. 

Gross (1913) reported the use of an arc-light insect trap to collect numbers 
of the dingy cutworm moth, Feltia subgothica (Haworth), for his studies on 
the reactions of arthropods to monochromatic lights of equd intensities. 

In Ventura County, Calif., in 1914, the operation of eight large electric arc 
lamps with pans--partly filled with water--mounted beneath and 24 small light 
traps to trap moths, primarily of the variegated cutworm, Peridroma saucia 
(=margaritosa) (HUbner), was indicated by Bensel (1916). The total number of 
moths captured during the season reached a reported f;~ure of 1 million. 

In Montana, a trap was made up of utensils commonly found on farms and 
which served other purposes when not in use as a light trap (parker, and others 
1921). The trap consisted of a No.2 galvanized-iron washtub and a No.2 barn 
lantern. A galvanized-iron arch was fitted across the tub and served to deflect 
the moths and to hold the lantern (fig. 3). Eleven such traps caught 82,488 
pale western cutworm moths, Agrotis (=Porosagrotis) orthogonia Morrison, 
during the 1920 season. 

One of the first rr.:.:orded insect trap applications using the incandescent 
electric lamp, invented in 1878 by Thomas Edison, was that by Runner (1917). 
He enclosed the lamp with sticky fly paper to trap attracted cigarette (tobacco) 

Figure 3. -Montana light trap, designed in 1919. 
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beetles, Lasioderma serricOrtle (Fabricius). He noted that the adult beetles flew 
"more readily to blue or violet light than to red or orange." 

Lepidoptera were collected in light traps devised and used, in 1916 and 
1918 by Turner (J 918, 1920), to determine the relative proportions of male 
and female moths attracted to the light and the percentage of gravid females 
among those taken. Turner used an arc lamp. hung in an inv.crted, truncated 
cone of heavy tin. as the attracting light. One-half of the cone, which would 
otherwise encircle the lamp, was cut away; the narrOW (lower) end of the cone 
was fitted into the opening in the top of the trap. Immediately below this 
opening several plates of glass were arranged at angles to direct the moths 
downward into the body of the trap. The trap was 12 by 14 inches at the base 
and 20 inches high. Hydrocyanic acid gas, generated within the trap, was used 
to kill the 1110ths. 

Several years later, Willi(lJllS (J 923) developed "a nt'w type of Jigh t trap for 
insects" for portable use on colton pests in Egypt. A very important feature 
was the visibility of light in all directions. Another characteristic was its 
availability for electricity or acetylene without serious alteration. Carbon 
tetrachloride was selected as the killing agent with acetylene fuel. 

ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION AND INSECT RESPONSE 

Historically. visible light as an attractant to insects was investigated much 
earlier than other regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. Visible radiation is 
that part of tile electromagnetic spectrum to which the human eye is sensitive, 
that is, the region from 7.600 to 3,800 angstrom units CA.) or 760 to 380 
nanometers (nm). The sllccession in which various illulainants were used to 
attra'~t insects~·nre or torch~ candle; kerosene lamps and lanterns; and 
carbon-filament, incandescent electric lamp-is the same as the order of their 
increase in color balance, or "whiteness." (Kunertil 1919). The electric arc 
lamp and gasuline and acetylene mantle lamps provided light that was more 
nearly white than the preceding lamps that provided yellow light. More 
recently developed lamps can furnish white or various colors of light as desired. 

Relation of Insect Response to Wavelength 

An early observation of insect reaction to radia tion beyond the visible was 
made by Lubbock (1882) "that ants are not sensitive to the ultra-red rays; but 
on the other hand, that they are very sensitive to the ultraviolet rays which our 
eyes cannot perceive." The validity of such observations is confirmed by the 
vast alllount of scientific literature concerned with visible and ultraviolet 
radiation and insect responses to it. This work has established that the range of 
responses for SOme insects extends in to the ultraviolet region to somewhat 
below 300 nm, Goldsmith (1961); and, whereas human visual acuity peaks at 
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about 556 nm, peak response of many insects occurs in the near ultraviolet at 
abollt 365 nm (Hollingsworth 1961,1964; Weiss 1941,1943). 

Some insect species have shown peak responses to light in the 490- to 
520-Ilm range (Goldsmith 1961; Hollingsworth 1961, 1964: Stermer J 959; 
Weiss 1941,1943,1944). In some cases, this range was a secondary peak and in 
others it was the primary peak, depending on luminous nux density. 
Physiological as well as physical and other factors int1uence the photota.xis of 
insects (Williams 1939; Ficht and Hientun 1941; Hartsock 1961; Tashiro 1961; 
Dcay 1961; Kovrov amI Monchadsky 1963). 

Electric Lamps Used and Their Characteristics 

Numerous lamps have been used singly or in combination to determine 
photo responses of vllrious economic insects during the past 2S years. These 
lamps were selected to provide a wide range in radiation output in terms of 
quality (wavelength) :lnd quantity (power). Most of these lamps were 
commercially available. Those included were: inside-frosted incandescent
IS-watt (w.), 7S-w., ISO-w., and 300-w.; gaseous discharge-IOO-w. H-4 
mercury vapor, IS-w. germicidal, and 2-w. argon glow; and t1uorescents--JS-w. 
size of blacklight (Bl), blacklight-blue (BlB), blue, green, green-photo, 
daylight, white, :U1d pink; 20-w. sunlamp and expe~il11ental. pink; 3D-w. 
blacklight t1Itered; 6-w. BL;and now. and 32-w. BLcirclines. 

The differences in radiation emitted from these various lamps should be 
considered in evaluating the results. Each of the three major types has 
substantiatly different output characteristics. The standards of measurement 
and terminology commonly employed for the ultraviolet, visible, and infrared 
regions of the electromagnetic spectrum also differ. 

Incandescent lamps produce radiation by heating a tungsten filament. The 
reSUlting continuous spectrum includes a small amount of ultraviolet, consid
erable visible light especially rich in yellow and red, and a peak of radiation in 
the infrared region which includes about three-fourths of the total lamp 
ou tput. 

Gaseous discharge lamps produce radiation from excitation of gas molecules 
in the form of an arc, or plasma, by passage of an electric current through the 
gas. Each gas produces its own characteristic pattern of colors, giving a 
noncontinuous spectrum of brigllt lines at particular w'lvelengths. The 
intensities of these lines in the lamp output can be controlled by adjusting the 
pressure within the lamp and by changing the glass envelope which may filter 
out certain wavelengths. Gaseous discharge lamps included in the comparisons 
were the 100-w. H-4 mercury vapor, the IS-w. germicidal, and the 2-w. argon 
glow lamps. The germicidal lamp is a mercury vapor lamp using a much lower 
vapor pressure than the 11-4 which increases radiation in the short-wavelength 
ultraviolet region. Mercury vapor lamps produce primarily ultraviolet, blue, and 
green mdiation with little red. The pruportion of infrared radiation is much 
smaller than that of incandescent lamps. 
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Fluorescent lamps are fundamentally a modification of the gaseous 
discharge lamp. The basic lamp structure is a low-pressure mercury vapor tube, 
essentiaUy identical to the germicidal lamps tested. The inner surface of 
fluorescent lamp envelopes is coated with various phosphors which absorb 
short wavelengths and reradiate the energy at longer wavelengths; thus the term 
"fluorescent." Certain phosphors fluoresce in the ultraviolet region and others 
at various wavelengths in the visible spectrum. The spectral output of 
fluorescent lamps includes the continuous spectra from the fluorescing 
phosphors plus the bright lines from the mercury vapor discharge shining 
through at particular wavelengths. 

Traditional measurement terminology was developed for visible light but is 
not particularly suited for use with other wavelengths. The terminology is 
further complicated because certain measurement units for visible light include 
compensation for the visual sensitivity of the human eye, which is most 
sensitive to yellow and green radiation. The foot-candle (ft.-c.) is one such 
compensated unit. 

The velocity of all electromagnetic radiation is approximately 186,000 
miles, or 300,000,000 meters, per second. This constant velocity is always the 
product of frequency times wavelength, FA = c. Therefore, the units of linear 
measurement suitable for wavelength differ in various regions of the spectrum. 
The relations of some of the COl1unon units used for the wavelengths under 
discussion are: I millimicron (m,u) = 1 nanometer (11m) = 10 angstrom units 
(A) = 10-9 meters. 

Lamps emit energy at a definite rate, so their output is properly measured as 
radiant power in watts. In confining these measurements to some unit of space, 
the unit solid angle, or steradian,3a is often used. 

Light or luminous flux is det1ned as visually evaluated radiant energy. The 
unit commonly used to measure this visible energy is the lumen (1m), defined 
as the light, or flux, emitted through one steradian by a uniform point source 
of one standard candle. This power measurement is analogous to watts per 
steradian. Manufacturers publish total lumen output ratings for all common 
types and sizes of lamps used for illumination. Consequently, when these 
ratings are known, a spectral distribution curve indicating power distribution 
per lumen for a particular type of lamp can be used to evaluate all the various 
sizes. 

Radiation Emission From Lamps Used in the Studies 

Data describing most of the lamps used in these studies were published by 
the General Electric Company in GE 1964 Large Lamp Catalog; GE 1964 

3:1 Steradian: A solid angle sub tending an area on the surface of a sphere equal to the 
square of the sphere's radius. 
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Fluorescent Lamps Performance Data Bulletin LD-2 (Staley, 1960); and 
Bulletin LD-I (Weitz 1946) and (Weitz 1956).4 

In the development of these spectral energy distribution curves, General 
Electric analyzed the lamp output radiation with spectroradiometers which 
disperse the radiation and measure the radiant power by scanning the spectrum 
with a slit passing a J0 nm Wave band. A curve may be plotted from the data in 
the same way a distribution curve is plotted from the individual points 
measured at the center of zones. The curves were supplied on a basis of 
wavelength versus radiant power per IO-nm band per lumen for lamps emitting 
primarily in the visible, and wavelength versus radiant power per 10-nm band 
per watt of input for lamps producing primarily ultraviolet. The figures 
presented herein pertain to the particular lamps tested and were computed 
from the data supplied by General Electric Company, hereafter abbreviated 
GE. Except for the incandescent, they include the visible and ultraviolet 
regions of the spectrum and are based on initial total lamp lumens, indicating 
the power emitted from the particular size lamp over the range of wavelengths 
plotted. All data presented in this discussion are related to production-run 
lamps and should be considered on the order of ±10 percent from actual 
output. 

The radiant power emitted from a 75-w. GE, inside-frosted, incandescent 
lamp mg. 4) is divided to indicate the ultraviolet (to 380 nm), visible (380-760 
nm), and infrared (beyond 760 nm) regions of the spectrum. Radiated 
wavelengths longer than 5,000 11m are absorbed by the glass blub. 

The bulb, base, and socket assembly radiate heat at wavelength~ charac
teristic of their operating temperature. The spectral distributions of the other 
incandescent lamps used in these comparisons are similar to those of the 7S-w. 
lamp with the difference primarily in radiant power output. Comparative initial 
lumen outputs are: IS-w., 144 1m; 7S-w., 1,180 1m; ISO-w., 1,750 1m; 200-w., 
3,940 1m; and 300-w., 6,300 1m. 

The distribution of power output from the IOO-w. GE--H4 mercury vapor 
source is shown in tlgure S. The total radian t power in the line type spectrum 
was a!JOut 16 watts. 

The IS-w. GE germicidal lamp (GIST8) (fig_ 6) is a low-pressure mercury 
arc discharge lamp with about 60 percent of the radiant power emitted at its 
predominant wavelength, 253.7 nm. Because no fluorescent chemicals coat the 
inside of the clear quartz bulb, the radiation is emitted by the lamp. 

Spectral distribution curves for the blue, green, daylight, white, and pink 
I5-w. GE fluoresceut lamps (F IST8) used in these comparisons are also shown 
in figure 6. Comparative initial lumen outputs of these lamps are blue, 3S0 1m; 

4 Additional infomlation, especially the spectral energy distribution curves, was 
obtained in personal correspondence from R. L. Paugh, specialist, Agricultural Lighting 
and 1l1uminating Engineer, Gcncral Electric Company, Cleveland, Ohio. 
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SUMMARY OF INVESTIGATIONS OF ELECTRIC INSECT TRAPS 

green, 1,248 1m; daylight, 670 1m; white, 810 1m; and pink, 350 1m. The 
spectral distribution of the green-photo lamp is identical to the green. The 
green photo is approximately 15 percent more efficient than the standard 
green, thereby having a greater radiant power output. 

Blacklight is a popular name for ultraviolet radiant energy within the range 
of wavelengths from 320 to 380 nm. Fluorescent blacklight lamps (BL and 
BLB) use a phosphor which converts the 253.7 nm energy of the basic mercury 
arc discharge to longer ultraviolet wavelengths. The conventional GE 15-w. BL 
lamp (FI5T8-BL) emits approximately 2.6 watts total radiant power in the 
distribution shown in figure 7. This lamp was available until about 1961 when 
the phosphor was changed to a Philips' type (European), total power emitted 
3.7 watts, also shown in figure 7. 

The 6-w. GE blacklight lamp (F6TS-BL) had the same spectral distribution 
as the IS-w. with the conventional phosphors. The 22- and 32-w. GE blacklight 
circline lamps (FC8T9-BL and FC1'2T1O-BL) also had the sanle spectral 
distribu tion as the 15-w. with conventional phosphors. Relative blackligh t 
energy data for these lamps based on the F40 BL fluorescent as 100 are 6-w., 
7; 15-w., 25; '22-w. circ1ine, 38; and 32-w. circ1ine, 63. The data represent 
radiation from 320 to 420 nm. 

The GE 15-w. blacklight-blue lamps (F 15TS-BLB) (fig. 7) are self-filtered 
with red-purple bulbs to absorb the visible radiation. The spectral output of the 
lO-w. GE fluorescent sunlamp (erythemal F20Tl2) was similar to the 40-w. 
sunlamp which peaks between 310 and 340 nm and has a range from 2S0 to 
460 nm. The general shape of the distribution curve should be similar to that 
of a fluorescent BL lamp. 

In some comparisons a single fluorescent lamp was over-energized with a 
special ballasting arrangement consisting of parallel-connected ballasts to 
increase the current flow and wattage to get more brightness per unit area, or 
radiant power per lamp. This procedure, however, gives descreased radiant 
power output per watt of input and markedly shortens lamp life. 

The l-w. argon glow lamp is an electric-discharge lamp in which blue, violet, 
and near ultraviolet radiant energy is generated in the space close to the 
electrodes. The spectral emission curve for this lamp is shown in figure S. 

Several other lamps, described below, were used in light trap investigations 
and are mentioned later. 

Mazda was a trade mark for incandescent lamps adopted in 1909 by the 
General Electric Company. By 1927 it was used by more than one 
manufacturer, and filaments of all such lamps were made of tungsten. 

Mazda B was a vacuum lamp. 
Mazda C was a gas-filled lamp. 
Mazda CX was a gas-filled lamp with a special glass bulb that transmitted 

most of the ultraviolet radiation emitted by the tungsten ftiament. 
G-I was a low-pressure mercury-arc lamp that consumed approximately 50 

watts. It radiated ultraviolet radiation and visible radiation shorter than 600 
nm. 
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G-5 was a mercury-arc lamp that consumed approximately 100 watts and 
radiated ultraviolet energy from 280 nm to the edge of the visible spectrum of 

approximately 400 nm. 
HIOO-SP4 was a spot-type mercury vapor lamp, 
Mercury vapor lamps of the types HQA 125 w. and HQL 250 w. are made 

by VEB Berliner Gluhlampenwerk. 

GENERAL TYPES OF ELECTRIC INSECT TRAPS 

Curren tly designed insect traps that utilize an electric lamp as the attractant 
are frequently classified into three types or groups: (1) the electrocutor or 
electric grid. (2) the suction- or fan-type trap: and (3) the gravity or mechanical 

trap. 
The first type and usually the second type require 11 O-volt electric service. 

Of the third type a large number also operates directly at 110 volts, while a 
small number is powered by storage batteries and dry cells. 

The design for a light trap and mechanical aspirator, operllting on dry cell 
batleries, was reported by Nelson and Chamberlain (1955). An improved 
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model of this miniature New Jersey-type (detailed later) light trap for 6-voIt 
battery operation was described by Sudia and Chamberlain (1962). Traps of 
the latter design are in commerical production and are known as the COC 
(Communicable Disease Center) miniature light trap. 

Operation of gravity-type light traps at locations remote from central 
station electric service may require a dependable, portable source of I IO-volt, 
60-cyc1e alternating current to energize the attractant lamp. A transistorized 
power supply and automatic photo-switch control unit for battery operation of 
survey-type electric insect traps was designed, built, and operated by 
Hollingsworth and Briggs (1960). A timer for controlling periods of light trap 
operation and a similar self-contained power inverter were developed by 
Wagner, Barnes, and Ford (1969). 

Electrocutor or Electric Grid-Type Trap 

The electrocutor or electric grid-type of light trap consists of a series of 
parallel wires, with adjacent wires insulated from each other and connected to 
opposite polarities of a low-current high-voltage transformer. The assembly of 
charged wires is most frequently made in the forl11 of a flat panel or circular 
cage with provision for an attractant lamp. An insect in flying between the 
wires draws an arc that passes through its body usually causing death. 

Dalziel (1951) has stressed that an exposed, high-voltage, electrocuting grid, 
incorporated into an electric insect trap is a potential shock and fire hazard. He 
indicated further that, althatlgh little is known about the phenomena of insect 
electrocution. efficient electrocution of small insects may be accomplished 
when these hazards have been reduced to an acceptable degree by proper trap 
design, construction, and installation. 

Dalziel concluded from his own research and that of Tavernetti and 
Ellsworth (1938) that the ma..ximum practical voltage for an electric insect trap 
with an exposed electrocuting grid is about 7,500 volts. He said such a trap, 
constructed from approved components, supported at least 7 0- feet above the 
ground or floor, and limited to a ma..ximulll current output of 15 milliamperes, 
rms (root mean square, or effective value) should be a reasonably safe device. 

In earlier studies, Mehrhof and Van Leeuwen (1930) found that the most 
satisfactory results for killing Japanese beetles, Popillia japonica Newman, were 
obtained with a frequency of 60 cycles and from 10,000 to 12,000 volts. 
Operating a trap in 1928 at this frequency and voltage range with the grid wires 
spaced five-eigh ths of an inch apart, they reported practically all collected 
beetles dead within 48 hours. 

In other experiments, Tavernetti and Ellsworth (1938) determined the 
electrical requirements for the efficient operation of electrocuting devices 
when used on the greenboltlf' fly Phaenicia (=Lucilia) sericata (Meigen), and 
potato tuberworrn moth, 'rflthorimaea opercu/ella (Zeller). These insects are 
relatively small, with a wingspread between one-fourth and one-half inch. 
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From their studies conducted with the two insects, these men concluded 
that there is l\ definite range of current, depending upon the voltage and space 
between the grid bars, that will give a satisfactory insect kill on an 
electrocuting grid. Furthermore, satisfactory kills were obtained with currents 
less than 5 ma., and the current-voltage curves for a 7S-percent kill of insects 
and for the breakdown 01 the air gap between bars were similar. These 
indicated UUlt the current and voltage requirements are go"erned by the 
amount necessary to create an arc rather than to kill the insect. 

Taylor and others (1951) found Ulat electrocutor traps with a 3IB-inch, 
center-Io-center grid spacing and impressed voltages of 3,500-4,500 were most 
effective fe,!' killing !lies. However, such equipment was unsatisfactory for 
ou tdour use with improved attractant lamps because the high volume of insects 
clogged the grid openip,:!s. From tests in Iowa and Indiana, they determined 
that a grid spacing of SIS-inch center to cen tel' was most satisfactory in field 
use for killing the European corn borer, Ostrillia tlubilalis (HUbner), and similar 

insects. 
The increased grid spacing required voltages higher than those used on fly 

grids. Tests showed Ulat ,'allies between 7,000 and 9,000 volts were 
satisfactory and determined that grids should be operated at a voltage level just 
below arc-over for maximum effectiveness. This result was in agreement with 

the work of Tavernetti and Ellsworth (J 938). 
Higher voltages impressed on the grids caused breakdown of the grid 

insulators. Design data for insulator performance had not been computed for 
insulating materials subjected to the conditions of moisture, dust, and insect 

residues which occur when lIsed in light traps. 
In 195:2, Taylor, with assistance from D. L. Calderwood, conducted tests 

with eight different insulating materials installed in light traps with 6,000-volt 
transformers in l1eld tests in Indiana, Iowa, and Florida. Their conclusions 
from this work (unpublished)5 were that (I) The effectiveness of electrocutor 
grids equipped with transformers, now available, is seriously impaired anytime 
the grid to grid resistance is as low as one megohm; (2) wi th a grid to grid 
resistance of 5 megohms, the traps appeared to be as effective as they were 
when the grid to grid resistance appcoached infinity, and (3) glazed (wet 
process) porcelain, lucile, and alsimag insulators were found to be completely 
satisfactory during the period of the test. The manufacture of more effective 
insulators and transformers has improved the performance of electric grid 
insect traps. 1 nsulators of polystyrene and Teflon, developed since Taylor's 

work, have shown good properties. 
The electrocutor-type insect trap is commonly used for insect destruction 

purposes. It is widely used in attempts to eliminate or control nuisance insects 
around residences, business establishments, and food processing plants (fig. 9). 

5 Unpublished reports, cited in the text by the author's name (unpublished) are on me 
in the Agricultural Structures and Elcctritication, National Program Stnrr, Agricultural 

Research Service, USDA. Beltsville, Md. 20705, 
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The ar~ adion he tween grid \\ ires may .:ause burning ~)r other bodily 
damage to insects passing between the wires making insect identif1cation 
dirtkult. For that reason, this type of trap is seldom used for inse..:( surveys. 

Suction- or Fan-Type Trap 

Suction- or fall-type electric lose..:t twps were devclllped to filllhe need for 
insect attractlllg l1nd capturing eqt:'pl1lent heyond that provided by an electric 
lamp aud a simple collecting device. Equipment was needed particularly for 
catdung small. agile fliers whkh tend to hover near tile lamp or alight on the 
barnes. The earl1er Sll~'[j(lrl' llr .~n·type ekctrh: traps were first developed for 
surw} • ..:ontroI. or hoth. (If spedtk spe\,'lCS or fallulks l,r inseL'lS in particular. 
the Clear Lake gnat, ClzabdrolH asticMplH Dyar and ShanlHln. mosquitOes 
({'ulkiuae), and the clgart'ttt' beetle. 

All ordinary light (rap~ proveJ futIle til!' trapping the winged, Clear Lake 
gnats h~cause lhe traps ~~ll\n he(;tllle hllpCle,,\y d~lggeu with these insects, 
H~nllS :md BlIigess i !V::'Sl adued a sUL'thll1 dcyi.;l' III aduilil1l1 to the attractant 

Figur~ 9 [-Ic~tric grid ill~l'ct trap iI15tallalion in food processing plant. 
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lamp. A suitably designed, small electric fan was selected for that purpose. A 
Jll~)difh:at!On of this original trap. known as the Akins trap, was reported by 
Essig U930) to be in commercial production for the control of this pest (fig. 
10). 

The Akins' trap consisted of the following parts: (I) An inverted, 
funnel.shared renect~)r, 11\ inches in diameter and provided \\ith a light socket; 
(2) a 100·\\' lamp to attract the gnats; (3) a thin sheet iron sleeve. 15 inches in 
diameter, suspended abou t 10 inches from the renector by three \4-inch rods, 
allowing clearance fllr the gnats to enme to this light; (4) a small electrie fan 
with motll[, the latter uttached to the sleeve and designed to draw the insects 
down from tht:. light hy the actinn l)f th~ fan; (5) a black muslin bag, about 3 
feet long. drawn over the k)\ver end of the sleeve. 

METAL 

METAL 
FAN 
INSIDE 
FUNNEL 

I igurc 10. 1 h.: ,\klllS gll,lt trap. 
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Headlee (1932) initiated efforts in 1927 to develop a light trap that would 
replace humans as collectors for mosquitoes. He produced a device that 
attracted mosquitoes but in such a limited number that the device did not meet 
the need. This trap depended upon light alone and operated on a battery. 
Three years later, Headlee produced an experimental suction light trap that 
operated on 60-cycle, I 10-volt alternating current. 

Initially, this suction light trap was equipped with a tube-30 inches long 
and 9 inches in diameter-mounted horizontally. A small, 8-inch fan was 
installed about 8 inches from one end. In front of this fan was placed an 
electric light socket backed by a reflector. The fan was used to create suction 
from the lighted end of the tube. A cloth mosquito-net bag was placed over the 
opposite end of the tube. Enough mosquitoes were caught so the trap could be 
used to replace human collectors. Within 2 years the trap was converted from 
horizontal to vertical operation as reported by Mulhern (1934). A 2S-w.. 
llO-volt, inside-frosted incandescent lamp was selected as the attractant. This 
trap el1g. II) with slight modil1cations is commercially produced as the 
standard New Jersey mosquito trap6 (M ulhern 1942). 

Efforts by Runner (1917) to attract adult cigarette beetles to electric lamps 
and capture them in sticky fly paper were followed by an additional research 
effort to attract this insect to a light trap. Reed and others (1935) reported th~ 
development of a suction light trap in 1932 for attracting and collecting these 
beetles. 

This trap consists of three main parts-the flange, the barrel, and the 
cone-in addition to an attractant lamp and a fan (fig. 12). The flange is 21 
inches in diameter at the outer edge and 12!6 inches where it is soldered to the 
barrel of the trap. The flange supports an electric lamp and serves to increase 
the flow of air through the barrel and also to reflect the light. The galvanized 
iron barrel is cylindrical, 13 inches in diameter, 12 inches long, and is mounted 
horizontally. Riveted inside the barrel is a steel bracket to which is attached a 
1/20-hp. motor. The motor is connected to two 12-inch fan blades and is 
positioned in the barrel so as to locate the fan centrally. The cone made of 
20-mesh steel or copper screen wire is attached to the rear end of the barrel, 
and terminates in a small opening which accommodates a quart glass jar. The 
lamp, Originally found most satisfactory for use in the trap, was a 50-w., 
mill-type, incandescent bulb, constructed for rough service. The trap as 
described, with minor changes, is in common use in many tobacco storage 
warehouses in North Carolina and Virginia. 

The three suction- or fan-type electric traps described were the earliest 
developed in the United States, and are mentioned to illustrate this type of 
insect light trap. Changes in their design and utilization will be treated in later 
discussion. 

6Manufactured by Hausherr's Machine Works, Toms River, N.J. 
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Gravity or Mechanical Trap 

The gravity or mechanical trap is the third type of insect trap that uses an 
electric lamp as the attractant. It differs from the electrocutor type in that it 
has no high voltage for killing insects and from the suction-type trap in that it 
has no motor·driven fan. Thus, its capture of insects depends entirely on the 
attractant lamp and the trap design. Insect collectors have used the gravity type 
most often because the insects captured were less damaged and more easily 

identified. 

25-WATI IF LAMP 

+-----'::=-~~9r-~~w~~I}i~-:uya .MESH 

~~~L~,:J~~88t_HARDWARE ClOTH 
E> 	 YIOO ·HP 

1,500-RPM MOTOR 

18x14 MESH
16" SCREEN 

8" 

SCREEN FUNNEl 

WIDEMOUTH JAR 

_----...k-"-t--r PAPER BAG FOR 
CYANIDE GRANULES 

9" -----4Io-l 

FigllrC It.-Cutaway view of New Jersey mosquito trap. 
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Figure 12. S\1ction·tyr~ insect trap and BL lump. 

The development of several insect trnps of this type has been listed earlier. 
The traps attributed to McNeill, Gross. Turner, and WilJams were equipped 
with some killing. agent, such as chloroform, for immobilizing or killing the 
attracted insects because their identification was important. Electric traps that 
were lltilil.cd by Bensel (/916) and Runner (1917) were designed to capture 
the maximum number of insects by using pans filled with water or sticky fly 
paper to collect them. 

Studies of insect catches in orchards by Parrott (1927) and oftlle Oriental 
fruit moth, Grapl/Olitha II/o/esra (Busck), by Peterson and Haeussler (J 926) 
were mnde with traps in which pans, filled with water and a film of oil, were 
fastened below an electric lamp. Fnrmers in Virginia and Alabama used similar 
equipment ((,REA 1928) to control the tomato fruitworm. This type of trap 
was very simple, consisting ora reflector.lnmp, and water pan (fig. 13), 

IbllllCK (1932) reported the results of S years' work on the development of 
light traps ror catching adult Asintic garden beetles, Malade/"a (=alltoserica) 
castanea (Arrow). His comparison in 1927 of a trap using a Ian tern hanging 

http:lltilil.cd
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over a tub of kerosene with another using a 1 OO-w. electric lamp over a tub of 
water with an inch of kerosene revealed catches of 217 and 2,947 beetles, 
respectively. The addition of a funnel beneath the lamp in 1928 and baffles 
above the funnel in 1931 changed the appearance of the trap and improved 

beetle ('atches. 
Hallock (1936) reported further refinements in the funnel and attachment 

of a pint jar to the bottom of the funnel to catch the beetles. He compared the 
attractiveness of various lamps in the laboratory and found "that ligh ts 0 f short 
wavelength near the violet end of the spectrum are most attractive to the 
beetle." From this work, two traps of similar construction were developed and 
designated as the large trap and small trap (Hawley, 1936). The small trap is 
shown b figurc 14. The absence ora roof, permitting wide light radiation, and 
use of baffles were innovations in trap design. 

A new light tra~l, reported by deGryse (1933) included a bucket-shaped 
receptacle into which were closely fitted a set of four movable trays pierced 
with circular openings which gradually decreased in diameter. The openings in 
the topmost tray were five-eighths inch in diameter; those in the second tray, 
one.fourth inch; aIld those in the third tray, one-eighth inch. The fourth tray 
was made of a tine-mesh, copper screen. The screens were effective in 
separating the insects according to size and in preventing excessive packing and 

PAN CONTAINING 
WATER AND KEROSENE 

Figure U. An early lig.ht trap used in Alabama to protect a tomato crop. 
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Figure 14.-This small trap, developed by Hallock for catching the Asiatic garden beetic, 
included a lOO-w. daylight bulb and four bafl1es. 

subsequent mutilation of the specimens inside the container. Each tray was 
provided with a small container of absorbent cotton into which the killing 
agent was poured. Two glass plates were mounted on opposite sides of the 
24-inch collecting funnel to reduce circling of the lamp by attracted insects. 

The major number of such traps utilized in the United States before World 
War II comprised the gravity-type electric insect traps previously mentioned, a 
trap designed and utilized by Walkden and Whelan (1942) for owlet moths 
(phalaenidae), and the Minnesota trap described by Nagel and Granovsky 
(1947). 

DEVELOPMENT OF LIGHT TRAPS FOR INSECT SURVEYS 

Light traps were used by Dirks (1937) to obtain life history data of 
numerous species of Macrolepidoptera at Ornno, Maine, 1931-34, inclusive. 
Dirks used incandescent lamps of 200-w. clear and 500-w. and I,OCO-w. 
inside-frosted types and a GE S-l sunlamp as attractants, plus a pan of water 
with a kerosene film to trap the moths. He observed a fairly close relationship 
between outdoor temperature and the number of moths captured. When the 
average night temperature was 40° to 42° F., few or no moths were taken. In 
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contrast, large numbers of moths-sometimes hundreds of specimens-were 
taken when night temperatures was 58° or above and other conditions were 
favorable. 

At temperatures between 45° and 53° F., all the light sources tested were 
approximately equal in value for capturing moths. Above 53° the S-l, a 
standard 400-w. tungsten mercury arc lamp with a bulb transmitting radiant 
energy longer than 280 nm, was found superior to the other lamps used. The 
S-1 sunlamp consisted of a mercury arc between tungsten electrodes with a 
tungsten filament in parallel with it. At all temperatures, the 1,000-,500-, and 

Ir 200-w. incandescent lamps were nearly equal in their capacity for attracting 
moths. The author stated that "it is evident that the increased attractiveness 
must have been due to the light-rays peculiar to the mercury vapor bulb or 
sunlamp." Since the sunlamp radiated more energy in the ult.raviolet region and 
less in the visible than the other lamps, the difference in attraction may have 
been due to the additional ultraviolet radiation. 

Walkden (1942) pointed out that "light traps offer an efficient means of 
obtaining information regarding the dio tribution, seasonal flight periods, and 
peaks of abundance of various insect species. Further, that the data obtained 
from these traps are basic to, or of value in, the consideration of cultural 
control and other methods for the suppression of the various pests involved." 
His survey dealt primarily with the owlet moths (phalaenidae) infesting the 
Missouri Basin area and was made at six locations in Kansas and Nebraska 
during the 4-year period, 1934-37. 

The light traps used in the six locations were similar except that one had a 
shallower cone and glass buffers about the lamp. The trap design (fig. 15) 
included an inverted, galvanized-iron cone, 2 feet in diameter, with a roof of 
the same material. The lamp was suspended in the center just above the cone 
rim, and a fruit jar was attached to the bottom of the cone for receiving the 
insect catch. Clear, incandescent lamps (500-w,) were used at two locations and 
inside-frosted incandescent lamps (200-w.) at the other four. 

Although trap locations differed somewhat, flight trends of individual 
insect species were the same in all locatities. In the 4-year period, 305 species 
of Phalaenidae were taken, totaling more than 525,000 individuals. Approxi
mately 90 percent of the specimens taken were of economically important 
species. Over 36,000 individuals were examined for sex, and 35 percent were 
found to be females. Differences in seasonal abundance of multiple-generation 
species \vere indicated for several important pests since the traps were operated 
from March to November. Results of this light trap survey may we;) have 
influenced a resumption of survey trap use in Kansas, in 1955, when a new 
survey trap became available. 

Taylor and Deay (1950) made laboratory tests in 1948 on the relative 
attractiveness of various gaseous discharge lamps to the European corn borer 
moth and concluded that the ma.xill1ul11 attractiveness for this moth (at the 
intensity levels studied) was in the near ultraviolet region between 320 and 380 
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nm. They also reported that among other insects attracted were the adults of 
the tomatO hornworm, J/allciuca quillqllemaclIZra (Haworth), the tobacco 
hornworm, Ma/lduca Sl!xfa (Johannson), and the corn carworm, which were 
attracteu in great numbers to sources radiating in the near ultraviolet. 

Unidirectional Trap 

The su..:'<.'css 111 attracting adlll ts of several insect speCies to ncar ultraviolet 
(hla.:l-.h~H) raulatil)[) led to a survey in an Indiana marl(et garden area of the 
Il1scds of economic importJnce that \vere attracted to SOurces of various 
\\,lvdengths or raJiant energy. A survey trap (fig. 16), with exposed 
nll~lrcs..:'cnt type lamps as attradants, was developed in 1951. I t consisted 
cssentlally of an exposeJ lamp mounted huriLolltally at the top with a funnel 

IlgUfe' l!\ Ught trJp uwtl to attr:lct owlet moths in Kansas and Nebraska, 1934-37. 
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Figure 16 t 'nillircdional inse.:t survey trap with J5·\\' BL,llevclorell in Indiana in 195 L 

opening int~) a collection container heneath. A daily charge of caldum cyanide 
was pla..:ed in . he colle.:tion container tn kill the insects. 

Resear.:h sdentists rcadily a.:cepted the low-cost, effident, bla..:klight-lamp 
survey trap, t!csignated as a unidirectional survey trap (Taylor and others 1956 
alltl Hollingsworth and t)thers 1963). 

Lamps, selel:ted for the trap. covered the spe..:trum from the ultraviolet 
through the visible into the red. Lamps that radiated in the shorter wavelengths 
in.:luded germiddal (rar ultraviolet), plus blue, gold, red, and infrared. Taylor 
ant! others (unpuhlished) recorded insect catches in 14 unidirectional traps 
which showed that the blacklight (BL), erythemal, and blue lamps attracted 
the 1110st insects, in that order, while the gold and red lamps attracted very few 
insects. 

Funnel-Shaped Trap With Mercury Vapor Lamp 

The attraction or the pink bollworm moth, Pcclillop/rora gossypiella 
(Saunders), to ultraviolet radiation Was discovered in Texas in 1.952 (Glick and 
Hollingsworth 1954). This discovery created an urgenl need for a survey trap 
(L) aid in determining areas newly infested by this pest. The funnel-shaped trap 
with mercury vapor lamp (fig. 17), designed for and used in research on tJle 
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rigurc J7. ~ Funnel-shaped insect trap with 1000w. mercury vapor lamp, developed in 
Indiana in 1950. 

European corn bore.r in Indiana had made very large collections of the pink 
bollworm during July and August and was selected to meet this need. 

Initially, this trap consisting of a, galvanized iron funnel, (30 inches long, 1'2 
inches in diameter at the front. tapering to a 3-inch diameter in rear, and 
mounted hOrizontally), was produced in very limited quantity during 1952 for 
survey work. A vertical rectangular funnel, which was connected to the larger 
horizontal flmnel and mounted beneath and perpendicular to the main funnel, 
tapered into a fruit jar charged with calcium cyanide. Moths attracted to the 
lamp were collected in this jar. The 100-w. mercury vapor lamp (GE type 
HI 00-SP4) was moun ted horizon tally at the small end of the main funnel. The 
trap became knQwn as the mercury vapor trap (Merkl and Pfrimmer 1955). 

The second trap (fig. 18) used in the 1952 investigation to determine the 
attractiveness of radiant energy to the pink bollworm was equipped with four 
IS·w, BL fluorescent lamps, and in general, Was more effective than the 
mercury vapor lamps. The trap with BL lamps was a commercially produced, 
suction-type trap. which had been modified by the addition of a rain hood and 
a collection funnel. The suction-fan motor was made inoperative to prevent 
damage to the specimens. The four BL lamps, approximately 18 inches long, 
were mounted vertically at the top of the trap in a 4-vaned baffle assembly. 
Each quadrant contained one of the 15-w. lamps so that the radiation covered 
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a full 360 degrees in the horizontal plane. The baff1e assembly was mounted on 
the ran housing, which consisted or a metal cylinder, 16.5 inches in diameter 
and 14 inches in height, with :I flared top 28 inches in diameter. The collection 
funnel with a cyanide jar was attached to the bottom of the ran housing. 

The si/.e and cost or the trap with the BL lamps precluded its usc as a survey 
tr'JP so that as previously indicated the mercury vapor trap was produced ror 
inlmediate use. However, a smaller trap (fig. 19) designed and constructed late 
in 1952 by Hollingsworth was oper'Jted by Riherd and Wene (J 955) during the 
I-year period rrom March 1,1 953, to February 28.1954, at Weslaco. Tex. This 
trap, like the larger one, was equipped with four IS-\\'. BL lamps. one in the 
corner of each quadrant or the bartles. 11le killing jar used was a standard 
one-half gallon rruit jar charged with flaked calcium cyanide. The jar was 
placed on the trap each day at 5:00 p.m. and removed at 8:00 a.m. the next 
morning,. Daily records were made of 40 species for the entire year. In 
addition, records of moths captured at the light trap without complete record 
for the year totaled 73 species, while a considerable number of the species of 
Microlepidoptcrn [Ulc\ some or the smaller Macrolepidoptera were not 
identified. 

Figure 18 Suction tr.lp. with 4-yancd baffle assembly and four IS-w. BL lamps, used in 
It}S:2 Tc:.;as pink bollworm attraction tests. Trap with I QQ-w. mercury vapor lamp is on 

pole at left 
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r'igurc 19 ... Smaller trap designed in 1952 by Hollingsworth in Tex. Design is similar to 
suction trap shown in ligure 18, withou t killing jar. 

Data from the year's operation of the trap at Weslaco showed that 
Lepidoptera were a~tive throughout the year in the Lower Rio Grande Valley 
or Texas. Large ~ollections of the cabbage looper, Trichoplusia IIi (Hubner), 
were taken every mon th and moths of the corn earworm were also collected 
every month as well as those of the fall armyworm, Spodoprera fmgiperda (J. 
E. Smith). This evidence of the general attractiveness of near ultraviolet 
radiation to many night·flying insects focused attention on the possible value 
of this trap design for general insect survey purposes. 

Omnidirectional Trap 

Changes in design of the electric insect trap with the vertically moun ted BL 
lump were developed from study of its performance and suitability in trapping 
insects. These changes included use of a larger metal collection chamber to 
replace the fruit jar, in~()l poration of a drain device in the funnel to remove 
collected water before it entered the collection chamber, and omission of a 
roof to permit upward as well as lateral light distribution. 

Following these changes, the unidirectional and funnel-shaped mercury 
vapor traps developed in Indiana were compared directly with the omnidircc
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tional trap (fig. 20) developed in Texas. The omnidirectional trap shown at the 
left is equipped with three 2-w. argon glow lamps. A second jdentjcal trap 
shown at the right was equipped with a single I 5-w. BL lamp mounted 

vertically. 
Results of the comparisons in 1955 by Hollingsworth and Carter (unpub

lished) showed that the omnidirectional trap with one IS-w. BL lamp collected 
the greatest number of pink bollworm moths and all other insects. The 
mercury vapor trap (with 100-w. mv.lamp) caught second largest number of all 
insects and the same number of pink bollworm moths as the unidirectional 
trap. The omnidirectional trap, with three ::?-w. argon glow lamps mounted 
vertically, caught the second largest number of pink bollworm moths and least 
of all insects, an indication of selectivity for the pink bollworm. The 
unidirectional trap, with one IS-w. BL lamp mounted horizontally, ranked 
third in total insects collected but caught as many pink bollworm moths as the 

mercury vapor trap. 
A commercial electric insect survey trap, similar in design to the 

omnidirectional trap with IS-w. BL lamp used in the preceding test, was 
announced late in 1955 and was mentioned by Taylor and others (1956). 
Before the availability of this trap, experimental electric insect traps had been 
installed at variolls locations to detect the appearance and abundance of 
specific insects, such as the European corn borer, the tobacco and tomato 

• 

figure 20. Omnidirectional light trap, developed in TC;l:us about 1954, with three 2-w. 
argon glow lamps (left); :lOd trap with one IS-\\,. BL lamp (right). 
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horn Worm moths, and the pink bollworm. In 1952, for example, electric traps 
were installed along the Atlantic seaboard at 13 locations in 8 States to detect 
hornworm moths. In the Midwest, electric traps were installed in several States 
to locate infestations of the European corn borer. In 1953, such traps were 
operated in a number of cotton-growing State,; to check on the spread of the 
pink bollworm. In 1955, more than 60 electric insect survey traps were 
operated in 17 States. 

Publication of light Trap Survey Collections 

As a public service the Plant Protection Programs, Animal and Plant Health 
Inspection Service.7 U.S. Department ofAgriculture, issues a weekly Coopera
tive Economic Insect Report (CEI R). It contains information supplied by 
cooperating State, Federal, and industrial entomologists and other agricultural 
workers. 

Electric I igh t tra p ca khes of economically im portan t insects were published 
in a few instances as early as 1952 in the CEIR. A special section on light trap 
collections of nine species of insects was initiated in 1955 and has continued 
since that time. In 19 63, the number of insect species included in the report 
W:1S increased from nine to 20, all Lepidoptera. Detection of other insects 
collected in light traps are also listed in other sections of the report. 

I nsect traps utilizing BL lamps rapidly became valuable tools to entomolo
gists and others in determining the time of appearance and the seasonal 
abundance of important insect pest species (Pfrimmer (/955 alld 1957), 
Stanley and. Dominick (1958), Oatman (1957), Tashiro and Tuttle (1959), and 
Smith (J9n.:?)). However, several different kinds of BL traps were then being 
employed in general insect pest surveys in the United States. 

Development of BL Trap Standards 

The above situation led to action, in 1964, by the Committee on Insect 
Surveys lUld Losses, Eastern Branch, Entomological Society of America 
(E.S.A.), that resulted in the development of BL trap standards. A question
naire was sent to 53 survey and extension entomologists, agricultural engineers, 
and plant pest control people known to be actively engaged or knowledgeable 
in insect light-trapping research or service programs for States and USDA. 

Thirty-siX questionnaires were returned to the committee, and 2 I of them 
indicated that general insect survey BL traps should be standardized. Thirteen 
individuals recommended either a particular kind of trap or trap components as 
a standard. 

A study of the returned questionnaires indica led that a definite majority 
used or recommended as a standard a light trap equipped with one linear 15-w. 

7 Formerly Plant Protection Division, Agricultural Research Service. 
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tluoresccnt Bl lamp. Concerning trap components other than lamps, a 
majority reported or recommended the lise of an omnidirectional trap with 
barnes, no fan. and a collection funnel opening ( top) with a 10· to IS-inch 
diameter. ,'Jo majoritics favored or emphasiLed one size of collection container 
M one killing agent over others used. A few who listed ethyl acetate were 
cnthllshlstic about its usc oVCr cyanide. Several individuals thought that the 
position and I~)cation or the trap in the surveyed area is as important as the 
type tIl' tmp used. 

The CUl11mittee reviewed the questionnaires and the literature on insect 
light traps, lind gave particular attention to the results of recent investigations. 
111i5 was done to help select a trap or trap components which would be 
durable, emcicnt, :tnd low cost. On the basis of these reviews, the Committee 
proposed that certain trap design standards be llsed in general insect survey 
work. The design should include: One IS-w. III lamp; omnidirectional design: 
barnes; no fan; 10- to IS-inch funnel opening (top diameter); and a collection 
container larger than I-quart. For specifications of the trap dimensions and 
standards as well liS pertinent additional recommendations, sec figure '21. 

The Committee emphasized that its chief concern is with BL traps that arc 
used J!1 general insect-survey programs to determine the time or occurrence and 
abundance of established insect pest species, such as the corn earworm, fall 
armyworm, European corn burer, cabbage looper, and others. The Committee 
fully recognized the separate need tar survey traps designed especially for 
detection or for research. 

A general insect survey trap that meets fully the above specifications has 
been m:lI1uractllred commercially for several years. The trap is used extensively 
in the L'nited States ami to a considerable degree abroad by Federal, State, and 
l1thel' research organizations. 

Survey Traps for Individual Insect Families or Species 

In contrast to the general insect survey trap, many of the various electric 
insect survey traps have been developed, at least initially, for a single species or, 
.11 most, a family of insects. Included in this group of specialized survey traps 
are: New Jersey mosquito trap; CDC' miniature light trap: cigarette beetle trap; 
Asiatic garden beetlc trap; pink bollworm trap; and European chafer trap. They 
have been described in part by Frost U952) and more extensively by 
Ilollingsworth,l\,lrtsock, lind Stanley (1963). 

The New Jersey mosquito trap (rig. II. p. ::: I), developed by Headlee 
{I 932) and Mulhern (1934 and 1942), is a standard trap widely used in 
mosquito surveys. An American model of this trap described by Mulhern 
(/953) has a slightly larger tube and fan than the standard model, and is also 
being lIsed in some areas of the United States. A 2S-w. incandescent lamp is 
spedtled as the attractan t in both stam1ard and American models. Specifica
tions for the design of the Departmcnt of Defense mosquito light traps8 paral
lel tlwsc for the New Jerscy trap. 
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StaJldards: 

1. 	 Attractant-one FlST8/BL lamp (IS-watt black 
light) mounted vertically. See A. 

2. 	 Position of lamp-bottom even with rim of funnel, 
lower lampholder below rim. 

3. 	 Four baffles (two crossed), dimensions: total width 
14"; total height above funnel rim 19"-20"; clearance 
between inner edge and lamp Y4"-1'f". See B. 

4. 	 Funnel-slope 60°; top diameter 14" (approx. ~ 
length of lamp) ; bottom opening diameter 2"; lower 
end inserted into top of collection container ~" to 
form drip rim for water. See C. 

J. 	 No large canopy over top of baffles (such a cover 
reduces catches of some species). 

A dditiollal ReCOl1!11IeHdatiOlls: 

1. 	 \Viring system showing Underwriters' Laboratories 
(UL) seal of approval. 

2. 	 Electrical components mounted either on side or top, 
but if on top the area of obstruction to light not to 
exceed a 5" square (25 sq. in.). 

3. 	 e se of a side-emptying drain placed in cover of col
lection can to leave collection- container unobstructed. 
See D. Pan diameter at least 4", depth 1", drain 
opening %" X 1" minimum. 

4. 	 Collection container designed for use of less harzard
ous killing agents, such as ethyl acetate (as com
pared to calcium cyanide) through use of insert fun
nel with sealing gasket, 45 0 slupe and 2" opening. 
See E. 

~. 	 ~[alerial-26 gauge galvanized steel minimum. 

Figur~ :2 t. I3lacklight trap standards for general insect surveys. 
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Investigations on factors affecting the efficiency of light traps (American 
model New Jersey mosquito trap) for collecting mosquitoes (Barr and others 
1960 and 1963) indicated the following results: (1) Lighted traps caught more 
mosquitoes than unlighted traps, although the latter caught substantial 
numbers of Culex but not Aedes mosquitoes; (2) the heat produced by a 25-w. 
light bulb did not result in higher catches than when a cold (nonenergized) 
bulb was used; (3) trap color had little effect on the catch; (4) air movement 
by the fan also had little effect on the catch, although the range of air 
movements studied was not great; and (5) the catch was directly related to 
intensity of the light source. 

Reed and others (/935) developed a suction-type electric insect survey trap 
for collecting cigart!tte beetles. The early work of Runner (J 9J 7) in 
establishing the greater attractiveness of blue or violet light as compared with 
orange or red was also men tioned. Further research by Tenhe l in 1955 
(unpublished) determined "that blacklight was appreciably more attractive to 

the cigarette beetle than any other light tested." Results of this work are 
reflected in current reconllnendations in Agricultural Handbook No. 233 9 that 
"these tmps should be equipped with Bl Iluorescent tubes of more than 30-w. 
capacity." This trap is shown in figure 12. page 22. 

An experimental, vertical suction-type light trap and a standard horizontal 
trap were compared in performance tests by Tenhet in 1954 (unpublished), No 
significant d'tference in the effectiveness of the two types of traps was noted. 
However. Parkhe ant! Kurup (/959) found that a vertical suction light trap 
with baffle plates, one lamp, and one fan has given about three to four times 
greater catch (or cigarette beetles) than the ordinarily used horizontal sllction 
light trap. 

De\'elopment of two Asiatic garden beetle trap was accomplished by 
Hallock (1936). Designs of both the small (figure 14, p. 24) and large traps, 
described by him, and the general survey trap are similar in the use of four 
bartles, funnel. no top cover. and location of the lamp attractant at the 
junction or the barnes. The larger trap was field tested in 1934 with four 
different lamps and in 1935 with seven different lamps, The G-5 lamp, a 
100-w, mercury vapor lamp radiating 6.04 microwatts per sq. em. at 1 meter 
distance in the near ultraviolet (Bl) region, attracted approximately 60 percent 
more beetles in both years than a 500-w. daylight incandescent lamp, the next 
most effective attractant lamp. 

8;\lilitary specifications prepared by the Corps of Engineers, U.S. Army, Department of 
D.:fcnsc. 

9 r.s. Departmt:'nt of Agriculture, Agricultural Research Scrvice. Stored-tobacco 
ill$Cct5. biology and control. All No. 233, 43 pp. Revised September 1971. 
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The attractance of near ultraviolet radiation for the Asiatic garden beetle is 
further evidenc\!d by detection of the pest in general survey traps for new 
county records in two Pennsylvania counties in 1969. Thus, the general survey 
trap is replacing the onginal Hallock design for detecting this insect pest. 

The pink bollworm survey trap is of essentially the same design as the 
general purpose survey trap previously described. A special feature is that it is 
equipped with three :2-w. argon glow lamps or a IS-w. BL lamp as shown in 
figure :20. The principal radiation from the argon glow lamps, like that of the 
BL fluorescent. lamps, is concentrated in the near ultraviolet region of the 
spectrum. Lamps of this type and wattage are nearly as effective as BL 
fluorescent lamps for attracting the pink bollworm moth, but are much less 
attractive to insects in general, particularly large moths and beetles. In a mixed 
collection. this helps to reduce damage to the rather delicate pink bollworm 
moths that must be in near perfect condition for positive identifications. 

This trap is easily adapted to portable power sources because the power 
r~quired for operating the lamps is low (6 watts). A portable power supply (fig. 
22). developed by Hollingsworth and Briggs (1)\<:0), utilizes an automative-type 
battery as the basic power source. The conventional liS-volt, 60-cycle a.c. 
service is used when readily available, see figure :20, page 31. The trap has been 
used extensively in Arizona and California for pink bollworm detection and 
survey work (Berry and others J959). 

Figun: 22;- Pink bollworm survey trap with portablc powcr supply. 
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Adults of the European chafer, AmphimalloJ/ majalis (Razoumowsky), were 
strongly attracted to radiation from Ouorescent BL lamps tested by Tashiro 
lUld Tuttle (1959). When exposed to very low populations late in the 1958 
season, traps containing these lamps captured up to 70 times as many beetles as 
the most attractive, chemically baited traps. 

Studies of factors involved in the design and development of an effective 
survey trap for the European chafer were conducted by Tashiro, Hartsock, and 
Rohwer (1967) during tile period 1959-63. A survey trap developed for the 
European chafer beetle in shown in figure 23. Special features of the trap 
include (I) a screen-bottomed collection container to hold the beetles alive and 
permit escape of small insects, (2) a rather Oat funnel angle wIth a small, 
3/4-inch opening which permits large moths to crawl out of the trap; and (3) a 
special wiring circuit which permits operation of the lamp either from 
conven tional II O-vol t, 60-cycle a.c. power or from d.c. batteries by the use of 
a special inverter. The parts are especially designed for compact shipment and 
easy assembly in the field. A smaller, similarly designed trap with a 6-w. lamp 
has been developed for battery opcration in isolated locations. This trap is 
suitable for cither European chafer surveys or general insect population 
surveys. 

Fi/ttlfl: :!3.-Europenn chafer beetle survey trap. 
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ELECTRIC INSECT TRAP STUDIES ON ECONOMIC SPECIES 

The material presented has been concerned with a history of insect 
attraction to light in general, a description of various lamps and their spectral 
distribution. and a review of lrap types that have been developed for use with 
electric lamps. The following material lists results of various investigations of 
electromagnetic radiation sources and traps that have been employed for the 
detection and control of a number of economic insect species. 

European Corn Borer Survey and Control 

lablonouski (1920) reported an observation made by L. Baross, Bankut, 
Hungary, in which 50 to SO percent of the Lepidoptera captured at acetylene 
light traps from June 17 to July :?S, 1904, were European corn borer moths. 
The exact number of moths captured and the proportion of sexes were not 
recorded. 

European Corn Borer Attraction to Light 
and Effects of Trap Design on Moth Capture 

Caffrey and Worthley (/927) have indicated that repeated observations in 
New England with various types and colors of lights failed to show that 
European corn borer moths were attracted to artificial lights to any extent, 
even though the observations were carried on in fields where the moths were 
numerous and in their seasonal period of greatest activity. Gasoline and 
kerosene lanterns, acetylene lights, and electric lights of white, yellow, blue, 
green, red, and violet werc used in these experiments. From the comparative 
number of moths captured at the different colored lights, a slight prefereAce 
for white and yellow lights was shown. The proportion of captured males 
usually was gl<!a tcr than that or the females. 

Kelsheill1er (/935) conducted field and laboratory research to determine the 
influence of different colors of lights on the behavior of the European corn 
borer moth. He concluded that, when the t1ltcrs were arrange!:! in the apparatus 
in the ascending or descending order of wavelength and the Jigh t in tensity 
transmitted through the t1ltcrs was, in all instances, uniform or comparable the 
moths respondpd in significantly greater numbers to the lights of short 
wavelength than to those of long wavelength. The blue light of the series 
attracted more moths than did the red light on the opposite end of the series. 

The flight of European corn borer moths to electric light t.raps was studied 
under t1cld and laboratory conditions by Ficht and Hienton (1939 and 1941) 
and Ficln and others (1940). They found, as did Hervey and Palm (1935), that 
European corn borer moths may be captured readily in electric traps. 

The 250-w. ~tazda ex lamp used in the field tests for 1939 and 1940 by 
Ficht and. others was manufactured with a special glass bulb which transmitted 
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most of the ultraviolet ntdiation emitted by the tungsten filament. A second 
lamp, the 100-\\,. mercury vapor lamp H-4, was (ound to be more attracti\'e to 
European corn borer moths than the 2S0-w. Mal.da ex in subsequent 
laboratory :lI1d f1eld studies. The distribution of power output from this lamp 
is shown in figure 5, p. II. Power radiated by the 100-w_ 11-4 lamp was more 
than 10 times greater in the ultraviolet (280.380 nm) region than the 2S0-\\,. 
mazda ex lamp, 7~ percent more in the visible violet-blue (380-500 nm) 
region, anti 6 percent less in the green-yellow (500-600 11m) region. 

In field tcsts, Ficht and Anderson (J 942) compared European corn borer 
moth catches using six lamps of each type_ The 250-w. ex lamps captured 
19,107 moths or 53.6 percent of the total as compared with 16,487 moths or 
46.4 pert:ent of the total attracted by the lOO-w. 1-1-4 lamps. These results 
signi!1cantly showed that the predominantly ultraviolet, visible violet, and blue 
radiation rrom the 1-1-4 lamps was approximately twice as effective in attrac~':lg 
the moths as was the cnergy radiated by the ex lamps when compared on a 
wattage basis. Female moth catch with the ex lamps was 53.9 percent of the 
total as compared with 56.4 percent by the rI-4 lamps. 

Results or field tests and laboratory studies combined indicated that the 
greatest radiaticn dttraction to the European corn borer moths was in the range 
of 320-500 nm. Moths had shown no preference ror lamps radiating energy at 
wavelengths shorter than 320 nm in laboratory tests reported hy Ficht and 
l-lienton (1941). However, in further laboratory studies, Ficht and Anderson 
(unpublished) compared the entire radiation rrom the 1-1-4 lamp with that in 
the near ultraviolet (BL) (320-380 nm) region and found that there was a 
definite attraction to the moths for this relatively narroW wavelength region. 

Taylor and Deay (1950) concluded from laboratory studies made in 1948 
that the maximum attractiveness for the European corn borer moths at the 
intensity levels studied was in the near ultraviolet region. Thus, their studies 
confirmed those of Ficht and his associates that were completed just before 
Fich t 's den th in July 1941. 

The early evidencl! or the attraction of European corn borer moths to 

radiation in the visible range, 380-760 nm, led Taylor and Deay to compare 
moth catches by lamps radiating energy primarily in the visible with other 
lamps radiating energy chieOy in the near ultraviolet. Unpublished data 
obtained by them during 1953-55 show that the 360 BL lamps attracted from 
1.3 to 9.5 times as many such moths, on a wattage basis, as the incandescent 
lam ps. 

Further evidence or the greater attraction of black light as compared with 
visible radiation is found in a 7-year record (1958 to 1964) obtained by 
Altman and Brindley (unpublished) in Iowa. They compared two 15·w. 360 BL 
lamps, mounted horizontally, with :1 ::OO-w. incandescent clear lamp in 
modit1ed Minnesot:l-type traps of very similar design (figs. 24 and 25) for 
attracting European corn borer moths. 

• 
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Figure 24.-Modificd Minnesota-type trap with two IS-\\,. BL lamps. 

The 360 BL lamps and trap caught ~_33 times as many moths as the trap 
with inc:Indrscent lamp on a lamp wattage basis. During the same period an 
omnidirectional trap with one 15-w. 360 BL lamp, similar to the trap in figure 
~O. caught 29,755 moths while a trap, similar to that shown in figure 25, with 
200-\\,. incandescent clear lamp caught 27,218 moths. On a wattage basis, the 
BL lamp and trap caught 10.4 times as m:my moths as the incandescent lamp 
and trap, but a part of the difference was probably due to variation in trap 
design. In the latter study 58.4 percent of the moths attracted by the BL lamp 
were females and 45.~ percent of those attracted by the incandescent lamp 
were females. 

Ficht and I-lien ton (1941) showed that as the level of visible radiation was 
increased from ~50 to ~,OOO ft.-c., the catches of European corn borer moths 
increased at about the same rate as the increase in illumination. However, 
Taylor and Deay (1950) found that increasing the amount of near ultraviolet 
radiation increased the attraction of moths but not in direct proportion to the 
increase in radiant energy. [n a comparative study of 250·,500-, and I,OOO-w. 
sizes of mercury vapor lamps. the ~50-w. lamp was reported best on the basis 
of the number of ml)ths caught per lamp-watt. From related studies, Beaty and 
others (195]) commented that 2,000-w. mercury vapor lamps attracted many 
moths but no satisfactory method was found for destroying the moths so 
cOJlcentrated. Adjacent traps with lamps of smailer wattage failcj to compete 
with the ~,OOO-w, lamp in attracting moths. 
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Figure 2S.-MQuiticu ~hnncsota·t)'pc trap with 200-1\'. incanucsctnt lamp. 

Corn Borer Survey Activities With Light Traps 

Bogush (1936) reported that a trap with a 500-w. light was of great value in 
detecting the presence ofinsects when only present in small numbers. In 1930, 
the first year of the trap installation at Bairam·AIi, Turkmenistan, Central Asia. 
the European corn borer was detected for the first time. although the 
Entomological Organization had been in existence there fe,' more than 10 
years. 

Stirrett (1938) reported that the European corn borer Ilight to lig.ht traps 
showed that males are attracted to the light in larger numbers than arc the 
females. while the females are more strongly attracted to corn than are the 
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males. He found no ttpparent correlation between the numbers caught in the 
light trap and those observed in the Held on individual nights. However, he 
concluded thllt the light trap is a better measure than any individual cornfield 
for determining seasonal limits of flight within the region. 

Apple (1962) reported the operation during the previous 4 years, of an 
omnidirectional insect trap with twO IS.w. BL fluorescent lamps at one 
location to provide information un the Occurrence and abundance of certain 
nocturnal flying insects. European corn borer moths responded well to this 
light a1traction, and satisfactory numbers were taken to support a study on the 
relationship between adult tlights and subsequent larval numbers in late 
plantcd sweet corn. 

The lISC of elel.'tric ligh [ traps to assist in the prediction of European corn 
borer outbreaks and the timing of insecticidal applications is well established. 
The European corn borer was added to the Economic Insect Report in 1963 
\"hclI the list or c~'onomkally important insect. species collected in light traps 
Was int:'reast!d from C) to 20. 

Corn Borer Control Activities With Light Traps 

Hervey and Palm U935) reportcd an attempt to control the European 
..:urn horer til sweet ..:orn I1clds with electric light traps. Six circular grid traps, 
equipped witll 75-w., type A. Mazda lamps, were operated in each of two fields 
of swcet corn from June I I to August 8, 1C)3S. Totals of 488 female and 367 
male moths were eaptured in a little over :2 acres of corn. It was concluded that 
the type of light traps used has little value in controlling the borer in the field. 

Ficin and 1lien ton U941) found that infestations and populations could be 
greatly reulll.'cd but !lot eliminated by lighting comfields with one 2S0-w. 
~Ialda C'X lamp and circular grid trap per acre. In 1939, reductions of corn 
borer inft!s(~ltion in a la-acre corn field by llse of electric light traps averaged. 
'5.3 percent below those in three adjacent fields. Also in 1940, reductions in a 
12';lcre lighted neld, averaged 66.7 percent be law those in five adjacent fields. 
Adult CtHIl borer ..:a tl.'h per trap averaged I,! 17 moths per season in 1939 and 
3,21S in 1940. In 1938, examinations for sex showed that predominance of 
females over males in ligh t trap captures was 65.5 percent females and 34.5 
pereent males and, in 1939. 60.6 percent females and 39.4 percent males. 
Practically all female mQths taken at light traps in these experiments were 
gravid, and not more than one percent were spent. 

Dcay and Foster (1944) reported experiments that were designed to 
dCtCrHUllC [hc elTct'C of eleclfueU[or light traps on the European corn borer 
infcstatwn and population in double-cross hybrid field corn in 1943. They 
fOllnd tit.ll \H1C trap with a 100-,,- .. H-4 mercury vapor lamp per acre reduced 
the inli:slatilln \If !lrst generation corn borers in corn planted June 1 from 27.5 
tIl 14 pt'r..:cnL one light per aae reduced the fall population of borers from 3.6 
It' 25 hmer:; pcr plant lJl corn planted June I lind frolll 4.3 to 2.6 borers pcr 
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plant in corn planted June 8-the fall population being all second generation 
borers. 

Reduction in corn borer infestation by use of lig.ht traps has been found 
possible as indicated. However, field tests have not been made in sufficient 
magnitude with suitable equipment to determine whether economical control 
can be accomplished by light traps. 

Codling Moth Survey and Control 

Recognition of the attraction of light to the codling moth more than a 
century ago is evidenced from a statement by Glover (l865)-"Bonf1res in June 
cvenings are recommended for the moth (codling)." However, other entomolo
gists held different opinions. Slingcrland (1902) stated that "codling moths are 
not attracted to lights and only rarely may one accidentally fall a victim; the 
highest record this far is eight codlillg moths in 15 nights." A similar reaction 
Was indicated by Newcomer and others (lY31). 

Codling Moth Attraction to Light 
and Effects of Trap Design on Moth Capture 

Light Anractioll.-One of the earliest recorded experiments on the 
attractant value of various colors of light to the codling moth was made in New 
Mexico in 1915, 1~116, and 1917 by File as reported by Eyer (1937). Nine 
incandescent lamps \';Sed each of the 3 years in an orchard were suspended over 
tubs of water which served to trap the moths. While only commercial types of 
tungsten filamen t lam ps were used and the various colors incorpora ted in the 
globes presented equal emission of light. "the superiority of a blue or purple 
(violet) light over other colors was well demonstrated." 

Laboratory investigations on the response of the Oriental fruit moth and 
codling moth to colored lights were .:onducted by Peterson and Haeussler 
(7928) during the 3-ycar period 192'1-27 _They used clear incandescent lamps 
combined with several color screens as attractants. Their studies showed that, if 
codling moths arc given a choice of lights varying in color from red to violet 
and the relative intensities of the colored lights arc approximately equal, 
practically all of the moths will go to blue and violet lights. Few or no adults 
arc attracted by red light. So far as observed the response of males and females 
to colored lights appeared to be similar. 

Results of tests conducted by Yothers (1928) in a closed fruit storage room 
in 1926 in which codling moths were emerging and in an orchard in 1926 and 
1927 showed evidence of positive attraction of light to the adult codling moth. 
iii the dosed storage adult moths were readily attracted to a small light. In 
1921, they were attracted in large numbers under normal orchard conditions to 
varying intensities of light in water-pan and electrocuting types of light traps. 

Parrott (1927) also conducted experiments on the attraction of codling 
moths to light in storage houses and in orchards during 1927. The results were 
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more favorable in cold storage houses than under field Gonditions where 10 
different incandescent lamps were lIsed in six traps during the season. He 
reported that several species including the codling moth "were negatively 
phototropic where colors at the red end of the visible were used, that their 
response Was mOre positive at the violet end." In subsequent work in 1934, 
Parrott and Collins (J 935) used 75-w. Mazda lamps, 60-w. Mazda CX lamps, 
sllnlamps, and mercury vapor tubes, "all of which proved attractive to the 
codling moth," 

Collins (1934) found that temporary morphological changes in the 
compound eyes of the codling moth took place under the impacl of light, and 
that these changes were correlated with changes in the behavior of the moths. 
Inferring tha t the most attractive spectral bands to the codling moth migh t lie 
in the near ultraviolet, violet, and blue regions, Collins and Machado (1935) 
studied the pigment migration induced by radiation of those wavelengths. 
Their studies indicated that: (I) "of two light sources having the same 
continuous spectrum, the more brilliant source elicits the more rapid 
iris-pigment migration and I;: the more attractive; (2) of two Jigh t sources which 
have unequal spectral ranges, the one including the bands which evoke the 
more rapid iris-pigment migration. even though its visual intensity and relative 
energy are less, is more attractive." 

Studies were made in an apple orchard. a fruit-packing house, and in a 
labora tory by Marshall and Hienton (1935) during 1933 and 1934 on the 
attraction of adult codling moths to a wide variety of lamps radiating energy in 
the visible and ultraviolet regions. Their early results indicated the most 
at tractive region of the spectrum was that between 3,000 and 4,000 A, or near 
ultraviolet and violet. A IS-w. mercury vapor tube attracted more moths in the 
orchard than Mazda C, Mazda CX, and special G-I lamps of greater wattage. 
Codling moths were attracted to any electric lamp in a three-story, 72- by 
72-fool packinghouse enclosed with a cloth screen. In the packinghouse 
uarkelled durlng the day and with an electrocuting light trap operating both 
day and night, more than 98 percent of the emerging moths were attracted and 
killed (Davis, 1935). The maximum catch for a single day was 15,579 adult 
codling moths: and the total for the season, up to July 27-the end of the first 
brood emergence-was 236,300 moths. 

From their investigations which continued through 1937, primarily in the 
laboratory, Marshall and l-lienton concluded (l938) that there are three things 
which intluer\ce the attractiveness of light to the codling moth: intrinsic 
brilliance (luminous !lux); the size of the luminous area; and the color. Small 
amOUnts of ultraviolet, in addition to blue and violet seemed to have little 
attraction to this moth. Large amounts of ultraviolet, based comparatively on 
the lamps lIsed in the tests, added to the attractiveness of the lamp. This was 
particularly true of the special FI-3 lamps (modified 1-14). A dark blue, 200-w. 
tungsten filament lamp showed the greatest attractiveness of all lamps tested, 
when all other conditions were equal. 
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Comparative tests made in 1933 on the attraction of adult codling moUls to 
inside-frosted incandescent lamps in 40·, 100-, and 200-w. sizes were reported 
by Eyer (1937). He concluded that the clear yellowish-white ligh t developed 
by this type of globe was increasingly attractive up to 200-w. capacity. In 1935 
and 1936, his further tests with merCUlY vapor lUbes, sun-lamps, and an 
incandescent lamp, showed that. of the various light sources tested, the 
mercury vapor types proved most attractive. This type produced 300 to 700 
lumens in the visible region within wavelengths of 300 to 700 nm, that is, 
largely blue violet and ultraviolet in quality. 

In comparing the relative attractiveness of blue. green, amber, red. and 
white incandescent lamps in electrocutor traps to the codling moth during 
1934 and 1935, Bourne (1936) round that codling moth showed a preference 
for the blue lamp. 

Another attractant being used experimentally in traps for male codling 
moths is the laboratory-reared virgin female of the species. When compared 
with light traps, the sex lure or pheromone traps captured more moths in the 
early season, but from midseason to later season this pattern was reversed 
(Madsen, 19(7). He also reported that in 1966, studies to test the effectiveness 
of the pheromone traps as a means of control, using one trap per tree, did not 
result in fewer in tested fruit than in the control trees, even though large 
numbers of male codling moths were captured. Much is yet to be learned about 
the future value of the codling moth pheromone trap whether used alone or 
possibly in combination with light traps for survey, control, or both, of native 
codling moth populations. 

Ught [rap desig/l.-Eyer (1937) mentioned that traps used by File consisted 
of lamps suspended over a tub partly filled with water. Parrott (1927) used 
traps in which a shallow, broad pan collected insects below the lamp. Parrott 
and Collins (1935) later used the electrocuting type exclusively in their 
experil1leIlls. Boume (1936) improved the water-pan trap but found the 
electrocuting-type superior to the improved unit. Herms and Ellsworth (1934), 
~tarshall and lIienton (1935) Patterson (1936), and Hamilton and Steiner 
U939) used the electrocuting-grid type of trap. 

In his work initiated in 1933, Eyer (1937) used only grid-type traps but 
compared the Akins suction-type gnat trap (fig. 10, p. 19) with two 
electrocllting grid-type traps for a 44-day period in 1936. He reported that 
electrified grids and sllction fan retrieving devices were about equally effective 
for capturing moths attmcted to lights. 

Electric light traps and bait traps, operated alone and in combina tion, were 
studied by Worthley and Nicholas U937) to develop a trap of effectiveness 
equal to bu t cheaper than the cylindrical eJectrocu ting type used by Parrott 
and Collins and others. In their 1934-36 investigations, Worthley and Nicholas 
compared the codling llloth catches in four types of traps as follows: (I) A 
75-w. ~bLda lamp in (a) an unpainted trapping globe described by Tietz (1936) 
(h) globe painted black at top and bottolll, and (c) globe painted to give light 
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only Uuough slots; (2) a 75-w. Mazda lamp over 12-inch-diameter bait pans; (3) 
a 6-inch can with bait but without ret1ector or light; and (4) a 75-w. Mazda 
lamp enclosed by electrocutulg grid. 

Results reported on this work showed that the effectiveness of bait 
traps may be greatly increased by suspending them beneath 75-w. lights. This 
combination of lamp and refle~·tor suspended above molasses-water bait in a 
12-inch diameter pan appeared to be more effective than the electrocuting light 
trap. The trapping light globes were found to be less effective, and the 
electrocuting grid type to be most effective with light alone as the attractant. 
Comparisons between the electrocllting trap and other devices may be 
misleading because many of the electrocuted insects arc burned beyond 
recognition. For that reason, this type of trap is seldom used for survey 
purposes. 

Van de Pol U956) reported that in a series 0f observations at Doetinchem, 
Netherlands, in 1955, the codling moth species seemed to react more strongly 
to a 125-w. ultraviolet lamp than to a 125-w.lamp which radiated light visible 
to the human eye. Van de Pol and associates used a Robinson-type electric trap 
that they had modified by increasing its height and decreasing its diameter. 
They developed a grid ligh t trap at Wageningen that had a more general effect 
than the Rothalllsted and Robinson traps but it was considered too dangerous 
ror practical application. 

In 1960, Baggilllini and Stahl (/965) developed Changins, a new model light 
trap. a design somewhat similar to the Minnesota-type trap, equipped with a 
rner~'ury vapor lamp. Starting with the original Robinson trap, they rearranged 
the position of the lamp in relation to the collecting tube and placed the lamp 
base tIp instead of down. They also included a device for collecting U1e 
~apt.Ured insects in a jar. In 1961, the new trap was compared directly with an 
early model Robinson trap at three locations in France. The number of codling 
moths caugh t with the C'hangins trap was generally more abundant or at least 
equal to the reference trap. Also, the attracting power of this trap model, like 
the majority of other traps, extended to a large number of species of different 
orders. 

Effects of Temperature and Wind Velocity 

The number of codling moths captured by light traps is affected by several 
factors besides the attractant lamp and trap design. Under optimum conditions 
of light intensity for moth attraction that exist before and after dark, the 
temperature and wind or air-1110Vemelll may reduce the number of moths 
captured. 

Collins and ~Ixon (/930), Borden (1931), Eyer (1937), and Patterson 
(l9]()) are in general agreement that the night of codling moths is definitely 
II1hlbited at temperatures below 60° F. Borden (J 931) found that one of the 
mmt notable factors controlling night in the field is the starting of a breeze or 
wind. Just the faintest air movement over the tree tops effectively cut down 
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the night. When a wind was blowing very few. if any, moths were observed, 
even though the temperature alld light intensities were favorable. 

Pristavka (J 9()9) reponed on the effects of temperature and wind velocity 
which arc assumed to be the leading factors affecting the quantity of catches of 
the codling moth. Results of calculations made show that in the sum-total of 
all factOrs the elTert of wind velocit), makes up 12 percent and the effect of 
temperature makes up 20 percent. 

Codling Moth Survey Activities With Light Traps 

Hamilton and Steiner (1939) examined light trap captures at half-hour 
intervals llt1 several different days during 1934 and 1935. They found that 
lamps did not begin tll capture codling moths much before light receded to 0.2 
rl.-C. or less. Although moths came to traps all hours from late dusk to early 
dawn, 85 percent entered the traps before 10:30 p.m. and peak captures 
occurred between 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. The authors found that light traps 
artificially stimulate 1110th aClivit)' after it normally ceases in the evening or 
before it begins at dawn. Bait traps, however, capture moths during periods of 
normal flight activity at dusk and dawn. Thus. light trap captures arc better 
indicators of 1110th abundance than bait traps but provide less information 
about the amoullt of norlllaimoth activity. 

Groves (1955) compared bait and light traps for catching codling moths in 
1951 and 1952 using a Robinson trap (tlg. 26) equipped with an 80-w. 
mercury vapm lamp. The single light trap caught considerably more codling 
mOlhs than the 12 bait traps in 1951 and the 10 bait traps in 1952 with which 
it was compared. 
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Firure 26.-Cross section of the Robiilson insect trllp. 
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Russ (1960) observed codling moth occurrences in 1958 and 1959, using a 
further improved Robinson light trap, for organiLing a warning service in 
Austria. The improvemelHS in the light trap tended to provide grea ter safety. 
or the improved types, 52 were in usc in 1960 to provide information needed 
for can trol purposes. 

Oatman and Brooks (J 961) reported that results of 5 years' experience 
(1956-60) with BL traps, similar in design to the omnidirectional trap pictured 
in figure 20 011 page 31, had shown that it [s an effective, additional survey tool 
for orchard insect populations. The BL trap had also proved to be several times 
more effective than the regular type incandescent light trap for surveying insect 
populations, Oatman (/957). Its greatest value had been to time spray 
applications for the individual pests, especially the second generation codling 
moth. 

In 1961, Madsen and Sandborn (1962) found that a funnel-type trap with a 
15-w. BL lamp Was very efficient in tfllpping codling moths. In a study on 
mating and oviposition behavior of the codling moth, Gehring and Madsen 
(1963) compared BL trap catches with that of standard diamalt bait traps. 
They concluded that the BL trap gave a more precise determination of codling 
moth activity and would, therefore, aid in the scheduling of control measures 
for application at the most effective time. Further, a light trap, particularly BL, 
is a very effective codling moth lure, and a single light trap will substitute for a 
number of bait traps. Their work confirmed Geier's (1960) in which the light 
trap was more effective than the bait-pans in drawing significan tly younger 
females from the field population. 

Barnes, Wargo, and Baldwin (/965) tested and reponed a new low-wattage 
ultraviolet light trap for detecting codling moth activity (fig. 27.) The trap 
consists of a to-inch funnel with a single, to-inch-square sheet metal baffle 
mounted over it. The funnel neck is removed and a jar lid is soldered on for 
attaching a I-quart jar. The lamp is a 4-\\'. fluorescent ultraviolet unit 
designated as blacklight blue (BLB), The dark purple glass filters out nearly all 
visible light. The lamp is placed horizontally within the funnel and just below 
the edge, direcling most of the light upward. Because of the direction of 
radiation. the trap should be hung in the lower half of the tree. The advantage 
of this trap \vith the low-wattage lamp is the reduction in total n umber of 
llloths captured with resultant easy sorting to record codling moths. 

In Germany. Mesch (1965) made studies in 1962 and 1963 to improve the 
results of light traps used in connection with a warning service against codling 
moths. He found a slightly llloditied form of the Minnesota light trap to be the 
most suitable for the purpose. Mercury vapor lamps of types l-lQA 125-w. and 
HQL 250-w. were used in the light trap. Catches with HQL 250-w.lamp were 
larger and easier to evaluate. This trap was reported to be simpler to construct 
than the Robinson Iig.ht trap. the New Jersey light trap. and the existing wand 
light trap of Steiner and Neuffer. ~Iesch commented that observations with 
light traps have become part of the forecasting and warning service. 
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Figur<! 27. Simplified low-\I'aaagc ultraviolet light trap for codling moth. (Courtesy of 

I.. ntomology Department, l'nivcrsity of California, Riverside.) 


Thc codling moth was onc of the species added to USDA's weekly 
C'ooperative Economic Insect Report in 1963 when the number of insect. 
species indmled in the list of those collected in light traps was increased from 9 
to 20. Thus. there is international acceptance of the use of light traps as a 
determinant or codling moth activity. 
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Codling Moth Control Activities with Light Traps 

In 191 8, efforts to control the codling moth by using artificial light were 
undertaken by Herms (1929). Six 500-w. Mazda lamps were suspended directly 
over a block of 15 trees consisting of several apple varieties. He con tinued his 
studies on the same block in 1929 using eighteen 500-w. Mazda lamps (Herms, 
1932). Borden (1931) reported that even with the increased light intensity of 
the 1929 experiment, the artil1cial lights did not deter moth activities 
sufficiently to affect observations. When only the artificial light was present, 
light intensity readings about the trees were not more than 4 ft.-c., which is 
much less than the natural light intensity at sunset, the time of maximum 
f1ight. The first season (1928) showed a 31-percent reduction in fruit 
wOfminess, while the second season showed a 30-percent reduction. 

In 1933, Herms and Ellsworth (1934) compared the use of traps with red, 
!igh t-blue, and white lights to determine the effect of lamp color on apple 
worminess in the same orchard used in 1928 and 1929. Their results showed a 
considerable reduction in worminess under the light-blue lamp; this is, a 
wormincss of 50.3 percent against 73.6 percent nonsprayed and nonillumi
nated, and 77.3 percent under the red and 74.2 percen t under the white. 
Although the evidence pointed toward a considerable reduction in worminess 
under the blue, they did not recommend the use of the codling moth-blue 
(Monolite) traps as a substi tute f '[ sprays. 

Headlee (1932) also undertook to determine whether control of codling 
moth. could be secured by means of orchard lighting. He used Mazda Clamps 
to irradiate the foliage wall of the apple tree at a level of 10 ft.-c. during first 
brood activity and reduced fruit injury by that insect approximately 50 
percent. He then used in succession Mazda CX, mercury vapor daylight, and 
1000-w. Mazda C red-painted lamps. He noticed no particular difference in 
moth activity with the Mazda ex than with the Mazda C lamps. He reportj!d 
that increasing the light energy from the violet end of the spectrum seemed to 
increase the normal oviposition activity of the codling moth. Increasing the 
Ugh t energy delivered from the red end of the spectrum seemed to induce 
largely abnormal activity. He also indicated that in all probability an irradiation 
of a little more than 30 ft.-c. would be necessary during favorable evenings and 
mornings to prevent the codling moth from ovipositing. 

Collins and Machado (J 937) made a 4-year study of the effects of light traps 
on a codling 1110th infestation. They used an electrocuting type light trap with 
a 75-w. Type A Mazda lamp in every apple tree in the lighted area (13 to 18 
trees). Some mercury vapor tubes and sunlamps were used as attractants for 
comparison with the Mazda 75-w . lamp. Trees included in the experiment with 
light traps received no lead arsenate or from two to four lead arsenate cover 
sprays. Collins and Machado's data indicated that the light traps exerted 
sufficient influence on the codling 1110th infestation to reflect a measurable 
decrease in injury to the fruit. An evaluation of this influence, based on the 
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different methods of comparison used, led to the following inference. Under 
the given experimental conditions, the control achieved by light traps was 
comparable to that achieved by applying two lead arsenate cover sprays. 

Experiments on codling moth control by electric light traps were conducted 
in sou them Indiana (1934-35) and in the Hudson Valley, N.Y., in 1936 by 
Hamilton and Steiner (1939). The light-trap experiments in Indiana were 
conducted in a 5 Y.\-acre block of 30-year-cld apple trees located near the 
center of the orcl-,ard. Within this block there were 175 trees available for use. 
In New York, the light trap area consisted of a four-by six-row block of mature 
trees, located near the center of a Baldwin apple orchard. 

Circular grid type electric traps were used. In 1934, three types of lamps 
were uscd-G-I mercury vapor clear glass, Mazda 60-w. CX inside-frosted, and 
Mazda 60-w. clear. In 1935, the 60-w. CX lamp was discontinued and the 
following added: Mazda 150-w. clear, Mazda 300-w. clear, Mazda CX 250-w. 
inside-frosted, and a coiled mercury vapor tube. The G-I and Mazda 60-w. clear 
lamps were each used in three-cighths of the trees, while the other six lamps 
were compared in the remaining trees . .In 1936, the G-I mercu ry vapor, 
mercury vapor tube, CX 250-w. frosted, and Mazda 200-w. clear were used in 
New York. 

Comparative tests of the relative attractiveness of different lamp types 
indicated that the mercury vapor tube and the G-I mercury vapor lamp were 
about equally attractive to codling moths and definitely superior to Mazda 
lamps of 200-w. or less. The results also showed that the lamps used were not 
powerful enough to attract moths much farther than 35 feet. In 1934, traps 
that were suspended over clear spans 35 feet from apple trees averaged only 5 
moths per trap as compared with 127 moths per trap for those over apple trees. 
Codling moth infestation in the 5 Y.\-acre, light-trap ?-ea (fig. 28) was reduced 
44 percent below that in the surrounding check blocks. In 1935, seasonal 
conditions were extremely unfavorable for the codling moth, and the iighted 
area showed a 90-perccnt reduction in infestation. 

In 1933, Patterson (1936) initiated a 4-year expcriment, in Canada, on the 
value of electrocuting light traps. He used a cylindrical electric grid trap with a 
75-w. Mazda lamp as attractant in every fourth tree in 1933, and increased the 
density to one trap per tree in a 6- by to-tree block in 1934. The first two 
covcr sprays of lead arsenate were applied to thc lighted trees. The regular 
spray schedule of four cover applications was applied in 1933 and 1936 and 
nve in 1934 and 1935 to the unlighted trees. The sprayed blocks showed 20.9, 
38.8, and 9.1 percent more damaged apples in 1934, 1935, and 1936, 
respectively, than the 1igllted blocks. The crops were extremely small during 
these years, and these conditions may have produced exceptionai results. 

Eyer (1937) reported that although the fruits in illuminated trees were 
often less wormy than those in neighboring unsprayed trees, the benefit was 
not suft1ciently pronounced to warrant the recommendation of light trapping 
as a substi tu te fOr spraying. 
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Figure 28.-Elcctric i[l~:Jct traps in operation at Indiana orchard during 1934 experiment 
on codling moth control. 

Despite the early evidence of a possible reduction in the number of spray 
applications through use of light traps, t.here has been no recent large 
experiment for attempting to control codling moths with light traps alone or in 
combinarion with a spray program. 

Tobacco Hornworm and Tomato Hornworm Survey 
and Control 

Turner (1920) recorded the capture of eight tomato hornworm motb in an 
electric light trap in 1918. He used a 300-candlepower arc lamp as the 
at! ractan t and is among the first to indicate the attractiveness of light to that 
insect. 

Martin and Houser (J 941) reported tobacco hornworm moth catches, 
during 1938 and 1939, in which 10 incandescent, mercury vapor, and 
tluorescent lamps were used in two types of traps. A 1 ,OOO-w. mercury vapor 
lamp was more attractive than three 1 ,000·w. incandescent lamps operated in 
one trap. 

Hornworm Moth A ttraction to Light and 
Effects of Trap Design on Moth Capture 

The attraction of adult tomato and tobacco horn worms to near ultraviolet 
radiation between 320 and 380 mil was reported by Deay and Taylor (1950). 
They studied the attraction of hornwornl moths to radiant energy from three 
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groups of five IS-w. t1uorescent lamps, each mounted vertically on electri~ 
panel grid traps. The a ltractant lamps used were germicidal, blackligh t, and 
blue with maximum radiation at :;53.7 nm, 365 nm, and 440 nm, respectively. 
Of the three types of lamps used in 1948, the 360 BL lamp was outstanding in 
attracting 92.6 percent of both species of horn worm moths captured by traps 
in open fields. Taylor and Deay (unpublished) found that a funnel-shaped trap 
(see fig. 17, p. 28) caught a greater percentage of hornworm moths attracted 
by the lamp than did t.he electrocutor grid I) pc because these large moths diJ 
nOt pass between the grid wires. In many cases, the moths were only .... 
tempur:lrily stunned, then recovered and new away. 

Brown (ullpublished) designed, built, and tested the V-shaped collecting 
container (fig. :;9) for an electric grid trap to capture attracted hornworm 
moths in 1949. Moths. when stunned, dropped in!L) the trough immediately 
below the grid, thence through a barned tube into a wire basket from which 
they could not escape. Il1Itially, the grid wire spacing was seven-sixteenths of 
an inch. but this proved to be too dose and was increased later in the seasun to 
nve-eighths of an in..:!) With a resulting increase in moth catch. The trap was 
equipped with two 30-\\,. BL !:Imps mounted vertically and caught 2,712 muths 
of both sexes during 1949. 

Stanley (1965) reported that further tests made by Brown in 1950, with 
5.'S-inch and larger grid spacings showed grid trap performancc less satisfactory 
than that or a new unidirectional trap designed by Brown (rig- 30). A 
t1uorescent painted barne. irradiated by two 40-w. BL lamps mounted 
horizontally, replaced the grid. This design was based on ubservations that had 
revealed a tendency of the moths to stop on white walls adjacent to traps 
befort' 11nally gOillg into the traps. 

In 1951, cllmmerdal model of this new unidirectional gravity-type tmp was 
compared with a suction-type trap and a grid trap for attmcting and capturing 
hornworm moths at Tifton, Ga., by Girardeau, Stanley, and LaHue (1952). 
Ther operated four of the new type traps (fig. 31) (equipped with two 
horizontally mounted 30·w. BL lamps in each) in addition to an experimental 
suction-type trap (with four IS-w. BL lamps and a 1/6-hp. motor-driven 
16-inch diameter fan), and a grid trap (with four 19-square-inch grids and four 
300·w. incandescent lamps). The gravity-type and suction-type traps, each with 
a total of 60 watts in BL lamp capacity, attracted and captured from 596 to 
1.143 10bacco hornworm moths during April ::2 through August 25. The grid 
trap with 1,200 watts in incandescent lamps caught only five such moths and 
practically no other hornwonn moths. The average catch of the four gravity 
traps was 856 moths. The suctiun trap caught 916 moths. Results of this test 
gave further cvidence that much greater numbers of hornworm moths were 
attracted to near ultraviolet than to visible radiation. 
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l'Il!Un~ 29. FIct:trk grid trap with collection device for c:lpturing hornworm moths :lfter 
striking grid. 
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In 1953, Taylor and Deay (unpublished) also compared the gravity-type and 
suction-type traps that were used at Tifton. in 1951, with an 18- by IS-inch 
electric grid trap. In their comparisons, each of these traps was equipped with a 
total of 60-watts BL lamp capacity. While the number of moths caught was 
much smaller than that at Tifton, the suction-type and gravity-type traps were 
about equal and caught decidedly more moths than the grid trap. 

Further comparisons of near ultraviolet and visible radiation as attractants 
for hornworm moths were made in 1954 and 1955 by Taylor and Deay 

Figure 30.·-Gravity-type electric insect trap with two 40-w. BL lamps. 
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(unpublished). Identical unidirectional gravity traps, one equipped with a I5-w. 
BL and the other with a 7S-w. incandescent lamp. caught 402 and six 
hornworm moths, respectively, during a 1 D2-day field test in 1954. In a parallel 
:~ I -day field test in 1955 with omnidirectional gravity traps, one trap with a 
IS-w. BL lamp caught 210 hornworrn moths while another with a 20D-w. 
incandescent lamp caught only two moths_ These results further emphasized 

f.igurc 3!'~Coml11crdall11odcl of unidirectional hornworm light trap, dcvclopcdin 1950 
in North Carolina. 
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the gr~at<.'r attra~tion of Ilt:;lf ultraviolet lhan visible radiation to hornworm 
moths. 

The ornniuirectional trap used in 1955 was uevelopcu by Taylor and used 
during the 1956·59 seasons ill Indiana experiments to proled tobacco from 
tobacco and tomato Iwrnwllfll1s. as reported by Deay (11.)61). This trap (fig. 
32) induded a smg.le, vert!~al. 15·w BL lamp mounteu III a single vertical 
harne. The bartle \\a~ mounted virlllall~ within a funnel. the hame extending 
an welt ahove (he fUJlnel discharge opening to a height Ill' 19 in~hes above the 
runnel rim. The funnel was 14 inches in diameter at the top. 2 inches in 
I.ltameter at the bllttOItl, ~llH.l 12 indies high. The ~ollecthm chamber ~)r can was 
made t)f 9·in~h ·dlame Ie r me tal fum.lce pipe. 24 in~hes long. amI he ld against 
IllC funnel by sprtng tension. 011 one enJ l1f this furnace pipe, a nange was 
turned inwarJ to lmld J bottom made or 14·inch·mesh hardware cloth. The 
traps were supported hetween ~-rl)ot stcel t~n.:e posts as shown. A trap of 
sHllilar design WIth the attradant lamp mounted hOrlwntally -:aught fewer 
horn\~llrll1 moths than the trap des~rthcd with the lamp mounted vertkally. 

Bcl! (11.)55) studied 21 ,,:ollllller..:tally available cle~trk lamps whidl radiate 
energy III parts of the spedrum tr0111 the ultraviolet through the infrared as 
attra..:tan ts fllr moths tIl' the tomato and toba-:..:o 11Ornworm species. He 
":llllduded that nve of the lamps. with high radiation outputs between 320 and 
400 nm, \\ere more atlra-:tivt": than thosc whkh did not radiate a signinc~U1t 
amouut of energy in thi:, range. He also determined that the same lamps are 
most attractlvc to both spedes and that the response was ahout equul for males 
3ml fenuks of ea..:h species. 

FIgure J:! Omnidin:ctional light trap with onc 15-w. BL lamp, d~vclopl!d and used III 


I!1lliana for capturing horn worm moths. 
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Kent (1958) anti RaJu llIJ59), seeking t~, uetermine a spednc wavelength of 
radiant eMr!?,), of greatest attraction to hornworm moths, irradi:lted thel11 with 
lllllllllchromath: energy or approximately 10-nm bandwidth in the spectral 
rcgilm 320 to -,gO nm. The) used a kymograph to record the movements o\" the 
lose!.'ls. hut this JlecessitateJ impaling the test moths on a wire suspension 
lllllunL On the o:tsis 01 thelt studies the :tge amI sex of the llloth. the 
wavelength anti intensity of radiation, ant! the atmospheric conditions did not 
slglllll,'antly alTed the moths' rea.:tioI\ to radiant energy in the 320 to 380 nm 
(near ultraviolet 1regIon a$ tested. 

Prunt (l9otJ) continued investigatIOns on 11Ornworm a t tractions in the same 
range ')1' wavelengths and developed equipment suitable fur subjecting tile 
llloths to ultraViolet madlltiol1 that would eliminate the necessity for piercing 
them. ThIS was a':cllmplisheJ by II\acing the moths in cells (1 by I by J inches) 
and nbsening them inJlvtuuaH:. with the aid t,r an infran:d telescope. He also 
ultl not nnd any sinl:!k narmw waveband t 10 nm wide) significantly more 
attractive hI the nhlths than other wavebands, in the 300 to 380 nm region . 

.\Jenear (lWlJ l alhi Lam (l1JfJ4) .:onducted further experiments on 
re"ponsc'i u\" hOfJ\wt1lm Ilwths tll raulathm in the visible as well as in the 
uluavwkt repl1H in a Hght-ttght. air-.':llndniolletl chamber. They used a 
CIl!lUlll'rClal llhHwrhrnmatllf us the radiatilln source to replace the l110dilled 
spc.:trl..'graph used by Kent (1958)' Raju (1959), and Pruitt (1960), and thus 
se~'ure,l hetter .:,mtro1.11f the sour.:e. 

~kll\:ar l Jl)fl f) t\lund that the aggregate rea.:tion of 531 individually tested 
nl\l!h~ \\ J5 en.';!le!>! ,It 315 nm wh~'n compared with responses at bands sparcd 
';0 III II ,ll'art \\\thin lhe ral\gl' of 315 to 455 11m. Further, he found that 
ll~",pt'n"'l'~ \WI~' ncad\ ,IS )!l)lld thfllUghout the ultraviolet region as at 31511111. 

Lun (/ 'ilj,.fj trrauiateu ~4i' ll.1ha.:.:o and tomato hornworm moths 
mJindually with cnerg~ hands having a half-width of approximtely 10 nm 
.:enteH'd .It 31L\), 334.1, Jl15A, 404.7, 435.8. 491.6,546.1. and 578 nm. A 
..,il:!IHtkant Jlttcrence in respl1nse to waveband treatments was found in each 
miltIt l:!f,1Up bJ~eu l'll sex, spedes, and source (trapped or rearcd). Generally, 
tIll.' 1l'''l'llJ\SCS \"ere greilter fnr the shorter wavelengths by both field-caught and 
lalll1r;J tllf\ ,reared Iwm\\ \mn moths. However, no single wavelength having an 
<"Ih'me!} IJght sljllluiathe effkienc:r for hornworm moths was discovered. 

IlptTman, LJWSllIl. and Pca.:e UWi6) reported experiments in 1964 in which 
th~') l'hh:ed (Will one to 30 Virgin female moths of the tobacco hornworm in 
lI\,hvl\lual ill insect traps to determine the effects of combining these two 
Jttradants. TIle) found that I\I[ each adJitiona( virgin female, up to to, placed 
wtlh the b~ht tr.1p, the 1I1<lle cat.:h increased by a factor equal to the male catch 
~lf the trap wtthllUt virgin females. They also indicated that males coming to 
Irght tr.tps thtl lwt sed. nut the virgin fem:lies. but reacted primarily to the 
bIJek,k.!ht. sU~::I.'stlJlg that at dl)Se range the radiation is a stronger attractant 
th.1II lhl.' mglll females, 
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Cylinurical cages, 31! inches in diameter hy 6L~ inches long and made of wire 
scree!] with 14 by I g mesh per inch, confined the females and preven ted 
mating. The cylinders could be attached to or removed from the traps easily 
(fig. 33) or be hung at different distances frol11 the trap sites. The cages wue 
used extensi\'c1y in laler efforts to achieve hornwOfm population control in 
North Carolina and St. Croix, V.I. 

Hornworm Survey Activities With Light Traps 

Morgan and Lyon (1928) found that amyl salicylate \Vas attractive to 
hornwnrms, and they developed methods of using this bait to trap the moths. 
The traps developed were designed to offcr both olfactory and visualllttraction 
to the moths. 

Fntl)l\lo]ogiSts and engmeers or USDA anu several State agricultural 
expNil1lCll1 stations recorded tobacco and tumato hornworm moth captured 
during the ]-yellr perilld. 1<)52·54. at 13 locations in Flonda. North Carolina, 
Sl1uth Carolina, Tennessee. Virginia, ~Iaryland, New Jersey. and Connecticut. 
The capturcs were made with the improved omnidirectional type of BL trap 
(ng. 34). developed by O. A. Brown. 1 0 

Lllrge numbers of hornworm moths (mure than 1.000 per season) were 
.:apturcd p:lrlh:ular\y at seven locations in Florida. North Carolina, South 
Carolina. and Tennessee, a~curdillg to Stanley (unpublished). A much larger 
rer~e[Hage of tomato honl\vorm moths taken were females (41 to 45 percen t) 
than was llbserved for the toba~~o hornwo[l11 species (25 to 28 perccnt). 
Infllflllation from carlier studies indicated that the males and fcmales of both 
spe~[es oi'llllrnworm moths oc~ur in nearly equal numbers in thc field. 

Ln 1955. the Cooperative Economic Insect Report (mcntioned on p. 32) 
included a special section on ligh t trap collections of certain insects. Since that 
time, thc section has included data on both the tobacco and tomato hornwoml 
spccies and has provided a continuous survey record at many locations in thc 
ltnited States. 

Hornworm Control Activities With light Traps 

Stahl (/954) testcd bait and electric light traps as possible aids in the 
control of hornworms on tobacco by capturing the 1110ths. He reported that 
"field studies indicated that the use of either bait or light traps had little effect 
on the abundance of and damage caused by hornworm larvac on tobacco at or 
lIear the traps." 

IODcceascd lformcrly with Agricultural Research Servicc, U.S. Departmcnt of 
Agriculture, 0:-.: ford, N,C.!. 
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f-ig1.trC 33.-- Light trap with two cylindrical cages for holding virgin female 
hornworm moths. 
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Stanley and Dominick (1958) experimenteu \\1th gravity- and suction-type 
light traps (i1gs. 3-t and 35) ouring 3 years I 95-t-56, to determine the responses 
t1f the tllbacco hornworm and t.omato horll\~orm moths to blacklight radiation 
in the nelt! ,1I1l1 tll evaluate these traps as a means of controlling hornworms. At 
l'ach llf three lo.:ations. three traps of the same type were placed in as-acre 
tllbaccll neld. SU':lI11ll.type traps were used at one location and gravity.type 
traps at tlte other two. bcll trap was cljuipped with BL lamps of 60·w. total 
l'upJ.:it) . While no heav} IIlfeStalioll llccurretl during the 3 years, the lIine traps 

rtgure .~4. t;ravtty-type omnillirectional light trap with two 30-\\'. BL lamps designed 
particularly for horO\~onll moth capture. 
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'iJ"l.,-,..1t 

';t " 

Hgurc 35.· Suction-type omnidirectional light trap with four IS-\\". BL Jamps 
moun ted Vl'rtically. 

caugh t q ,653 horn worm moths in 1954, 21.571 in 1955. and 24.002 in 1956; 
50.5. 45.7. and 22.4 percent respectively, were of the tobacco hornworm 
species. At une I~)cation in 1956. where the heaviest infestation of the 3-year 
period l)ccurred. tobacco plant damage from horn worms was reduced 16 
percent by tl1f~ use of light traps. 

Experiments were conducted in six tobacco nelds in Indiana during the 
1956-59 seasons by Deay (/961) and Taylor. Fourteen to 17 of the traps 
developed by Taylor. eng. 32. p. 58) were llsed at these tobacco fields to 
attrad and capture hornwt)rm moths. Preliminary experiments in 1954 and 
ttl55 indkated that a trap equipped with one 15-\\7. BL lamp would protect the 
tobacco \vithin a radius of 100 to 120 feet from the lamp. The number of 
lamps used per field varied with the size and shape of the field. Deay and 
Hartsock (1900) stHmeu that. on an average, one trap equipped with one 15-w. 
BL lamp tlecreaseu tlk number of infested plants by 73.5 percent and the 
amount of leaves eaten by 7704 percent in tUl area 100 feet from the trap. 

On the basis of these investigations the Departments of Entomology and 
Agricultural Engineering. Purdue University Agricultural Experimen t Station. 
issued a mimclIgJaphed paper entitled "Directions for the Use of Light Traps to 
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Control Hornworms on Tobacco," in June 1961. These indicated that 
"Satisfactory control of tobacco hornworms on tobacco with the light 
trap I 1 developed at Purdue University depends on three things: (1) The time 
of the year the traps are in operation, (2) the arrangement of the t raps in the 
t1e1d, and (3) the height of the traps above the ground." 

These early attempts to protect tobacco crops against hornwofin damage 
were on a small-plot basis where only a few traps were placed in or around a 
field. The studies in Virginia were conducted in an area of more extensive 
tobacco production and of greater density than that in Indiana. 

Lawson, Gentry, and Stanley (1963) initiated experiments in 1961 designed 
to use light and bait traps as a means of investigating the numbers, habits, and 
movemen ts of horn Worm moths and to test the possibility that such traps 
might be used to reduce populations in large areas. In experiments with bait 
traps and poisoned feeders, Scott and Milam (1943) indicated that these 
devices reduced the numbers of eggs laid by more than 50 percent when they 
were used on arcas of I square mile or more. 

Lawson and others (1963) in comparing catches made by three light traps 
and 34 bait traps showed that the mean light-trap catch of tobacco hornworm 
moths was 206 times greater than that of bait traps and about 36 times greater 
for the tOlllato horn worm species. Light-trap catches of male moths of both 
species were greater than for females, while catches of bait traps had a sex ratio 
near unity. The number captured by bait traps, however, was very low in 
comparison with light traps at all seasons and was zero during the early part of 
the season. 

In other (196]) studies, these men showed that hornworm moths were 
strong Oiers and capable of moving 3 or 4 miles in a single night. In that year, 
the greatest distance that horn worm moths were known to travel was 6.3 miles, 
bu t in 1962 this was increased to 8.2 miles. Thus, the moth flights into a small 
area under any control method could be heavy. 

As a result, they designed and installed in 1962 a large-scale light trapping 
experiment in an area near Oxford, N.C. A circular area, 12-miles in diameter, 
was covered with about three IiglH traps per square mile. These 324 traps were 
similar to the design which later was adopted as a standard for survey traps but 
with IS-inch funnel top width. The area trapped was increased to a 20-mile 
diameter circle in August 1964, with a total of about 1,100 light traps (Stanley 
and Taylor (1965)). The trap density was doubled in the inner 8-mile-diameter 
area to increase the catch of smaller tobacco insects such as the tobacco 
budwOflll Heliorhis vircscclls (Fabricius), using a fan trap. This fan trap was 
identical to the gravity trap already in use, except for the lO-inch, 414-c.f.m., 
propeller fan, mounted in a vertical cylindrical section midway in the funnel 
(fig. 36). 

110mnidircctionlli light trap with one IS-w. BL lamp developed and used in Indiana 
for capturing hornworm moths. 
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Figure 36.-Suction-typc light trap with lO-inch propeller fan. 

The general objective of the experiment has remained the same throughout 
the 1962-70 period--namely, the evaluation of the effect of light traps on insect 
populations inside the trapped area as compared with those outside the area. 
Lawson and others (1963 and 1966), Stanley and others (1964 and 1965), and 
Gentry and others (1967) reported results of these experimen ts for the years 
1962-64. Lam and others (/968) reported for the years 1965-66. During 
1962-66, the estimateu hornworm reductions in the trapped area ranged from 
54 to 94 percent, depending on the species, sex, and year. 

During 1967-70, the number of traps in operation was varied to accommo
uate additional experiments such as the release of sterile male tobacco 
hornworrn moths. Conclusions reached for this period were indicated by Lam 
and others (unpublished) that "Hornworm populations, although low through
out the locality, were suppressed within the test area during the years that 
traps were operated. When no traps were operated, hornworm populations 
inside were equal to or greater than they were outside the area. Stalk cutting 
lU1d stilt bug populations may have aided in reducing hornworm populations, 
but a major portion of the reductions appeared to be caused by the presence of 
operating traps." 

Lawson and others (1963) estimated that. because of the hornworm mcths' 
movement capability, somewhat less than 5 percent of the horn worm moths 
inside a center circle of I-mile radius would corne from outside the 
6-mile-radius. trapped area. Such movement in to an experimental area could 
prevent a true evaluation of the trapping effect on the hornworm populations. 
To \.wercome this conclition, St. Croix, V.I., was selected in 1965 as a suitably 
isolated island for conducting research where very little moth movement to and 
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from the islanu could occur, since the island is 36 miles from the nearest land 
mass. A pldiminary survey conducted with a single light trap in 1962 
established the presence of hornworm moths on the 84-square-mile island. 

The objective of the experiment on St. Croix was to determine the 
possibility of suppressing an isolated tobai:eo hornworm population by the use 
of electric insect traps. Initially, nille light traps of the type used in the Oxford, 
N.r., installation (fig. 33) were operated in widely separated locations over the 
island. The collections of those traps, from April 1965 to March 1966, were 
used as base-year da ta for comparison with later collections. On May 25, 1966, 
ubou t 250 suction-type traps of the same size and design as those used in North • 
Carolina (ng. 36) were placed in operation. They were distribu ted over the 
islanu as evenly as terrain permitted at an average density of three traps per 
square mile. Fifty-three of the traps were designated as survey traps and insects 
captured by these were collected regularly three tllnes a week un til July 1968. 
when biweekly collections were begun. Before moth capture was recorded, fans .were removed from these traps to reduce damage that would increase 
difficulties of identilkation. Early in t 968, fans were removed from the 
remaining group of traps (about 200) because the gravity-type trap without the 
fan had been found as etTedive as the fan-type trap; this also eliminated the 
fan ma1l1 tenance problem. 

Increasing light trap collections of tobacco horn worm male moths by use of 
caged virgin females have been mentioned previously (Hoffman and others 
(l C)fi6). Use of virgin females to bait light traps on St. Croix was begun with 63 
traps in i\larch 1968. This use was increased to t 23 traps in June and practiced 
on all of the traps from July 1968 to December J969, excepting the original 
nine traps. Cantelo and others (1972) reported that the tobacco hornworm 
collections were reduced by light traps alone to 37 percent of those occurring 
before the 21-month period of mass trapping began. They also reported a 
further reduction to 14 percent of the original level during the period when 
virgin females were used as an added attractant, March 1968 through December 
1969. The authors indicate that their results suggest tha t severe suppression of 
tobacco hornworm popUlations in the United States does appear to be a 
possibility if blacklight traps are used in suft1cient density and maintained for 
seve ral years. 

Studies were made with light traps in two tobacco growing areas, about 100 
square miles each in South Carolina and Kentucky during 1964-66. The 300 
light traps in each community '",ere farmer-owned and operated and were 
similar in size and shape to those used in North Carolina (fig. 33, p. 61). 
Hornworm populations, in South Carolina, as measured by field infestation 
counts on field tobacco and sucker growth. were approXimately the same for 
the light-trap :lI1d outside areas for all 3 years of the experiment (Hays, 1968). 
POllr trap construdion and. in many cases, poor installation created seriolls 
maintenance problems which the owners could not readily correct, but this 
situation alone may not have produced the inadequate performance. 
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Results in Kentucky where trap eonstruction and procedures for installation 
were bettcr than in South Carolina, were more favorable. However, the 
reduction of horn worms and larvae within the trapped area was not grea t 
enough to achieve adequate control of tobacco and tomato hornworms in 3 
years' use ofBL traps, according to Jones and Thurston (1970). 

Heliothis Zea (Corn Earworm, Cotton 

Bollworm, Tomato Fruitworm) Survey and Control 


Riley U885) cited an early instance of the response of this insect (Heliothis 
~ea) to light thus: "t'o'lr. Crane of Mandarin, Florida, who lost in 1878 a large 
proportion of his crop of tomatoes by Helior/zis, in 1879 built fires of light 
wood in his field with much profit." He also mentions a simple trap-lantern 
used in Texas which "proved most effectual against the ravages of the 
bollworm, which in 1877 did mere harm here than Aletia, and which was killed 
in great numbers by this method." 

Despite this early apparent success, later use of oil lamps as attractants in 
light traps proved to be of little value. Howard U897) and Quaintance and 
Brues (1905) reported tmfavorable results. The lattcr indicated that "all 
observations serve to show that the attracting of moths to ordinary oil lights is 
all utterly hopeless task." 

However, at about the same time, other observations were recorded of the 
bollworm moth's attraction to electric lamps. Morgan (189 7 ) reported large 
numbers of tllis moth attracted to the vicinity of an electric lamp during the 
previous season. Chittenden (1901) also stated that during 1 week in late 
September 1,900 bollworm moths formed abol!t 16 percent of the total 
number of moths attracted to the electric street lights at Washington. D.C. 
Cockerell (1914) also lloted large numbers of moths around electric street 
lights in Boulder, Colo., about 90 percent of which were bollworm moths. He 
supposed that they were 11 migrating flight from the South. Stanley (1932)' 
listed the bollworm moth among a number of noctuids caught at electric lamps 
on high buildings in Knoxville, Tenn., during 1931. 

Moth Attraction to Light and 
Effects of Trap Design on Moth Capture 

Oitman and Cory (J 933) studied the responses of earworm moths to light 
transmitted by various filters in a 6- by 7- by 8-root darkroom during 1932. 
Their investigations, although limited, showed that the moth reaction to 
radiation from various filters at the time of liberation changed after several 
hours. The filter that attracted most moths for the first hours would not 
attract the most moths after 3 or 4 hours. Initial responses were generally 
greatest to radiation in the violet-blue regioll. 

Carruth and Kerr (1937) tested three types of light sources in electrocuting 
lantern traps against female corn earworm moths in cornfields during 1936, 
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attempting to reduce larval infestations in sweet corn. Two types of mercury 
vapor lamps, one of 60 watts and the second of2S watts, each attracted more 
.;orn earwonn moths than did a 75-w. tungsten-filament lamp. although more 
males than females were caught. No appreciable reduction in larval infestation 
resulted from any of the traps used. 

Walkden and Whelan (1942) reported on owlet moths taken at six light 
traps in Kansas and Nebraska during 1935-37. The data disclosed distribution. 
seasonal fligh t periods, and peaks of abundance of various species including the 
corn earworm. Incandescent lamps were used in all traps, two with 500-w. and 
four with :WO-w. size in each. Imect catches were low early in the season, but 
increased markedly in the fall. Total trap catches per season varied widely from 
a low of 25 to a high of 2,180. moths. Forty-five percent of 3,149 moths 
examined were females. 

Studies of corn earworl1l moths caught in 40 electric insect traps of two 
different styles, both of which used electric lamps as the lure, were made 
during 1937 at Clarkston, Ga., by the Georgia Experiment Station (1938). In 
one trap type, the moths were caught in a pan of kerosene suspended below 
the lamp: in the other type, insects flew into an electrocuting grid that 
surrounded the lamp. The average rate of moth catch per trap per day was 
almost iden tical for the season June 17 to August 12. However, in June when 
moths were most abundant, the electrocuting trap caught decidedly more than 
the kerosene trap, but the reverse was true the latter part of July and early 
August. 

In 1938 and 1939. r-Iartin and Houser (J 941) compared the attractiveness 
or 10 incandescen t, mercury vapor, and fluorescen t lamps to the corn earworm 
moth in tW(l types of traps. Each of the two types of traps consisted of three 
main parts a low cone-shaped top. a hopper, and bames-and differed in 
barne arrangement. In 1938, three baffles were set equidistant with their edges 
at right angles tll the lamp. In 1939, a half-cylinder vertical shield was extended 
more than halfway around the trap as a barne. There \Wlc many nights when 
~orn e:Jrworm moths did not corne to the light traps. No moths came on 30 
percent of the 78 nights that the traps were operated in 1938; none came on 
22 percent of the 91 nights that they were operated in 1939. Many earworm 
mOth individuals loitered about the light trap and rested on nearby Objects 
before entering the traps. Also, flight habits of this moth indicated no sharp 
difference in response to any of a series of incandesccn t, fluorescent, and 
mercury vapor lamps. Further, the 100-w. H-4 and S-4 mercury vapor lamps 
were (With the exception of the June 1938 total) more attractive to earworm 
moths than the 100·w. and LSO-w. tungsten Jamps or a IS-w. blue fluorescent 
lamp. However, on an equivalent wattage basis, the blue fluorescent lamps 
would have radiated more total energy in the 320·380 nm (near ultraviolet) 
area than the SA or H-4 lamps and captured more moths. 

• 

• 

• 
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SUMMARY OF INVESTIGATIONS OF ELECTRIC INSECT TRAPS 

Taylor and Deay (1950) reported on the attraction of the corn earworm 
moth in great numbers during 1948 to sources radiating considerable near 
ultraviolet energy. 

Girardeau and others (1952) reported bollwonn moth captures in six 
electric insect traps at Tifton, Ga., in 1951. Four of the traps were 
unidirectional, gravity-type with two 30-w. BL lamps mounted horizontally 
(fig. 31, p. 57). A suction-type trap, with 16-inch diameter, 1/6-hp. motor 
driven fan, and four 15-w. vertically mounted BL lamps similar to that shown 
in figure 18, was a fifth trap. The sixth trap was the electrocutor type with 
four 19-inch square grids and four 300-w. incandescent lamps. Capture of the 
bollworm moths was most effective with the suction trap in which 80 percent 
of the collection consis~ed of this species while all six traps were operated from 
March 25 to August 25. The suction trap catch for the entire period of 
operation (March 25 to October 20) totaled 17 ,198 moths. Sex counts, made 
on sevual series during the height of the flight period, indicated that equal 
nllmbers of males and females were taken. A suction trap, identical to that 
used at Tifton, was also operated in 1951 under test at College Station, Tex. 
for the period May 9 to October 9. Rainwater (unpublished) reported a total 
collection of 27,335 bollworm moths in that time. 

Glick and Hollingsworth (1955) during 1953 at College Station, Tex., 
conducted labora tory and field investigations on the response of the cotton 
bollworm to certain ultraviolet and VIsible radiation. Fifty-six tests were made, 
including incandescent, mercury vapor, glow discharge, and fluorescent lamps 
(ultraviolet and visible) as attractants. The HlOO-SP4 mercury vapor lamp with 
blacklight transmitting filter was found most attractive to the bollworm1l10th. 
However, a single IS-w. BL fluorescent lamp was rated the 1l10st efficient light 
source per watt of input for collecting bollworm moths in traps of the type 
tested. The trap used with all attractants (fig. 20, p. 31) was built to utilize 
from one to four lamps 'in the center of a three-vaned baffle assembly. The 
funnei was provided with a detlecting cone and drain device to prevcn t 
moisture frolll entering the I-gallon cyanide collecting jar. 

Deay, Barrett, and Hartsock (1965) reported results of extensive studies at 
Lafayette, Ind., on thc flight response of the corn earworm moth to electric 
lamps from 1953 through 1964. John G. Taylor participated with Dcay in the 
earlier phase of the work befNc Taylor's death in 1958. The summary of this 
series of comparative tests of electric lamps as attractants to the corn earWorm 
moths and of elcctric light trap designs for its capture included much 
importan t information 011 trapping this insect. The summary follows. 

"Of the lamps tested, those (BL, BLB, and sunlamp) which emitted most of 
their energy in thc middle and near ultraviolet regions (320 to 380 nm) of the 
electromagnetic spectrum attracted more corn earworm moths than did those 
which emitted either shorter or longer wavelengths. When a combination of 
lamps of different wavelengths were used in the same trap, the 15-w. BL was 
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the primary attractant in the combination. increasing the brightness t>l' a IS-w. 
BL lamp by using I 20-w .• 2 IS-w., or 20-w. halbsts im:reased the number or 
m~)ths caught, but decreased the life of the lamp. Traps equipped with 5 IS-w. 
BL lamps caught a signifkantly higher number of moths than did those 
equipped with either ;\ 15-w. BL lamps or .5 IS·w. green lamps. B1ucklight 
lamps with conventional and with Philips' phosr~ll1r were equall) attractive. 
Traps caught lllllre moths when the bottvill ot' a linear IS-IV. Bl lamp. 
moun ted vertical I,. wa, positIOned .p 1 ilh:hes e4 its kngth) below or even 
with the lir of the trap funnel than when p~lsiliLlneti q inches helm\ or l) inches 
ahove the funnel lip. Omnidirectional trap~ caught a signilkalltly Iligher 
numher ~\r moths thall did unidirectional one~. Fan trars caught more. btl t not 
slgJlilkantly lllore. moths than gravity traps. t Tnidire~tiLlnJI traps t1al1lp 
h~lfil\lnttll) suspended so that the lamp \\as 12 feet ahove the ground ~aught 
more mlHhs than tlHlse sl1spelllkd so that the lamps were 4. ~. and 16 feet 
;lhllVC the ground. Omnidirectional traps (lJmp \'ertk,lI) sll~pended so that the 
hlp llf the funnel was 21.: feet ahove the ground caught more moths than those 
1ll whkh the tllP llf funnel was 5. 7t :, and 10 feet above the ground." 

~lcrkJ and Ptj'lmmer (j1)55l Cl)J11pareJ the c;ltche~ of various specIes of 
LcplJllptera in electrtc twps with mercury vapllr Jnd Bl lamps during 1954. 
fhe mercury vapor trap is shown in tlgllre 17. page 2X. anti the BL trap in 
tiplre 20. page 31. The two f/c/i'ltlIlS spedes. :ca (bollworm) and l'irescclls 
(hud\\(lfl1l) responded similarly to the lamps. but the blacklight appeared to be 
slightly lllore attractive. 

Pfrirnmer (lV55) conducted studies during 1954 to compare the responses 
llf tlil'rerent llrders of Insects to three sources of I3l radiation as follows: a 
15·w. BL lamp. a 15-\\. BLB lamp: and three 2-w. argon glow lamps. All the 
tlars used \\cre SImilar in d\!slgn to that shown in figure 20. They were grouped 
III .1 tnllngular llf!atl)!elllent within a few feet of each other. The argon lamps 
\\cre about 3 feet above the ground and the fluorescent lamps about 6 feet. 
fhe Btl3 trap CJu!!lll tWIce as many insects as the BL trap nnd about 12-1'2 
tunes as many as the argon trap. Altlwugh the BLB la-llp attracted nearly 2-!'z 
times a~ lIlany Lepidoptera as the BL lamp, the bollworm response to the BL 
lamp was greater than tl' the BlB, and llluch greater than to the argon lamps. 

Pfrilllll1Cr (/ ()5') Juring 11}5S and 1l}5b made further comparisons of the 
attract!veness of different sOllrces 01 blacklight. He used the 15-w, BL, 15-w. 
BLB, and IOO-w. l11er.:ury vapor lamp. Tile first two were installed in traps 
similar tt.) those used in 1l)54 and the last in the trap shown in figure 17, 
page 2X. The bollw~)ftn moth responded in greatest Ilumbers to the BL lamp, 
second to the BLB lamp. and least to the mercury vapor lamp. Slightly more 
th;\n 50 percent llt' all moths caught were females. 

Callahan (195 7 ) reported work on the llVlpositilll1 response of the corn 
cam orm moth (imagl1) ttl various wavelengths or ligh t in labora l(HY tests 
lI11tmteti III \\):'5 1-")1\\ thes\' experiments lll1 light and clllor he concluded 
that: (ll At equal lIltcnsitics. no difference was shown in response to 14 
perccllt ptllariled IIp-ht and llrtpolariled light; (2) the higher response was 

• 
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alwJYs t~) the shorter wavelength: (3) the response tu green seemed to decline 
as the night pwgressetl, but the moths seemed to become conditioned am! their 
response to blue built up greatly as the night progressed; and (4) the various 
oviposition peaks were prubably a functton of temperature and time of 
copulation ami nut directly related to the light experiments. 

Hollingsworth, Hartstack. and Lindquist (1VfJS) conduded field studies at 
(\lllege Station, Tex .. in 196(1 to evaluate the influence of total near ultraviolet 
ernlSSlIltl Dr attractan t /am ps on insect catches, particularly the bollworm. They 
lllund the near ultra\'iolet output of attractant /amps affected the catches of 
Insects In traps more than any other single factor in these field studies. 
Increased ncar ultra-violet emiSSIOn from the attractant 13mp gave increased 
cakh or bollworm moths up to and induding a 40-w. BL lamp, the largest used 
(\\3(t<lgc r~ting) in these studies. These results verify those reported by Deal' 
,tlld others (/(}()5) in which light traps equipped with nve 15-w. BL lamps 
caught signitkantly more hollworm moths than those equipped with three 
IS·\\,. BL lamps or five 15-\v, Green lamps. 

Corn Earworm Survey Activities 

With light Traps 

Referen~e has ken made to a survey trap used in a study by Riherd and 
Wene (955) ,)f moths cJptured at a light trap at Weslaco, Tex., during the 
I-year period, ~larch 1, 1953 to February 28, 1954 (ltg. 19, p. 30). It men
tioned that the corn earworm moth was collected every month of the year, 
with a total ,)1' .., .400 moths ~aptured. A large number of moths was collected 
in January. The authors repurted that the ~orn eUTworm caused severe damage 
to lettuce during January and February. months which, in the past, had been 
considered free from the corn curworm. 

Deal'. Tay!,lr, Barrett U964) reported da t:J on ligllt trap collections of corn 
earworm adults 111 Intliana in the years 1953-63. Two types of traps, equipped 
\\!t11 BL attractant lamps, were used. The unidirectional type with one JS-w. 
BL lamp (fig. I(I, p. 27) was used throughout, except in one county in 
It)(lO-63 ,ltll.l in three additional coun ties in 1963. The omnidirectional trap 
(fig. 20, p. 31) was used in these four counties late in the test period and was 
equipped with either one or three IS-w. BL lamps. 

The State III Indiana extends about 285 miles in a north-south direction 
(lat. .r" 4,' W 41" 50' ~.). BL insect traps were operated in 14 counties 
dunng the year~ ItlS3·63 but not in all of these counties in anyone year. As a 
ruk. ~tlrn .::afworm moths were ~ollected much earlier in the season in counties 
in the southern I\lurth of the State than in the others. In one 8-year study in 
Ll\qence (\)Utlly (lat. 38" 4S') and Tippecanoe County (Iat. 40° 30') the 
J\Cfagc Jlffercll..:e in the earliest catches was 3.1 days. In most ye3fs, the three 
peak peril1ds of cllllection \vere the first of June ancl September and the middle 
of Oct(lher tIl the Sllulhern part of the State, and twu peak periods were the 
lir<;r lIt' S~'ptemher and the mIddle or Octoher in the northern part. 
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A special section on light trap collections of certain insects was included in 
USDA's Economic Insect Report beginning .in 1955. The corn earworm 
(bollworm, tomato fruitwo[m) was one of the original group of insects on 
which reports were assembled and has continued to be among that group. 

Mangat and Apple in Wisconsin (J 9(4), Knowlton in Utah (J 964), and 
Hofmaster in Virginia (1966) have each reported 8 or more years of corn 
carworm moth collections in BL traps in their respective States beginning in 
1956. In gener.:!I, they agreed that their Iight·trapping programs were carried 
out to expand their knowledge on the flight pattern of this insect and to 
improve control measures. Mangat and Apple related light-trap catches to 
temperature accumulations to provide a means of forecasting moth activity in 
the spring. 

Vail, Howland, and Hennebe:ry (1968) collected corn earwonn moths [rom 
traps eqUipped with \5-w. BL lamps in Home Gardens and Riverside, C:tliL, in 
\964-65, to determine possible correlations between seasonal abundance. 
mating of females, sex ratios o[ the c~)lIections, and seasonal temperature. The 
tlHal yearly catch of corn earworm moths by one trap at Riverside was 518 
males anti 315 females lmale:female ratio=I.64): and by four traps at Home 
Gardens. 1,072 males and 738 females (male :female ratio= 1.45). At both 
locations. the nHLxirnuI1I number of moths was caught during the 2-week 
trapping interval ending September 4. 1<.)64; these maxima were recorded 1 
mon th after the maximum mean temperature was recorded at the two 
locations. From November 13. 1<.)64. until the end of the experiment in April 
1965, few corn earworm moths were caught at either location. The yearly 
mean number of matings per female was 0.43 and 0.61 at Riverside and Home 
Gardens. respectively. 

Falcon and others t1967) made a study of blacklight traps as detection 
devices for the bollworm in the San Joaquin Valley in 1966. In the study. 
singie light traps were located approximately t mile cast and west of the test 
plot and about 3.75 miles apart. Each trap was equipped with an omnidirec
tional positioned 6-w. BL lamp as the attractant. An assessment of the field 
populations of bollworm eggs and larvae was made by examining terminals, 
squares. and both small and large bolls at weekly intervals. There was good 
correlation between the field counts of bollworm eggs and larvae and the mean 
number of moths collected in the two light traps. 

Corn Earworm (Bollworm) Control Activities With Light Traps 

ComI1lents by Michelbacher and Essig (1938) on control work by Herms 
(/947) stated that: "During 1936 extensive experimental work with an 
electrocuting type of monochromatic light trap was conducted. Considerable 
information of interest was obtained. and some evidence that lights might be 
used effectivcl) in capturing adults or the corn earworm. However, much more 
work is necessary in connection with this phase of the investigation." 

., 
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Taylor and others (1955) placed one electrocutor trap on each of the four 
sides of a square, I-acre cOrner plot of a 17-acre field of early sweet corn in 
SOu theastern Indiana in 1954_ The traps were 36- by 36-inch electrocutor type, 
each with three 30-w. BL lamps mounted vertically. This plot and a band 100 
feet wide bordering it on two sides, totaling ~ acres, was not sprayed. The rest 
of the field was sprayed four times with a DDT and oil emulsion spray. They 
found that only 0.4 percent of the corn had earworm damage and 0.6 percent 
had corn borer damage in the lighted, unsprayed area, while 1.8 percent had 
corn ellrworm damage and 1.0 percent had corn borer damage in the unlighted, 
sprayed area of the field at time of harvest on July 12. Although infestation 
was apparently light, the four electrical traps controlled insects over the 2-acre 
area better than the sprays did over the IS-acre area in this test. 

Noble, Glick, and Eitel (1956) evaluated attempts to control insects with 
light traps in certain cotton, corn, and vegetable crops in a large-scale 
experimental installation at Batesville, Tex., in 1955. Growers operated 142 
light traps on five adjacent farms comprising a block of approximately 3,000 
acres. This acreage, called the trap area. was compared with check fields 
outside of the area. The traps were 24- by 25-inch electric-grid type, equipped 
with two 15-w. B L lamps. 

Infestation records on the corn earWonn were obtained from cornfields by 
Noble where 110 insecticides were used. Infested ears averaged 99.5 percent in 
the light-trap area and 99.3 percent in the check. Light traps also appeared 
ineffective in controlling the bollworm in cotton. Growers made an average of 
8.4 applications of insecticides in the trap area and 8.8 in the check fields. 
These reduced the larval popUlations and prevented appreciable crop damage. 
11le electrocutor traps attracted and killed many insects, but very large 
numbers clogged the grids occasionally and caused loss of trap effectiveness 
from shortcircuiting. Four gravity-type traps with single IS-w. BL lamps were 
operated in the area during the experiment to check on insect populations. 
During a peak, 2-week catch. they averaged 415 bollworm moths per night 
with a larger numb!}! of moths of other economic species in addition. 

Stoner and Bottger (unpublished) sampled three cotton-fields weekly from 
JUlle 2 through September 29, 1964, near Tucson, Ariz., to determine the 
effectiveness of BL traps in controlling cotton insects. BL traps were spaced at 
SaO-foot in tervals around the borders of two fields, 38 and 83 acres, 
respectively. The fields were less than 500 feet apart. The third field, an 
SO-acre check field, had no BL traps and was approximately 1 mile from the 
two trapped fields. On July 23, three-fifths of the 83-acre, BL trap field was 
treated f~)r thrips with Cygon: July 30, one-fifth of the check field was treated 
for bollworms with toxaphene and DDT; August 14, three-fifths of the check 
field was treated with toxaphene and DDT for bollworms. The 38-acre, BL trap 
field was treated for bl)llwOfms August 17, with toxaphene and Dibrom. 

They reported that the bolhvorm population was reduced 40.1 percent in 
the BL trap fields. Beet armyworm. cabbage looper, cotton leaf perforator, and 
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salt marsh caterpillar were reduced 26.7, 19.4, 31:\.2, and 43.6 percent, 
respectively, in the BL trap fields. TIley commented that "whether the 
reductions in insects makes the traps a feasible control by themselves is 
duubtful when proper consideration is given to their cost and operation." A 
tolal of 21 fan-type light traps, each equipped with four 32-w. BL cireline 
lamps, were used in this installation on a total area of 121 aCres. 

H. J. Shipman (1968 unpublished) began monitoflng corn e:HWOfln 
populations affecting sweetcorn in the Salus tract, adjoining the Yakima Valley 
ncar Mabton, Wash" with blacklight traps in 1954. In May 1966 he installed 
control traps at a density or approximately three per square mile. The traps 
Jseu one 15-w. BL lamp mounted vertically between four sheetmetal baffles, 
placed above a large dishpan of water having 1/4 inch or diesel oil on the water 
surface. Traps were mounted 8·10 feet above ground level at locations where 
electricity was already available. Data from inside the SalUS light·trap area were 
compared with similar data from outside. 

\\llere no insectiddes were used, l1elds were compared as to the percen tage 
or worm·damaged ears and the average linear distance between pupae found in 
the soil. For the period 1<)66·69, insiue the light-trapped area the average 
distance between pupae was SR inches ami the percentage of damaged ears 25, 
whereas llulside the average distance was 12 in.:hes and 97 percent of the ears 
wert! damaged. 

\\11ere inst!ctiddes were applied, nelds were compared on the bases of 
insecticide applit!ations required and the percentage of dean cars produced. 
During 1965·68, an average of 3.8 insecticide applications were used to 
supplement the light traps inside the test area, producing an average of 86 
percent dean ears: versus an average of 4.7 applications where light traps were 
not used, producing :In average of 74 percent dean ears. 

Shipman concluded, "The light trap control operation has been successful 
according to all measures ... in three years of operation. Financially it ... 
totTered) some savings each year ....light traps eliminated approximately one 
(pesticide) application pei acre .... " 

Results of a brge·scaJe l1eld evaluation of electric insect lraps to reduce 
bollworm popu]athlIls in Reeves ('oun ty. Tex., during 1965 were reported by 
Sparks (1%7). Abollt 16,000 acres in a 12· by 35-miJe belt devoted primarily 
to t!lltton were equippt!d with abollt 2,000 electric traps of four basic designs. 
All the traps were equipped with BL lamps as attractants, but their total 
lamp wattage varied frolll 15 to 128 per trap. Three traps were commercially 
deSIgned, and the fourth was designated as homemade. One commercial trap 
was the fan t>pe, the other three were gravity type. An evaluation of these trap 
deSIgns and installations for cullecting bollworm moths was made and 
desaibed by Sparks and others (/967). A fan·type trap, with one 15·w. BL 
lamp, shown in figure 36, page 65. was the standard for comparison of trapping 
t!ft'cctiveness of trap designs. 

• 
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Planned cxperimcnts were conducted near the ~enter and on the extreme 
ends of the light-trapped belt to determine the effectiveness of the traps in 
controlling lepidopterous insects. In one experiment, comparisons were made 
alllong one untnlpped and three trapped fields. Oviposition records, taken at 
irregular intervals in trapped nnd ul1lrapped fields, failed to indicate that the 
trnpping program consistently produced lower oviposition counts. 

In a se~ol\d experiment, Sparks compared bollworm oviposition and larval 
~ount records in a trapped and an un trapped field utiliLing chemical control 
versus no ~hemlcal control. No insecticides were used on the trapped field. The 
egg counl record indicates that the insect traps were as e[fidel)! as the 10 
applkations of insecticides in keeping the egg count under control. Again, the 
light trups uppeared to be as effective as the 10 applications of insecticide in 
controlling populations of bollworm under the conditions of this experiment. 
III dosing Sparks cOllllllented: "the system of using traps with BL lamps to 
reduce insect popUlations is certainly not a cure fQr all the insect problems of 
cotton gmwers; neither is it something 10 be overlooked." 

[nformallon has been obtained from 1963 through 1966 on corn earworIll 
population suppression by light traps in a large area ncar Oxford, N.C., that 
was previously described. StanlllY and Taylor (1965) reponetl that, in 1963, 
lighHr3p data on corn e:mvorlll moth catches showed a 43-percent overall 
suppression on the population inside the trapped area. This resulted in a 
~O-percent retiu..:tion of corn ears infested with corn earworms. Data from trap 
catches in 1964 inuicllted 73 and 8~ percent reductions at the enter of the 
trapped are:l, as compllred with catches made 6 and 14 miles outside the area. 

Lam, Stanley, Knolt, and Baulllhover (1968) reported further dala on corn 
el\rWllrJl1 reductions in 1965 and [966. COrn earworm moth captures appeared 
lower inside the trapped area with 39 and 26 percent reductions, neither of 
whkh wns significant. Hmvever. the eggs and larvae were significantly reduced 
inside the area by 63 percent in 1965. A 50-percent reduction of earworm eggs 
and larvae in 1966 was not signitlcant. 

Graham :lnu others (1971) conducted a study on corn earworm control in 
corn with a rather dense installation of BL traps in Giiell1ez, Tamaulipas, 
Mexico, during 1966 and 1967. An installation of 79 suction-type traps, with 
olle I5-w. BL lamp (fig. 36. p. 65), was made in an irrigated field of 
appmximalety 20 h,. The traps were placed at intervals of about 200 ft. 
through the cultivated area. They reported as follows: "data suggest that such 
an installation of light traps is not useful for protecting an individual field of 
corn from damage by the corn earwonll. However, it is possible that an 
installation of traps over a large area could have an impact on the total corn 
earworm population if the density of traps was sufficiently high." 

('orn earworm moth catches have been recorded for the 3-year period, 
1967-6lJ. in an extensive experimental light trap installation at Red Rock, Ariz. 
The 415 light traps untl the 2,240-acre cropped area covered arc described in 
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Table I.-Summary of light trap coUections, 1967-69 

Corn earworm moths caught per trap per night 
Distance 


from 
 Female Male 
border {fl.) 

1967 1968 1969 1967 1968 1969I 
NumbEr ;Vu111 ber Number SUII/ber Number Nllmber 

o(border) 6.35 1.18 0.99 5.35 1.02 1.06 

1.04 1.841.000 8.40 1.12 1.49 9.59 

2,000 lJ.34 1.12 1.32 9.09 l.03 1.53 

3,000 5.93 L.OI 1.07 4.81 0.82 1.09 

4.000 or 
center 4.64 O.SI 1.12 4,45 0.62 0.87 

detail under cabbage looper I:ontrol. A summary of the catches of both sexes 
of corn earwonn moths is presented in table I. The reductions in corn earworm 
moth catch frol11 1967 to 1968 and I lj69 are clearly evident. 

Pink Bollworm Survey and Control 

Maxwell-Lefroy (1906) is the first entomologist, found by the author, to 

record capturing pink bo\lworml11oths in lamp traps. However. the use or light 
traps was indicated as [\ method or treatlllerH stilI in the experimental stage. 
Others including t.lcLelland and Sahr (19J1), Willcocks, (191 ')), Gough 
(l9 IS), and BallQu (/920) all concluded that the moth probably was attracted 
to li~h ts. 

Bus~k (1917) on the contrary, concluded that "from very many and 
repeated observations under difrerent conditions it may be definitely stated. 
nlH withstanding the many other statements to the contrary that Pecrillop!lora 
g(lss.I'pie//a is not attracted to light, but is, on the contrary. shy of all light, 
natural and artifical." Loftin and others (1921) in their studies in Mexico also 
lmlicatl;'u there W;\s no attraction whatsoever to. lights by pink bollworm 
1II0ths. 

Several years bter (,hapman and Noble (unpublished) conducted limited 
experiments at Presidio. Tex., in 1929 and round that the pink bollworm 
llloths were attracted by light, but they could make no definite statement as to 
the proportion coming to the difrerentlY colored lights. Little difference in 
attracting moths Was round between a 100-w. clear lamp and a 75-w. 
blllc-dayligh t lam p. 

Husain and others (1934) reported the attraction and capture or ph1k 
bollworm moths by light traps in the Punjab during 1929-31. usi'lg an 
incantlcscent gas lamp of 200 cpo as the source of light. Moths were trapped in 
the field from ahout the middle of July to the nrst week of November. The 
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largest nllmber collected during 3 years, however, was from the middle of 
September to the midrlle of October. 

~. 	 Pink Bollworm Moth Attraction to 
Light and Effects of Trap Design on Moth Capture 

Glick and Hollingsworth (1954) discovered the attraction of ultraviolet 
radiation to the pink bollworm moth in Texas during 1952. A field test was 
made to determine whether the newer ultrnvil\let l:Imps and traps developed 
for survey and possible control of the European corn borer and hornworms. 
might possibly bc upplied to the pink bolhhHm. The two traps and lumps. 
uscd a horiL.llntul. funnel-shuped trap witlt lOO-w, men.:ury \'apor lamp and a 
fan-type trap with rOlH 15-\\,. vertically mounted BL lamps were both 
sliccessful in attracting :ll1d capturing pink bollworm moths. During a single 
night, approximatdy 50,000 pink bollworm moths werc collected in the 
funnel-shaped ll11cn:ury vapor) trap and about 1 12,000 in a suction trap with 
Slll'tilln-f:lI1 motor made inoperative. Both tr:lps are shown in figure 18, 
page 29. While the suction-type trap appeared to be more effective than the 
funnel-shaped trap in attrilcting the pink bollworm moth, the lat ter type was 
llsed immediately for survey because of its lower initial and operating cost. 

GliCK. and Hollingsworth (J 955) conducted laboratory tests in 1953 with 28 
lamps or COlllblllation of lamps having radiation outputs that covered various 
regions of the electro-magnetic spectrum between 184.9 nm (ozone lamp) and 
1.200 nlll (infrared drying lamp). or the several sources tested, only one single 
lamp proved to be llIore elTecrive than the I5-w. BL fluorescent lamp~-a 
IOO-w. spot-type, mercury vapor lamp (HIOO-SP4) equipped with a filter 
which transmitted primarily in th!.' near ultraviolet region. The principal 
radiation from this lamp is in the near ultraviolet region of the spectrum. 
Lamps that had their principal radiation in the visible portion of the spectrum 
attracted few moths. 

Further studies on the attraction or pink bollworm moths made by Glick. 
Hollingsworth. and Eitel (1956) in 1954, verified the greater response to lamps 
that radiated in the ncar ultraviolet (blacklig.ht) region. Low-wattage near 
ultraviolet or 2-w. argon glow lamps were found to be nearly as attractive to 
pink bollworm moths as the higher wattage near ultraviolet lamps. but much 
less attractive to insects in g.eneral. These findings provided the basis for the 
design of special argon lamp. electric insect traps (fig. 22, p. 37) for pink 
bollworm su rve)' work. 

TS:lO (1958) reported results on the trapping of pink bollworm and other 
cotton insects by using the BL fluorescent lamp, during 1956 and 1957 in 
China. lie compared a I5·w. Philips ultraviolet fluorescent lamp with a 40-w. 
RL Iluorescent lamp in traps of similar construction. These were imitations of 
Glick and Hollingsworth '5 IC)54 model for an ultraviolet fluorescent lamp. Of 
necessity. the BL trap \vaS maue longer since the BL lamp measured 120 
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-:enlllneters lung. \\;hile the Philips ultru\k)let \\as oUly 44 ,;m. In the BL trap. 
~me end 01' tht! lamp protruded int~l the t:llllet:ting (unnel b) about 24 cm. 

TS30's study was conducted initially in.1 1/ 16-at:te. s.::reened cage where he 
compared the t\V~) bmps listed with a third lamp. an ordinary 15·w. blue bulb. 
R:llilation from the "Iuc bulb peaked at 470 nm, the ultraviolet lamp at 400 
nm, ,mu the BL lamp at 365 nm. This test indkJted that the pillk bollworm 
moths respond nwst ttl the lamp having \\ avelenglh in the near ult.r:lviole t 
regil1n. A field test \~as m:lde with lhe two traps equipped with the Philips 
u\traVll1lCI lamp and the BL lamp. This again proved the BL lan1p was mort' 
atttJctive to the pink bollworm Il1tHhs than the Philips ultraviolet lamp. As .< 

result. BL lamp traps were adopted rtlr detection of pink bollworm emergenc!: 
and mig,I,lting stmlies in thc Chinese colton belt. 

Zh'kl\\h:. Stan'::lc, and Tat!ic lf1)5S) S(UdlCt! the altra~tilln or ordinary whitf 
light ,lilt! ultraviolet thladJI~ht \If 3,000 A) In pink bollworm moths Jl 

YUg,lIS!a\ III dunn~ 195'7. Their best results were achieved with a quadrangular 
trap wah \vnrkll1~ ele(\w..ies lln all lateral siJ~s. They reported a ctltch of nine 
moths in .2 months b: the trap with ultraviolet lamp and none with the trap 
\\-Hh white light. illdicatin~ that the trap ,dth the ultraviolet lamp (ould be 
re..:ommendcd I'll\' \lse \1\ lIther regions. 

Lj.hllrJtllry investigatil1ns or the $pe~tral response characteristics of pink 
h,lh,orm moths \\ ere ,'onduded h~ Hollingsworth (No I) in 1957. 1958, and 
I ')St). In one series tIl' tests the response ~\I pink bollworm 111llths to 18 narrow 
wJV\:bands between 2~O Illl! amI 625 nm \\as determined by comparison with a 
3(>5 urn sOllr~e. in another series of tests. to wa\'c!engths between 315 11m and 
5HU nm were selected fllf .::omparulivc responses and each wavelength was 
cHmpared \\ itlt ever' lIther wavelength. The speetral responses in the two series 
~lf tests were very similar. llmler lhe 10\\ radiant energy level employed, the 
peak response \\as indicated at apprll:\lI11ately 515 nm (green). Decreased 
rCSrh1tlse \lecurreu 111 the vleimty of 415 nm and then a secondary peak 
n;Spl1!lSe occurred in the near ultraviolet region at abollt 365 lllll. There was 
\cr) little reSp(IIlSe to wavelengths lenger than 600 nm or shorter than 300 nm. 

I\.ollings\\onh U%1) made a third series \,f tests relative to the spectral 
rcspllnsc ~haractenstk~ llf pink t1ll11worm moths in a larger test chamber to 
JetC(Illllle the etTe..:! or intensity or energy level. The experiment was t:esigned 
l\lr ~lltnpansOll l'!' 365, 405, and 515 n m at wavelength energy in tensity levels 
lIt' 20.40. and ~O times that lIsed in the previous two tests. At the twentyfold 
energy len!l then~ was nt\ shift In response characteristics, tha tis. 515 
nm rem,IInclI lTIllrC attractive than 405 alltl 365 nm. and 365 nm was more 
attra..:nve than 405. A t the fortyfl,ld level. a shi ft occurred in the response 
~harJ~lensti~s amI 365 11m hecame more attractive than 515 and 405 nm, with 
405 re1l1~lInl1lgthc least attractive. Approximately the same relationship 
,,:olltinueJ to e:\ist .1t the eighty:'old level \\ itlt a sligh t increase noted ror 405 
mn \\hen ,;olllpared \\ Hh 305 ntH. The author did not attempt to explain the 
shIft 111 pe;Jk reSpl1l1Se from the green at low energy levels to the near 
ultrll\H11cl ,It ll1..:reJsed eller~) levels. 

'. 
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The l:atl:h of Imle pink bollworm moths in light traps equipped with BL 
lamps has been int:reased when baited with sex attra~tants prepared frOIll 3
and 8-day-old virgin females or of synthetic preparation (hexalure). Guerra and 
Ouye (1%7) reported that when different types of traps were used in IIeld 
cag.es to c:rpture male pink bollworms. traps equipped with a lighted BL lamp 
:U1d baited \~ith sex attractant were the most effective. Bariola and others 
(1971) found in 1969 studies that standard inse~t survey light traps, equipped 
with a IS·w. BL lamp and baited with hexalure ~aught more male pink 
bollworm moths than light traps without hexalure or hexalure traps alone. 
Further sllIdy of this combined use tlf radiant energy and pheromone is needed 
to determine reasons for varian~e in ~a t~hes during seasonal and shorter periods 
~lr time. 

Pink Bollworm Survey Activities 

With Light Traps 

The first ll1:1jor collection of pink bollworm Illoths by a light trap with 
ultraviolet lamps was made in July 1952 in Texas as reported by Glick and 
Hollingsworth (195'-1). This discll\'ery created an urgent need for a survey trap 
to :ud in determining areas newly infested by this pest. To meet this need, the 
funnel·shaped trap with mercury vapor lamp was selected. One such trap was 
placed near cottllnfields at four locations in the Corpus Christi area in August. 
In September. six such traps were placed in northeastern Texas- with two each 
in three counties not known to be infested with the pink bollworm at that 
time. DUring Ocwber one moth was taken in each county. Additional traps 
were placed in operation during 19S2 at eight different locations in Texas, five 
in Louisiana, and onc in ~lississippi. 

A tmp uesigncd and constructed by Hollingsworth, in late 1952 was smaller 
than the slh.:tion-type trap used in the pink bollworm detection tests in Texas 
111 1952 {see fig. 19). Modifications were made in this design after limited use 
:15 u survey trap, during 19S3 primarily in the cotton areas, to include a larger, 
metal in~c~'t ~ollection chamber. to incorporau; a drain device in the funnel, 
and tll omit the roof. This omnidirectional BL trap was then tested in 
comparison with the funnel·shaped trap and mercury vapor lamp and the 
unidirectional trap developed in Indiana as shown in IIgure 18, page 29. Results 
of this test by Hollingsworth and Carter (unpublished) showed that the 
omnitiirection,tl trap with one IS-w. BL lamp llf three 2-w. argon glow lamps 
cau~ht I1wre pink bollworm moths than the other two traps. A group of three 
2.\\. argon gk)\v lamps was nearly as effective as a 15-w. BL lamp in attracting 
pink bdlworm moths. but was much less attractive to insects in general. This 
trap with both types of lamps is shown in figure 20. page 31. This selective 
feature made the argon glow lamp very desirable as the attractant in survey 
trJps for the pink bollworm, particularly during periods of heavy insect flight. 
~lth.:h less wt)rk \\':1$ required in examination of collections for the presence of 
pink bollworm moths bel::I11se fewer insects were attracted by the argon glow 
kllllP than by the IS·w. BL lmnp. 
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The favorable response to light traps for pink bollworm survey work was 
shown by the following statement in the Seventh Annual Report on Cotton 
Insect Research and Control: 12 "Pink bollworm inspections to detennine the 
degree of infestation in individual fields should be made as follows; 4: Light 
traps; especially designed traps, using mercury vapor or BL fluorescent lamps, 
will attract pink bollworm moths. Such traps have been used to discover new 
infestaticns and their usefulness and value for survey work should be fully 
explored." The annual conference reports continue to mention this need. 

During 1954, light traps were operated in 16 different seed storage houses 
for detecting pink bollworm infestations in stored cotton seed. Pink bollworm 
moths were collected at 9 of the 10 locations having pink bollwonn 
infestations as determined by gin trash examination. While the traps mentioned 
here were used chiefly in Texas, seven were located in five other adjacent 
States. 

Location of a new pink bollworm outbreak west of Phoenix, Ariz., in July 
1958 created a need for additional survey traps to detect new infestations of 
this pest in AriLOna or possibly in California. As a result, about 150 traps with 
BL lamps were installed in Arizona and California in 1958 by the agriculture 
departments of those States in cooperation with the Plant Protection Progr<ll11s, 
U.S.D.A.I J This number of traps was increased to a total of 254 in 1958, with 
124 in California and 130 in Arizona. The argon lamp was the preferred 
attractant but many traps were equipped so that either a BL lamp or argon 
lamp could be used. The operation of these traps in California was reported by 
Berry and others (1959). 

Electric traps with and without a bait consisting of a neutral or synthetic 
chemical sex attractant have been compared directly and with a trap equipped 
with sex attractan t alone. As indicated previously, Guerra and Ouye (J 967) 
found that when different types of traps were used in field cages to capture 
male pink bollworms, traps equipped with a lighted BL lamp and baited with 
sex attractant, prepared frum 3- to 8-day-old virgin females, were the most 
effective. However, the efficiency of this trap was not a result of the trap 
design per se, but of the combined attraction of the pheromone and the light. 
ThE' light increased the total number of pink bollworm males trapped and also 
captured adult female pink bollworms. Some disadvantages of this trap given 
by the au thors are the cost of the trap and the cost of its operation. 

Keller and others (1969) reported that the synthttic chemical sex 
attractan t, hexalure, was more effective as an ;>.ttractant for male pink 
bollworm moths than the natural lure, a crude extract of virgin females. 
Further comparisons were made at three locations in 1969 to determine 
whether traps with BL lamps and hexalure were more effective than the BL 

12Bcltwide Cotton Production-Mechanization Conference held at Memphis, Tenn., 
Dec. 14-15, 1953. 

13 See. footnote 7, p. 32. 
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traps or hexalure traps alone in attracting male pink bollworm moths. Bariola 
and others (/971) reported that BL traps with hexalure caught lllore male pink 
bollworm moths than light traps without hexalure or hexalure traps alone. 
Traps with hexalure alone appeared to be less efficient in catching males in 
high populations than in low populations. 

Pink Bollworm Control Activities With Light Traps 

During 1953. the year following the discovery of pink bollworm moth 
attraction to ncar ultraviolet radiation, two types of light traps were tested in 
cottonl1elds by Pfril11f1ler and others (1955) in Cameron County, Tex., in order 
to evaluate them as a possible means of controlling the pink bollworm. Despite 
the presence of the light traps adjacent to the cotton fields, the infestation of 
pink bollworms increased in each of these fields throughout the period when 
the cotton was fruiting. Where suction traps were used, the seasonal average 
infestation was higher in the vicinity of the trap than in the rest of the t1eld, a 
pO$sit:;,~ indication that these traps were drawing the moths in from the distant 
parts of the t1elds. In the fields in which backboard traps (fig. 34, p. 62) were 
used, the distance frol11 the trap made little difference in the infestation. The 
authors concluded from these tests that the use of these traps for controlling 
the pink bollworm did not seem warranted. 

During 1954, Glick and others (1956) operated an electrocutor-grid trap 
equipped with two I5-w. BL fluorescent lamps on a lnO-acre plot of cotton 
enclosed in a tightly screened cage to determine whether it could prevent a 
pink bollworm infestation. A similar plot without a trap was used as a check. 
AlthougJ-. the trap caught 2,163 moths from June 3 to July 14, there was no 
appreciable difference in rate of buildup in infestation between the light-trap 
and check sections. The authors observed that this lack of reduction in 
infestation of the trap section, despite the high moth catch, indicates that 
moths deposit eggs before being trapped. 

Noble and others (1956) evaluated a large-scale, experimental light-trap 
installation for control of the bollworm and other cotton, corn, and vegetable 
insects at Batesville, Tex., in 1955. They obtained records on pink bollworm 
infestation as was done on the bollworm. Records showed that the insecticides 
llsed for bollwoim control were also effective against the pink bollworm except 
in one field treated with endrin. Although the percentage of bolls infested was 
slightly lower in the trap area, this difference could not be attributed to 
control by light traps. As in the case of the bollworm, the infestation counts in 
representative fields of the trap area and in the check fields outside the area 
sh(1wed that the electric grid traps were of no benefit in the control of the pink 
bollworm. Hollingsworth, observations on the operation of these traps 
(unpublished), indicated that the design of the traps needed considerable 
modification to effectively destroy all of the insects attracted to the area. 
Thus, future pos!.>ibilities of successful population reduction of pink bollworm 
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moths most likely depend upon improvemt!nts in trap design combined with 
use of more effective attractants. 

Tobacco Budworm Survey and Control 

I·toward (l9(}(}) mentioned that there are twO distin:.:t and rather similar 
toba.:co insects known as budwonns, which occur frequently lugether in the 
sume field and work in a somewhat similar manner. He distinguished between 
them by c,llling one ll. l'ircsccllS, the true budworm and the other If, 2m, the 
false budworm. The latter, frequently called the cotton bollworm, has been 
recodnil.ed as a major cotton pest ftlr the past century (Riley, 1885). 
According to NewsoIll (1964) the former has been recognized as a major 
cotlllit pest since about I ~)34. 

Walkden and Whelan (1942) are the 11m found by the author to have 
reported the capture of the ttlbacco budworm (fl. l'irescclls) in dectric insect 
traps. Their inrormation was obtained during 1935-37, through the operation 
of light traps located at six widely separated points in Kansas and Nebraska. 
The lamps and traps used have been described, aJld the trap is shown in figure 
IS. page 26. The catches were smail and not made by every trap each year 
operated. However. these catches did indicate that the tobacco budworm was 
attracted to light and further thut the insect existed in an area where its major 
hOSIS, tobacco and cotton, are not usually grown. 

Tobacco Budworm Moth Attraction 
to Light and Effects of Trap Design on Moth Capture 

A study by Girardeau and others (1951) in Georgia reported on the at
traction or three types of electric light tmps to hornworm moths and to 
bollworm moths. Rec()rds were also collected on the capture of the tobacco 
budworm in the same traps. This insect was taken in much smaller numbers 
(about 11 percent or trap collections) than was the colton bollworm. The 
suction-type trap was the 1l10~t effective of the trups used. It attracted and 
captured 70 percent of the total number recorded while all six traps were 
operated t'rom April S to August 25, 1951. The total catch uf tobacco 
butlworm moths by the suction trap for the entire period of trap operation, 
April 8 to Oct()ber 20, was 1,064, the first substantial catch of tobacco bud
':.ortn moths by an electric insect trap known to the author. 

During the study conducted by Glick and Hollingsworth (1954) in Texas on 
the attraction of the pit',k bollworm moth to insect traps equipped with 
merclifY vapor or BL lamps in 1952, the capture of tobacco budworm moths in 
t1w same traps was recorded by Glick (unpublished). Moth captures were made 
in significant numbers in Southeastern Texas during June. July, and August. 
Glick also noted a report on October 13 [rom E. W. Dunnam, Stoneville, Miss., 
as follows: "Mr. Furr has noted thaI When the temperature drops to 40° F. the 
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toba~co buuwonn disappears from the collection, but ~otton bollworms are 
still ~aught in large numbers." 

Merkl and Pfrimmer (1955 ) investigated the catches of various species of 
Lepidoptera Juring 1954 in traps with mercury vapor lamps at Stoneville, 
~Iiss., and Tallulah, La., and in a BL trap at Tallulah. The funnel-shaped trap 
with tl1er~ury vapor lamp was that used by Glick and Hollingsworth (1954) and 
is shown in figure 17, page 28. The B L tra p was tha t deve 10 ped in Texas and is 
shown in figure 20, page 31. They found that the buJworm responded 
similarly to the lamps, being attracted slightly more to lhe BL lamps than to 
the mercury vapor lam p. 

During 1955 and 1956, pfrimmer (1957) continued to study the response of 
insects to different sources of blacklight. He used traps similar to those 
employed at Tallulah, La., in 1954, with the addition of a third BL trap 
equipped with a 15·w. bla~klight-blue (BLB) lamp. The greatest tobacco 
badworm catd! in 1955 was made in the trap with the BL lamp-about twice 
that with the BLB and 2.5 times that with the mercury vapor lamp. In 1956 
with generally smaller cat~hes, traps with BL and BLB lamps caught about 
equal numbers. but these traps caught three times as many budworm moths as 
the trap with a mercury vapor lamp. 

Newcomb (1967) ~onducted laborntory and field cage experiments to 
compare the responses of the bollworm and budworm moths to radiant energy. 
He found no important differences in ~atches of either species that could be 
attributed to sex. A significan t reduction in budworm moth response was due 
to the moths' increasing age. not to mating. He also found that the radiant 
energy level, to which the insects were exposed, had more effect than the 
wavelength on the rate of light adaptation. Results of all the tests indicated 
that l1lore moths of both species 'T,:d be caught by either increasing the 
energy output of the trap lamps c. hy using a greater number of traps to 
reduce the distance over which the moths have to be attracted. 

Hendricks (1968) conducted an experiment in 1967 to study the comple
mentary effects of using BL lamps [or trapping male tobacco budworms. For 
19 weeks he compared the numbers of male tobacco budworm and bollworm 
moths caught in three BL insect traps baited with virgin female tobacco 
budWOrms and those caught in three similar, unbaited traps in a 4.3-acre 
cottontleld. He found there was a significant increar.e in BL insect trap catch of 
male tobacco budworllls when the traps were baited with female virgins of the 
same species However, the difference was not obvious until compensation was 
made for at least two influential variables-light trap location and wind. 

Tobacco Budworm Survey Activities With Light Traps 

A study of moths captured at a BL trap at Weslaco, Tex., March 1,1953, to 
February 28, (954, by Riherd and Wene (J 955), was mentioned earlier. They 
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recorded by months the number of tobacco budworm moths captured. Their 
records showed that a total of nine moths was taken during May, June, August, 
September, and February of the I -year test. . 

The tobacco budworm was one of the original group of nine insects listed iII 
the special section on insects caught by light traps, published weekly in 
USDA's Economic Insl,;ct Report since 1955. 

Parencia, Cuwan. and Davis (J 962) reported on the rela tionship of 
Lepidoptera light-trap collections to cotton field infestations. The report was 
based on live species of cotton insects collected in a 7 -year period, 1955-61. 1 

near Waco, Tex:. During 1953 and 1954, the pink bollworm alone was 
collected. A trap with mercury vapor lamp was used from 1953 through 1957, 
and subsequently, a trap with one 15-w. BL lamp was employed. A total of 
771 tobacco budworm moths was collected in the 6-year period, 1956-61. Most 
of the moths were captured during the July-September period, although some 
were taken as early as May and as late as November. 

Glick (lilt! Graham (1965) also made and reported seasonal ligh t-trap 
collections of Lepidopterous cotton insects in south Texas over a 5-year period 
(1 C)5C)-63) in the lower Rio Grande Valley. The traps used were equipped with 
either a single 15·w. BL lamp or three 2-w. argon lamps. In 3 of the 4 years 
that tobacco budworm specimens were collected, peak numbers occurred in 
August. Seasonal occurrence of these moths in light-trap collections varied 
from May through October. Collections of this species often varied consid
erably between trap locations. 

Gentry and others (1971) collected information from 13 light traps, in a 
1,200-trap installation in north Florida, during 1966 through 1968. The 
information concerned seasonal. abundance and mating frequency of the I 

tobacco bud Worm. The attractant was one IS-w. BL lamp mounted in a trap of 
the type sllown in figure 33, page 61. They found that seasonal peaks of 
population occurred several times each year but always after the tobacco crop 
had been harvested 11l1d the stalks destroyed. The catches of male moths were 
generally higher than the catches of female 1110ths. 

Tobacco Budworm Control Activities With Light Traps 

The large-scale light trapping experiment that was installed by Lawson and 
others (1963) near Oxford, N.C., in 1962, was discussed in the section 
"Hornworm control activities with light traps." While the main effort was to 
suppress hOrIiwonn moths, efforts were also made to reduce corn earworm and 
tobacco budworm popUlations. 

Stanle~, -'lnd Taylor (1965) reported observations made in the Oxford 
light-trappeli area during 1963 and 1964, on the effect of light traps on 
populations of the tobacco budworm. In 1963, estimates of feeding damage by 
tobacco hudworm indicated a 93-percent reduction at the center of the 
113-square-mile area, as compared with damage 6 miles outside of the area. 
Similar coun ts in 1964 showed reductions of 56 and 72 percent a t the center 
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of the trapped area, as ~oll1pared with conditions 6 and 14 miles outside the 
area. 

L:1m and others (1968) ('urther reported on reductions in tobacco budworm 
populations in the Oxford area during 1 q65 ami 1966. Although fewer tobacco 
budworm moths were captured by ligllt traps outside than inside the area 
during both years, the differenc<!~ ,,·ere not signilkant. Ilowevp.r. budworm 
eggs and larvae were significantly reduced h3 percent inSide the Mea in 10 c)) A 
50-percent reduction Qf budworl11 eggs ami larvae in 1966 was not statistically 
significant. Calculated reductions in damage to tobacco by the budworm and 
earworm were 39 percent for each of these 2 successive years, bu t the data 
were not statistically signit1cant. Many factors other than light traps may have 
influenced the differences in tobacco insect populatio/H measured inside and 
olltsi<ie the area. Two il'lpl1rtant ra~tors ~lI11ld be tobacco stalk cutting and 
illSectidde Hppli~Htillns. 

Studks conducted in 1965-66 by Gentry and others (1969) gave encourag
ing lesults on the possibilities of integrated control :IS an improved means of 
reducing Pdl)lliuliuns t)f shade-grown tobacco pests. Integrated insect control is 
a method 01' reducing or suppressing populations of insects by using combined 
effects of several methods of control. In this case, blacklight traps, systelllic 
insecticides. and supervised inse.:tkide treatments were combined. Although 
the pral:tica! value of integrated control could not be fully established on the 
basis of this study, the integrated program was just as effective as the 
conventional program. 

Results of further studies to determine the elTectiveness of the above 
integrated insect control program conducted during 1967, 1968. and 1969 
were reported in 1970 by Gentry and others (unpublished). As in 1965 and 
1966, ~)l1lnidircctional light traps with twO vertical 15-w. BL lamps were 
operated on all fOllr sides of the tobacco nelds abou t 50 feet from the shade 
wall and spaced about 160 feet apart (fig. 37, p. 86). Damage by the tobacco 
budworm in 1967, 1968, and 1969 was reduced 64, 73, and ~O percent, 
respectively, comp:lred with a conventional insecticide program. About 50 
percf'nt fewer applications of insecticide for control of the tobacco budworm 
!lnd cabbage [ooper were made on the integrated control program, thus 
insecticide rE'sidues were reduced accordingly. The reduction in insect damage 
and the fewer insecticide applications also greatly reduced the cost of control 
to the participating growers. 

Cabbage Looper Survey and Control 

Collections of Lepidoptera at light traps were made during 28 full nights 
between May 14 and September 13, 1918, by Turner (1920) at Hagerstown, 
Md. The light trap equipment used was described previously in a report of his 
early work. He recorded the capture of 147 cabbage [ooper moths, 58 of which 
were females, during that period. This is the first published report found by the 
author of light.trap collection of this insect.. 
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I:igure 37. Omnidirectional gravity-type light lraps with two 15-w. BL lamps operating 
adjacent to shade-grown tobacco field. 

Dirks (1937) reported the capture of 29 cabbage looper moths in light traps 
in Mainc, during 1932-34. Five of thc total catch wcre females. His light trap 
equipment is mentioned earlier under insect attraction to radiant encrgy. 

A few years later, 1934-37, Walkden and Whelan (1942) found considerable 
response of the cabbage loopcr to light traps that were placed at six locations 
in Kans:.\s and Nebraska. A season's catch, from March 13 to November 1, 
1935, by one trap totalcd 3,512 moths. In the group of 528 moths examined 
for sex, 58 were femalef. The equipmcn t was thaI used in their stI":ly of owlet 
moths taken at light traps (fig. 15, p. 26). 
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Cabbage Looper Moth Attraction to 

Light and Effects of Trap Design on Moth CapturE: 


Catches of cabbage looper moths llt Tifton, Ca., in 1951, were rccordcd by 
GirartlcllU ami others (/952). The largest number of this moth, taken by the 
suction trap, was 165 for tll'~ period April 8 to August 25. The grid trap 
captured 134 moths, and the gravity-type traps from 12 to 29 moths during 
the same period. Designs of these traps and lamp typ.::s with which they were 
equipped are described in the section on hornworm attraction to light. An 
identical suction trap operated singly in an af.traction test at College Station, 
Tex., during IC)51, captured 693 cabbage looper moths from mid-August 
through October 9, according to Rainwater (unpublished). The maximum 
catch was 270 moths in a single night during September. 

Glick and Hollingsworth (1955) conducted labciratory and field investiga. 
tions during 1953 at College Station, Tex., to detennine which lamp had the 
greatest attraction for the cabbage looper moths. In laboratory tests, the 
following lamps were compared directly with a J 5-w. BL lamp as the check: 
15·w. germicidal, 20-w. fluorescent sunlamp, 27S-w. RS sunlamp, 15-w. BLB 
/luorescent, and a 2-w. argon glow lamp. Of this group, only the RS sunlamp 
created a grellter response from this moth than the IS-w. BL check. 

The field tests mentioned in the preceding paragraph were conducted to 
determine the optimum number and type of near-ultraviolet lamps for use in 
insect·collecting traps. Comparison was made of IS-w. BL and BLB fluorescent 
lamps in traps of the type used for similar tests WiOl the cotton bollwonn. In 
one tcst, traps were compared with 1-, 2-, or 3-, 15·w. BL lamps. In a second 
test, 1-,2-, or 3·, IS-w. BLB lamps were compared with one IS-w. BL. In the 
third test, 1-, 3-, or 4-, 15·w. BL lamps were compared with one IS·w. BL 
lamp. The results indicated that the single IS-w. BL fluorescent lamp is the 
Il1l)St crtkient light source per wall of input, for collecting cabbage looper 
moths in traps of the type tested. 

Merkl and Pfrimmer (1955) reported the catch of cabbage loopers by a light 
trap with I ao-w. mercury vapor lamp at Stoneville, Miss., January 1 to 
September 30, 1954. 111is trap is of the same design as that used by 
Hollingsworth in 19S2 for capturing the pink bollworm (fig. 17, p. 28). They 
reportcd a total catch of 5,t36 moths for the season with a maximum number 
caught per nigllt of S50. During 1955 and 1956, Pfrimmer (1957) studied the 
response of insects (including the cabbage looper) to different sources of 
blacklight. He used a 15·w. BL and a IS·w. BLB lamp in traps similar in design 
to that developed by Hollingsworth for insect surveys (fig. 20, p. 3\). The third 
trap with a toO-w. mercurj vapor lamp was the same as the one l1C used in 
1954. During both years, the BL lamp attracted the greatest number of moths, 
with the mercury vapor lamp second highest in 1955 and lowest in 19S6. 

Vail and others (/968) coUected cabbage looper moths from omnidirec. 
tional gravity-type traps equipped with 15·w. fluorescent BL lamps in Home 
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Gardens and Riverside, Calif., during 1964-65. A total of 2,674 male and 2,355 
female cabbage looper moths were captured by four traps through the year 
(April 1964 to March 1965) at Home Gardens; at Riverside, 727 n~ales and 233 
females were captured by one operating trap_ Based on moths caught per 
operating trap the results were similar except for the yearly male: Female 
ratios·-·1:14and3:12 at Home Gardens and Riverside. respectively. The peak 
moth catches for both areas (28.9 per trap night at Riverside) occurred very 
close to the time when max.imum temperatures were recorded. The mean 
number of matings per female were 1.26 at Riverside and 1.25 at Home 
Gardens. 

Shorey and Gaston (1965) compared the response of male cabbage looper 
moths in a night tunnel to a current of air containing female sex pheromone 
and to a 75-w. tungsten-filament lamp. They found that when low-intensity 
lIght and pheromone odor were present in the tunnel at the same time, male 
orientation toward the pheromone source was completely abolished, and most 
of the males congregated adjacent to the light source. 

Henneberry and Howland (1966) studied the response of male cabbage 
loopers to blacklight with or without the presence of the female sex 
pheromone, in the field at Home Gardens, Calif., and in the laboratory at 
Riverside, Calif., in 1964. They reported that 29 to 30 times as many male 
cabbage looper moths were caught in light traps with I5-w. BL lamps baited 
with 50 virgin female cabbage looper moths than in similar unbaited traps. 
Further, 10 to 15 times as many males were caught in light traps operated 200 
feet from baited traps than were caught in similar u:1baited traps situated at 
least I mile apart and I mile from the baited traps. In the laboratory studies, 
more male cabbage looper moths responded to blacklight when female sex 
pheromone extracts were introduced than those responding to the sex 
pheromone or to blacklight alone. 

Results of additional related studies conducted at Riverside, Calif., in 1965 
were reported by Henneberry, Howland, and Wolf (J 967a). As in 1964, when 
traps fitted with a BL (amp were baited with caged virgin female cabbage 
looper moths, increased numbers of male cabbage looper moths were caught 
compared with numbers in similar unbaited traps. The numbers of male moths 
caught in the baited traps increased as the number of virgin femaies was 
increased. Virgin females placed as much as 40 feet from the trap, increased the 
numbers of male moths caught. The catch was not increased when male 
cabbage loopers were used as bait or when the dispersal of the female sex 
pheromone was prevented. Male cabbage loopers had a defmite peak of 
nocturnal activity, measured by trap catches during the known period of 
maximum mating activity. 

Hollingsworth and Hartstack (unpublished) conducted laboratory studies on 
the spectral response of cabbage looper moths in a V-shaped test chamber 

oil 
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during 1966. The results showed a peak response by the cabbage looper in the 
near ultraviolet region with a secondary peak in the 475-525 nm region. 

The field studies conducted in 1966 by Hollingsworth and others (J 968) to 
evaluate the influence of total near ultraviolet (320AOO nm) emission of 
attractan t lamps on insect catches in traps, previously described in Ule section 
"Bollworm attraction to light," also included the cabbage looper. Catches of 
cabbage looper moths, like those of bollworm moths, were affected more by 
the ncar ultraviolet output of attractant lamps than by any other single factor. 
lncreased near ultraviolet emission from the attractant lamp (up to and 
including a 40-w. BL lamp, the largest wattage used in UlCse studies) gave 

increased catch of cabbage looper moths. 

Wolf, Kishaba and others (J 967) experimented with various materials, such 
as Monterey sand, paraffin, and silica gel, as carriers for a synthetic cabbage 
looper sex pheromone in laboratory and field tests. The synthetic looper sex 
pheromMe had been identified, isolated, and synthesized by Berger (1966). 
Monterey sand was found to remain attractive much longer in the laboratory 
than other materials treated with the synthetic pheromone. This sand was 
utilized in field tests on the attractancy of the sex pheromone at various 
concentrations. In these tests the sand showed promise as a carrier for the 

synthetic pheromone. 

The attractancy of the sex pheromone at various concentrations in sand was 
evaluated by comparing the effectiveness of traps equipped with 15-w. BL 
lamps baited with the synthetic pheromone or with virgin females against 
unbaited light traps, or against carton traps baited with either the syn thetic sex 
pheromone or with yirgin females. Their results showed that standard survey 
light traps, previously described, equipped with BL lamps and baited with 
lOO,OOO micrograms (pg.) of the synthetic pheromone caugllt as many male 
moths as those baited with 100 virgin females during the first 2 weeks and 
more during the 3rd, 4th, and 5th weeks. However, they attracted fewer duIing 
the 6th and 7th weeks. Ligllt traps baited with either 100 virgin females or 
with 100,000 J.lg, of the pheromone caught several times more male moths 

during the 7 ·week period than the light trap alone. 

In further related work, Kishaba and others (1970) compared a special 
electric grid trap with the standard survey light trap with and without the 
synthetic pheromone. This grid trap, collection container, and enclosing fence 
are shown in figure 38. It consisted essentially of five fly electrocu ting grids 
assembled in box form with the bottom open. When used, a 15-w. BL lamp was 
suspended in the center of the grid units. Grid traps of this design, baited with 
cabbage looper synthetic pheromone caugllt more male cabbage loopers than 
standard survey light traps with the pheromone. When Ulese pheromone-baited 
grid traps were operated with a 15-w. BL lamp, they caught 1.3 times more 

males than similar baited ttaps without the lamp. 
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FigUfC 38.-Ell!ctric grid trap, consisting of five fly electrocutor devices, with the fly bait 
traps removed, assembled in a box form with bottom open. 

Cabbage Looper Survey Activities With Light Traps 

In the I-year study made by Riherd and Wene (1955) at Weslaco, Tex., on 
collection of insects by a gravity-type trap equipped with four IS-w. BL lamps 
mounted vertically, large numbers of cabbage looper moths were collected 
during every month. The total catch for the year was 10,27 I moths with 
largest catch in September and next largest in March. 
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Parenda und others (1962) collected cabbage looper moths at Waco, Tex., 
in a light trap for the 6-year period 1956-6 L The light trap used in 1956 and 
1957 was of the hllrizontal, gravity-unidirectional type with lOO-w. mercury 
vapor lamp developed by Taylor for use in studies of European corn borer. The 
trap used during the other 4 years was the omnidirectional, gravity-type trap 
with IS-w. BL lamp mounted vertically, developed by Hollingsworth. Annual 
.::abb:tge looper moth catches were 49,863 in 1956 and 9,902 in 1957 by the 
mercury vapor lamp trap. Similar catches by the trap with BL lamp varied from 
15.018 to 25.336 during 1958-61. 110ths were usually collected beginning in 
April and ending in November, with maximum catches in August. 

Glick and Graham (J 965) also collected cabbage lo~)per moths in light traps. 
Their collections over the 5-year period, 1959-63, were made at five locations 
in the lower Rio Grande valley of Texas. Traps used were oi the omnidirec
tional type, equipped with either a single IS-w. BL lamp or three '2-w. argon 
glow lamps mounted vertically (fig. 20, p. 31). They found that cabbage looper 
moths were taken in greatest numbers in July in 4 of 5 years, with minor peaks 
of abundance in the spring and fall. Further, they found that collections did 
not vary greatly among locations, indicating a more or less uniform population. 

In 1963, the cabbage looper was added to the list of insects collected in 
Jigh t traps in the Economic Insect Report. This addition served to further 
recognize cabbage looper attraction to blacklight radiation. 

The study of BL traps as detection devices for the bollworm by Falcon and 
others (1967) in 1966, also included the cabbage looper. The same installation 
of insect traps with 6-w. BL lamps, used for the boilworm, served for the 
cabbage looper study. They reported that BL insect traps effectively trapped 
cabbage looper moths in a cottonfield. Also, they reported that increased 
collections of moths in the traps were foHowed by a rise in egg and larval 
populations in the field. In addition, they indicated that light-trap information 
used with established field-checking procedures can aid in determining the need 

for controlll1easures of this pest. 

Cabbage Looper Control With Light Traps 

Noble and others (1956) evaluated the attempts by growers to control 
cotton anJ pink bollworms with 142ligllt traps on approximately 3,000 acres, 
about one trap per 21 acres (see p. 81). They made three observations of the 
cabbage looper in crops consisting of broccoli, brussel sprouts, cabbage, 
caulitlower, and lettuce in October l November, and December after the 
cotton-growing season. They concluded that the light traps were of no benefit 
for control of the cabbage looper. Mention was also made of observations by 
Hollingsworth on tile operation of these traps (unpublished) and that the 
design of tile traps needed considerable modification to effectively destroy all 

of the insects attracted to the area. 
Cabbage looper infestation in early cabbage, grown in 60-foot-square garden 

plots, was lighter in plots protected by multiple lamp insect traps than in check 
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plots as reported by Deay, Taylor, and Johnson (J 959). Similar results were 
fount! by Hartsock and Deal' (unpublished) on late cabbage in 1960. 

Equipment for an extensive experiment on the combined use of sex 
pheromone and electric traps for cabbage looper control was installed and its 
operation initiated near Red Rock, Ariz., in March 1967, as reported by Wolf 
and others (1969). The site for this experiment was a 3,110·acre ranch of 
which 2,240 irrigated acres were cropped. Lettuce was grown on 1,800 
acres 1.000 for a fall crop and 800 for a spring crop. Cotton was usually 
grown on 200 acres each year. 

The light trap installation in this experiment included 415 barrel-mounted 
traps for k,sect control purposes and 43 traps for monitoring adult mot11 
population,;. The two types of traps were identical with the exception of the 
insect collecting container. Lamps and barnes of control traps were mounted 
on 55-gallon barrels and fastened tv them by a locking ring. The survey traps 
were equipped with an IB-inell diameter funnel and killing container. Both 
traps hat! two IS-w. BL Iluorescent lamps. with barnes extending radially in 
four directions. The two traps are shown in figure 39. Cabbage looper 
pheromone dispensers are located at the top of the traps. Initially sand 
dispensers were used; but arter 6 months' operation, they were replaced with 
wick dispensers. 

The catches of adult cabbage loopers were assembled into five groups based 
on the distance from the outside border of the trapped area. A summary of the 
Ilumbers of moths caught per trap per night during the 3-year period, 1967-69, 
is shown in table 2. 

The reductions in adult looper catch from 1967 to 1968 and 1969 arc 
clearly evident. with the exception of males at the border. The reduction from 
the border to the center Qf the trapped area is also evident when data from a 
S-year average are considered. 

Table 2.-Summary of light trap c<)lleclions, .1967-69 

Cabbage looper moths c3ught per trap per night Distance 
floln 

border (ft.) 
1967 

Female 
1968 1969 J 1967 

Male 
1968 1969 

o(border) 
Number 

9.16 
Number 

3.97 
Number 

5.99 
Number 

13.95 
Number 

10.60 
Number 

13.47 
1,000 11.12 3.04 4.37 15.83 6.35 9.32 
2,000 12.49 2.44 3.23 15.79 5.86 5.45 
3,000 5.62 2.36 2.15 5.97 4.36 5.10 
4,000 or 

center 4.26 2.12 2.35 6_72 4.50 4.16 

• 
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Figure 39.··Survey trap location with control trap on right and survey trap on left, 
Pheromone dispensers hang inside cylindrical rain shields above lamps. 

Studies conducted on the possibilities of integrated control as an improved 
means of reducing populations of shade-grown tobacco pests were reported for 
1965-1966 by Gentry, Thomas, and Stanley (1969) and for 1967, 1968, and 

1969 by the same group (unpublished). 
Results of the work in 1965 and 1966 indicated that the integrated program 

was just as effective as the conventional program in the tests. Also, integrated 
control has the advantage of greatly reducing the number of applications of 
insecticide each season and eliminates persistent chlorinated-hydrocarbon 
insecticides from the treatmen t. In J961, cabbage looper damage to the 
tobacco grown under the integrated plOgram was not significantly r\!duced, but 
in 1969, damage was reduced by 36 percent. In 1968, no looper damage 
occurred on either of the treatments. Addition of the synthetic female cabbage 
looper sex pheromone to the light traps in 1968 and 1969 probably increased 
the control. About 50 percent fewer applications of insecticide for control of 
the tobacco budworm and cabbage iooper were made on the integrated control 
program. Thus, insecticide residues were reduced accordingly. 

Studies were conducted by Gentry and others (1970) in 1968 and 1969 
near Quincy, Fla., to determine the effectiveness of traps equipped with BL 
lamps and baited with the synthetic female sex pheromone for large area 
con trol of the cabbage iooper on cigar-wrapper tobacco. Involved were 1,200 
grower-installed Jight traps similar to that shown in figure 33, page 61. Th'~se 
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had been in usC' since I ()66 in an attempt to suppress the tobacco hornworm 
and other Lepidoptera attu\cking tobacco over a 400-square-mile area. After 
baiting the traps in 1968 and 1969. populations developed later and in smaller 
numbers than in the previou;~ years. Also, the populations decreased earlier 
compared with 1967. The number of males caught per trap in tile check area 
traps for both years averageu 45 times morc than the number caught per trap 
in the 400-square-l;')ile area. This marked decrease in male population had little 
effect on mating and fertility in tlte 400-square-mile trapping area. 

European Cha.fer Survey and Control 

The prescnce of the European chafer in North America was reported by 
Gambrell and others (/94::), after damage to turf in \Vayne ('oun ty, N.Y., had 
been observed and studied during 1940 and 1941. This insect is known to 
occur in central and western Europe and wv,s l1rst described by Count George 
v\)n RalOulllowsky in 1789.14 It is believed that a few of these pests en tered 
tIl\' United Slates in the late 1920's or early I Q30's. 

Follt)wing preliminar) studies by several workers, Tashiro and Tu ttle (J 954) 
c{lI1Jucted cxperiments to develop attractive baits and traps for European 
chafers in arcus ~)r high population. They tested three Japanese beetle traps, a 
tur:1pean chafer trap, anti a June beetle trap with and without chemical baits. 
Java citronella oil-eugenol mixture, 3: I by volume, was tentatively selected as 
the best bait. They also made tests with traps of different colors in 1950, 1951, 
and 1953 Hnd found white the least effective and red and black the most 
attractive. Chinese red was selected tentatively as the best color. Traps with a 
glossy t\nish were more cffc"tive than those with a dull finish. 

European Chafer Attraction to 
Light and Effects of Trap Design on Beetle Capture 

Tashiro and Tuttle ([959), interested in a more efficient trap for expandlng 
survey operations, experimented with light traps equipped with a 15-w. BL 
lamp in 1958. The first traps used were of a modil1ed omnidirectional 
gravity-type with four barnes. similar to that shown in figure 20, page 31. The 
BL lamp was found highly attractive to adults of the European chafer. Traps 
\'iith this lamp captured lip to 70 times as many beetles as the most attractive 
chemically baited traps when exposed to very low populations late in the 1958 
season. Light traps caught beetles on nights when non p were seen in flight. 
Chemically baited traps captured beetles only during a 30-lllinute period at 
sundown, whereas beetles were captured by light traps throughout a 9-hour .. 

14Menliollctl by W. Junk, in Colcopkrum Catalogus, vol. 20, part 49, Scarabaeidac 2: 
238-2.4 I. 
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night. Contrary to the respor .• of beetles to chenllcally baited traps, more 
females than males were caught by light traps. 

This discovery or adult European chafer attraction to blacklight ied to an 
intensive research erfort to develop a trap for survey operations on this 
quarantined insect. Various studies were made during 1959-63 to determine 
thL' size amI type tlf attractant BL lamp. size. shape. and material for, :rective 
trap design, and trap location for insect capture. These studies were conducted 
by Tashiro. Hartsock, and Rohwer (l9n9) and resulted in the development of 
the Furopean dlafer beetle survey trap. also described by Hollingsworth and 
others (1 %3). The trap is shown in figure 23. page 3:' and its special features 
arc alst) listed. It was originally designed for a l5-w. tlUl.. :!scent BL lamp, but a 
similar unit with a ().\\. lamp has been developed. Either trap openlLes directly 
on 110-120 V., a.c. circuit Lll [rom l~-volt battery and photoswitch-operated 
transistllril.ed inverter. 

The European chafer beetle survey trap liUS been in general use in survey 
operations for several years by the Plant Protection Programs, I 5 U.S. Depart
ment of Agriculture. Infestations have been detected with this trap at Staten 
Island, N.Y.; Cleveland. Ohio. and Erie, PH. 

Inves:igations on the performance of equipment [or possible con trol of the 
European chafer were conducted by Fiori and rlartsock (unpublished) during 

.. Il}b5-()R. Three electrocutor grid traps with BL lamps as lures were evaluated 
for the percentage of E~lropean chafer adults killed by striking the grid. One 
trap. rated at 5.000 \'" 30 ma., killed 37 ttl 57 percent of the chafers striking 
the grid. ca..:h lIf the other t\vo k.illed less than 10 percent. Increased killing 
power of such traps is a needed impro\'emen l. 

A 15-\\,. blue-green lamp. peaking at 500 nm, attracted only II percent as 
mall} European chafer adults as a 15-w. BL lamp during a 6-nigh test. Two 
traps. ~)pe[ated I'm four t1Ights with a IS-w. BL lamp envelope completely 
\Happed with black electrical rape so as to emit only infrared radiation, 
captured ,me beetle. One trap. operated with a 15-w. BL lamp in the 
conventIOnal manner under comparnble conditions. captured a total of 186 
beetles. 

Studies wcre maul' to determine whether the baiting o[ the BL survey traps 
with adult male and fenmle beetles might improve their attractivenes~. The 
resnlts l)f field tests eonducted with virgin or nonvirgin males or females 
indicated that 110ne of them used as bait improved the attractiveness of the BL 
lamps, Fiori (unpublished) 

Three eleetric insect traps, all equipped with BL lamps as attractants, were 
evaluated as control traps against European chafer adults. One suction-type 
trap was equipp~d with rotH 32-w. cireline BL lamps, lind two gravity-type 
traps were each equipped with one IS-w. BL lamp. Both gravity traps were 
similar ttl tile chafer survey trap design, but one insect retainer was of a gallon 

I~S~l' IlI1Itnllh' :.1', .~2, 

http:transistllril.ed
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size while the other was al-""t one quart in size. The suction trap with down 
draft fan caught front 5 h ~ 1 percent more beetles than the other traps but 
required almost 15 times mOre wattage (20 watts vs. 316 watts). 

Studies on the efficiency of light traps :ocated at various distances from 
flight trees (trees to which adult chafers fly at night) were made to provide 
information on where to placl:: traps in a large area, light-trap control program. 
When traps were in noncompe~itive operation, both Tashiro (1967) and Fiori 
(unpublished) found that BL traps were more efficient if operated under the 
tree canopy. 

The observed tendency for "dult chafers to fly to and hover around treetops 
indicated that chemical traps or BL traps, or both would be more efficient if 
operated in treetops directly among the beetles. Fiori (unpublished) made tests 
With chemical and BL traps localed near the top of a :28- to 35-foot walnut tree 
and under the canopy, halfway between the trunk and canopy edge. He found 
that the trapping efficiency of BL traps operated under the canopy, 5 feet 
above the ground, was superior to Bi: traps operated in treetops and far 
superior to chemical traps operated either under the canopy or in treetops. The 
efficiency of chemical traps operated under the canopy or in treetops did not 
improve in the absence of competition from BL traps. 

The efficiency of BL traps as control tools was studied by Fiori in 1967 
(unpublished). On alternate nights he operated a gravity-type, 4-baffle light 
trap equipped with a vertically mounted 30·w. BL lamp in 1967 under a 
20-foot tall poplar tree. He reported that 1.3 to 3.:2 times more beetles were 
present II1 and were captured by the operating light trap than were present 
when the BL trap was not in operation, in four out of five comparisons. The 
conclusion was based on the assumption that approximately equal numbers of 
beetles are present in a given tree on consecutive or alternate nights, provided 
flight conditions are similar. The data also indicated that the operating trap 
captured 80 to 100 percent of the beetles present. 

Southern Potato Wireworm 

Survey and Control 


Slingerland (1902) reported that too few Elaters or click beetles were 
taken in one trap lantern from May 20 to October 1,1892, to be considered of 
economic importance. BOgliSh (1958) reported the attraction of 10 species of 
click beetles (Coleoptera Elateridae) to light traps in Middle Asia between 1930 
and 1934. He used a light trap with a 500-w. electric lamp and listed catches of 
20,000 to 30,000 Elateridae in a single night (1936). 

Apple (1957) reported that "click beetles were collected in a BL insect trap 
from May 9 through September 3, 1956, (total 475) with a peak catch of 75 
ad~.!lts during the night of August 5." 

''1 

.~ 

.. 
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Adult southern potato wireworms (Coflodems [alii Lane) were caught 
during eat:h month of the year in a light trap equipped with a 15-w. fluorescent 
BL lamp operated contiruously between 1956 and 1967 in one location over 
sod near Charleston. S.c., according to Day and Reid (1969). A survey light 
trap \:onforming to Entomological Society of America standards, shown in 
figure 2 L page 34, was used in these studies. The largest numbel s were taken 
between June and September and the smallest between December and Marcll. 
Catches 11, this trap during midsummer was highest between 8 and 9 p.m., 
c,s_t., and 94.6 percent ar the total catch occurred before midnight. 

In tests ror comparing the relative attractiveness of four 15-w. fluorescent 
lamps, the BL lamps were found more attractive than similar green. daylight, or 
strontium blue lamps and were used as the standard lamp in subsequent 
studies. 

Light traps equipped with downward suction fans did not increase the 
catches of the adult insect when compared with the catches of the gravity-type 
trap without Ian. Differt'nces between catches in traps with the lamps 
pOSitioned at ground level and at 2,4,6,8, 10. and 18 feet above ground level 
were not Significant, but traps at these heights caught more beetles than other 
traps 50 or 100 feet above ground I.'vel. The largest catches were taken over 
sod and in and at the edges of cultivated fields; the least were taken in 
wllodlands. Moonlight had no apparent effect on catches. In linlited tests. 
averages of 18,728 and 4,357 adults were caught in the light traps during the 
oviposition season in 1%5 and 1966. respectively. Larval populations of fall 
brood within 100 feet of the traps were not significantly affected. 

An experiment on the popUlation suppression of the southern potato 
wireworm through the lise of graVity-type light tmps was initiated near 
Jamestown. S.C., in 19(., and continued in 1969 and in 1970, Day and Crosby 
(unpublished). A 16-acre field in an isolated area was surrounded by 18 survey 
light traps (conforming to E.S.A. standards.) each with a 15-w. BL attractant 
lamp at approximately 200-foot intervals around the edge of the field. The 
total ntlInbt'r of southern potato wireworm adults caught from April 17 
through September 30, 1970. was 62.954. The catch at the same location 
during a similar period Was 114,139 beetles in 1968 and 112,195 in 1969. 
Considerable variation in catches occurred from week to week and among 
individual traps. There was a low overwintering population in 1968 and 
moclernte popUlations in 1969 and 1970. This rise in population was not 
attnbuted to light traps attracting an influx of adults into the area. Rather. it 
was attributed to the elimination of wireworm predators by a pesticide that 
was applied to control soil insects in corn. 

The eft1ciency of the light trap design used above was studied in separate 
experiments in which water pans plus detergent were used to capture beetles 
not caught by the light traps. Unpublished data by Onsager and Day show that 
tlus light trap \vas only 19 to 65 percen t efficient in catching beetles that were 
active within 18 feet of the trap. 
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Striped Cucumber Beetle 

and the Spotted Cucumber Beetle Survey 


and Control 


Slingerland (190:!) reported the capture of 101 striped cucumber beetles 
(A L'IlZVlJlflUl l'ittata (Fab ricius» and I0 spotted cucumber beetles (Diabrotica 

tllldeciptlflctata howardi Barber) in one trap lantern from May '20 to October 
I, 1892. The attractant was a kerosene lantern. He listed the striped cucumber 
beetle as a serious pe:;t with two broods per season. 

Taylor and Deay (unpublished) recorded collections, 1II Ifldiana. of 219 
spotted cucumber beetles and 94 striped cucumber beetles hy a unidirectional 
insect trap with horil.Ol1taliy mounted 15-w. BL lamp, d1\dng the period May 
17 to August 15, I ()51. Six similar traps, equipped with various other lamps, 
collected a total nUlllber of each insect about equal to that of the trap with the 
BL lamp. During the sante year, Girardeau and others U952) collected 17 
spotted cucumber beetles in six traps '.!quipped with BL lamps near Tifton, Ga. 
These two are the IIrst collections L)f these beetles by BL lamps known to the 
author. 

Barrell, Deay. and Hartsock (1971) reported data that had been extracted 
frolll experiments conducted during a IS-rear period at Lafayette. Ind., on 
responses of the striped and spotted cucumber beetles to lamp sources of 
electromngnetie rndiation. This work began with Taylor's (1956) initial study. 
In studies of insect attractants. BL fluorescent lamps and green nuorescent 
lamps, when used alone or in comtination, were found to be the most 
attractive lamps emr10yed as rel1ected in the trap collections. Two onmidirec
tional graVity traps of different deSigns caught significantly more spotted 
cucumber beetles than a unidirectional trap design: all types were equipped 
with a IS-w. BL lamp. Small fans with 8-inch diameter blades and 1/100 hp. 
motor significan tly increasen the trap catches of both types of beetle. Traps at 
a 12-foot elevation caught more striped cucumber beetles than at 4 feet. 

The degree to which insect damage to vegetables could be reduced through 
use or electric traps was investigated in central indiana, from 1958 through 
1967, in both small plot and large plantings by Barrett and others (1971). In 
small plot studies. both BL traps lind dieldrin application resulted in Significant 
increases in cucumber yields by reducing damage caused by striped and spotted 
cucumber beetles. In commercial plantings, no significant difterences in yields 
occurred between diel11rin sprayed and unsprayed cucumber plants. nor were 
there significant yield differences attributable to light trap treatments. 

Hickory Shuckworm, Pecan Nut 

Casebearer, and Pecan Leaf Casebearer Survey 


and Control 


Tedders and Osburn (1966) t:!onducted experiments during 1964 at Albany. 
Ga., tll determine whether l!n insect trap fitted with a 8L lamp would attra::t 

1 
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and trap insects that attack pecans. An omnidirectional, gravity-type trap was 
used, having four vertical barnes that surround a IS-w. BL lamp and arc 
mounted vertically over a funnel to whkt is attached a collecting can (fig. 40). 
They found that three economically important pecan insects, the hickory 
SIlUCkWOfl11 (Laspt:vresia caryulia (Fitch)) tile pecan nut casebearer (.4 crob!lsis 
tlllxvore/!a Nuenl.lg). and the pecan leaf casebearer (Acrobasis jllglallciis (Le 
Baron)) are highly attracted to BL lamps. This is the first record of such 
attracrion that the author could locate. From the results, Tedders and Osburn 
decided that BL light trap collections could be useful in timing insecticide 
applications for insects that attack pecans. 

A 3-year study was made by Tedders, Ha(!;sock. and Osburn (1972) in an 
H-acre pecan orchard to determine whether tlte hickory shuckworm could be 
suppressed with t! high density of BL traps. Thirty-three survey light traps \vith 
15-w. BL lamDs (conforming to E.S.A. standards) were used in the orchard 
during 1\)67 and 1968, and the same traps were used with the 4-vaned baffles 
removed in 1969. The change in the trap design was made to make the trap 
more specit1c for shuckw0rms. The percentage of shuck infestation inside the 
orchard ranged from 17.6 to 1.2 and from 74.8 to 3S.9 outside the orchard. 
The percentage of shuck in festation within the orchard was 17.1 in 1967, 10.6 
in l%~. ant! 1.2 in 196LJ. Suppression of the shuckworm with light traps was 
fount! to be comparable to suppression Wit:1 recommended insecticide 
treatments, under the conditions tested. 

Figure 40.~ Ligh t traps in Georgia PCCrul orchard. 

http:Nuenl.lg
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OTHER INSECTS ATTRACTED TO 
fLECTROMAGENETIC RADIATION 

Investigations of light attractants used for survey and control or I I species 
of economically important insects have been discussed in detail. Several other 
species and families of insects have been mentioned. A very great many others 
are attl;}cted to electromagnetic radhtion. In discussing which insects are 
positively photosensitive, Oman (1961) stated that "there appears to be no 
::implc, uncomplicated answer to the qUl;'stion or what inse.:;ts are attracted to 
induced light. Whetber or not an insect exhibits a positive response depends 
upon various circumstances, some of which concern the insect itself, some or 
Which depend upon the environment,. and some that depend upon the nature 
of the induced light. There are thousands of kinds that respond 1.0 light, in 
varying degrees, under certain favorable circumstances." 

The capture of 305 species of Phalaenidae lNoctuidae) order Lepidoptera in 
light traps equipped with incandescent electric lamps, was reported by Walkden 
and Whelan (194:2). Further, they reported that approximately 90 percent of 
the lotal catch (525,447) was referable to species of economic importance. 

Milne and Milne tJ944) published 11 list of insects attracted to incandescent 
lamps of various colors in their experiments conducted in Virginia during June 
and July in 1938 and 1940. Lamp colors used were red, orange, yellow, green, 
blue, purple, ancl white. They recorded the collection of 660 total species of 11 
orders. The orders with numbers of species reported were Lepidoptera 317, 
Diptera 162, Hymenoptera 71. Coleoptera 4'2, Homoptera 20, Heteroptera 17, 
Trichoptera 16. Corrodentia 6, Neuroptera 5, Plecoptera 3, and M.ecoptera 1. 

Taylor and others in an unpublished report mentioned the survey made of 
insects of economic importance (in an Indiana market garden area) that were 
attracted to sources of various wavelength of elef~tromagnetic energy. From 
this survey, in which they used unidirectional traps equipped with various 
fluorescent lamps, May 17 to August 15,1951, Taylor and coworkers found 
that traps with BL lamps had collected injurious insects of nve orders and 8.5 
species. The latter included Lepidoptera 37, Coleoptera 35, Hemiptera 7, 
Homoptera 4, and Diptera 3. From March '27 to August 25, 195 I, at Tifton, 
Ga., Girardeau and others (1952), using the six traps equipped with BL lamps, 
(mentioned under Hornworms), recorded 332 species of insects from material 
larger than ){i·inch size. Lepidopterolls insects predominated, but species from 
12 other orders were identified. 

Frost (1964) conducted an extensive study on winter insect light· trapping in 
the same Florida location from November 1 to April 1 during the winters of 
1958 to 1960, and from January 1 to April I during 1961 to [963. He used 
standard Pennsylvania insect light traps (Frost 1957a) each with one I 5·w. BL 
tluorescent lamp as attractant. He listed 1,610 species of insects taken in light 
traps and, subsequently, added an additional 385 species (1966), making a 
total of about 2,000 species. Grouped by order and family, these lists comprise 
the most extensive records of light·attracted insects known to the author. 

.., 
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Of the 20 insects included in the weekly Cooperative Economic Insect 
Report, detailed investigations have been made on the codling moth, tobacco 
budworm, corn earworm (bollworm), tomato and tobacco horn worms, 
European corn borer, and cabbage looper. The other J3 in~ects listed have been 
reported or are known to be attracted to BL lamps. They are as follows: Black 
cutworm Agrolis ipsiloll (Hufnagel); army cutworm, Euxoa tluxiliaris (Grote); 
granulate cutworm, Feltia slIbterrallea (Fabricius); variegated cutworm, 
PcridroUla sal/cia (Hii IJl1er); armyworm, Psclidoletia lInipullcta (Haworth); beet 
armyworm, Spoc/op({'ra exiglla (HUbner); fall armyworm, Spodoprera 
j'rugiperda (J. E. Smith); yellow-striped armyworm, Spociof}rer'l ornithogal/i 
(Guenee); wheathead armyworm, Faronta diffl/sa (Walker); alfalfa webwonn, 
Loxostege COJllIJll\'wlis (Walker); beet webwlJrm, Loxc)stcge sticiralis 
(Linnaetls); garden webworm, Loxostege ralltalis (Guf.!nee); and salt-marsh 
caterpil!nr, F:'stigmetle acrea (Drury). 

Reports 01 the positive responses of other insects to electromagnetic 
radiation have been published, A limited number of these papers (key 
references) are listed by order and subject matter in the Appendix. page 133. 

INSECT LIGHT TRAP DESIGN 

Insect light trap design involves insect attraction, collection, and retention. 
The selection of an attrac~ant lamp must be based on the efficiency of the 
lamp for attracting the one or more species of insects to be trapped. The choice 
of the collecting device must also be based on its efficiency for coUecting and 
retaining the insect or insects to be trapped. The purpose for which the trap is 
to bc used, SUIVCY or controL will determine to a considerable degree the 
design chosen for retaining insects trapped. 

Insect Attraction 

Lamp Selection 

The extent of attraction of many nocturnal flying insects to BL lamps may 
vary with individual insect species. For example, the European corn borer 
moth may be attracted extensively by an incandescent lamp but will respond 
more strongly to a tluorescent BL lamp of the same wattage as the 
incandescent lamp. 

Killough (196]) during 1958 compared the following 16 lamps for their 
attractiveness to nocturnal insects: 15-w. fluorescent lamps···daylight, white, 
soft while, standard cool white, cool white deluxe, standard warm white, warm 
white deluxe (homc-line), blue, green, gold, pink, red, blacklight blue BLB, and 
blacklight BL: 150-w. yellow incandescent lamp; and a IOO-w. mercury vapor 
lamp. The trap used consisted of a lamp suspended above a cylindrical tube, an 
clectnc fan in the cylindrical tube, and a collection chamber below the fan. 
From his comparison, he concluded in parl as follows: 
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"I. Elt~Gtrol\lagnctic rr.<iIation emitted in the near ultraviolet part of the spectrulll b 
UIC most attraCllve to insects in general while that cmitted in the red and the yellow part 
of the spCGtWIl1 is the Icast. 2. All species of photopositive nocturnal insects are not 
equally attracted to the salllc wavelength of electromagnetic energy. 3. The IS-w. 8L 
l1uorescent lump was signil1.:antly more atlr"ctive to insects in general than any of the 
other thirteen IS-N. flUorescent lamps, the IOO-w. mercury vapor lamp, or the ISO-\\". 
yellow incandescent." 

lfsing box-type traps, .Belton and Kempster (1963) also compared the 
uttractiveness of various lumps for Lepidoptera. From this work. they indicated 
that nttradunt light sources can be armnged in the following order or 
dlidency: 

"ts-\\,. f\llorcsccnt tllb.:s Cl11iltlllg ultnlVlolet and visiblc light> IS-w. fluorescent tubes 
CJlllttU1g cool whIte light pgcrmicttlal lubes behind glass> IS-\\,. nuorcsccllt tubes 
Cllllttlllg ultruviokl but htU.: visible light ;;;0 100-11'. mcrcur;' vapor bulbs emitting 
ultraviol.:t but little vl~iblc light:' 

The similarity of results from this work and tha t of Killough substan tin te 
further the greater attractnnce of the BL lamps to many nocturnal insects. 

The active response of 111~)squitoes to lamps radiating visible light led to the 
use ~lr in~andescent lamps in the New Jersey mosquito trap which is used 
Widely :IS a survey trap for mosquitoes (fig. I L p. '21). However, Downey 
(196:2) reported thal two omnidirectional ultraviolet traps each with a 6-w. BL 
\amp of the design described by Taylor and others (1956), captured the 
mosquito, Mallsollia pertlirballS tWalker). as well as the New Jersey trap 
equipped with n 25-w. incandescent lamp and suction fan. During the same 
period, three other spedes of mosquito occurred by the hundreds (267) in the 
New Jersey traps but did not occur except for one specimen or Culiseta 
1Il0rsitalls (Theobald) in the ultraviolet light trap. 

These insect responses have been cited to emphasize the need for 
infmmation on the reaction of individual species of insects to various 
wavdengths of radiant energy. While considerable work has been done and is 
being conducted to determine the response characteristics or particular species, 
rnu~h .is yet to be LIane. In addition, knowledge or the optimum levels ror 
radiant energy oUlput or the attractant lamp or lamps is very limited in scope. 
More specific information is needed for individual species, not only on lamps 
but also on traps in which the lamp selected will operate efficiently. 
Specifically, in~reasing attractant Ouorescent BL lamp capacity from 15 to 30 
watts can be made by the addition of a \S-w. lamp to the existing lamp or by 
replacement with a 30-w. lamp. lrlcreasing the height of the trap to utilize the 
3D-w. lamp muy be less desirable than mounting the two IS-w. lamps in a 
parallel position. since the length of the lamp could not be increased without 
increasin~ the lotal height of the trap. 

Numenms investigations show that virgin remales or synthetic sex 
pheromones, located on or near light traps, increase the collection or males of 
the codling moth, tobacco lloroworm, pink bollworm, and t:lbbage looper 
specIes. The extent to which this type of lure may supplement lamps as 

. 
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attractants in light traps and possibly intluence trap design is very dependent 
on future development of synthetic pheromones. 

Insect Collection 

Collector Components 

The majority of electric insect traps consist of an attractant lamp and a sct 
of baftles mounted ver'ically above a funnel that guides the attracted insects 
downward to a collection chamber, usually used as a retaining device. 

FlInnel.· The first electric light trap with funnel and baffle, known to the 
author was that reported by McNeill (J889)~·designed, constructed, and 
operated in 1888. He used a funnel 6 "! inches in diameter, with a single tin or 
glass bafl1e that stood vertically across the center of the funnel mouth (fig. ~, 
p. 4). Gillette (i897) developed a lantern trap with a funnel 22 inches in 
diameter at the open end. The inverted truncated cone used by Turner (J 918), 
sen'ed as a funnel to convey insects attracted to the arc lamp into the trap 
opening. 

The funnel size and slope are important in the design of gravity- and 
fan-type traps for collecting insects. Previous mention was made of the funnel 
Hallock (1932) added to his Asiatic garden beetle trap in 1928. One funnel 
used was 4 feet in diameter. From his later work, two traps of similar 
construction were devdoped~one with an 18-inch-diameter funnel and the 
other with a 12-inch funnel, as indicated by Hallock (J 936). Seamans and Gray 
(1934), Walkden and \Vhelan (1942), and Nagel and Granovsky (1947) also 
used light traps with funnels of various sizes and slopes. The BL Trap Standard 
for General Insect Surve./~. (Harding and others 1966) recommends a 14-inch 
funnel with 60" slope. Frost (1957a) specified a 12-inch funnel with 60° slope 
for the Penllsylvania insect light trap. 

Stanley and Dominick (1970) compared the effects of enlarged funnels and. 
increased lamp wattage on the collection of insects with that of a trap with 
18-ll1ch funnel and IS-w. BL lamp commonly used in experiments to control 
hornworms. They used three experimental gravity-type traps (fig. 41) 
containing three funnels nested together with diameters of 18, 36, and 60 
indlt'S. respectively. Lamp and baffle assemblies were built to permit 
interchange between traps. BL fluorescent lamps of IS-, 30-, and40-watt sizes 
were used in these traps wirh 60° funnel slope. The experiment was conducted 
at Chatham. Va.• during 4-month summer periods in 1967 and 1968. In all 
cases the largest number of Lepidoptera. consisting of tobacco and tomato 
hornworm, corn earworm, and armyworm moths, were collected in the 
smallest (IS-inch) funnel. This was true of some of the collections of 
Ichneumonid<!e, very few of which exceeded 50 insects per season. Collections 
ofCoccineliidae Wt:i-::' the greatest in the largest (60-inch) funnel, while those of 
the green stink bug, ,A.L'r::>stemum hi/are (Say), were more uniformly 
distributed among the three variol.i~ sized funnels. More insects were caught 
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FigUIC 41.-Expcril11ental gravity-type light trap, with three funnels of 18-, 36-, and 
60-inch diameters. 

with increased lamp wattage, but the totals were not in direct proportion to 
the increase in lamp wattage or dimensions. 

Hollingsworth and Hartstack (unpublished) 16 also made comparisons of 
various funnel sizes, including 1 S·, 30-, 39-,48-, and 60-inch diameters, on the 
catch of insects. They concluded that although the 30-inch size is not the best 
in all cases, it is about the max.imum that would be physically practicable for a 

field trap. 
Baffles. ~.. McNeill's (J 889) previous description of "an insect ~rap to be used 

with the electric Ught" mentioned the use of a single baffle across the mouth of 
the funnel eng. 2, p. 4). Williams (J 932) employed two sets of baffles to lead 
the insects into his "new type of insect light trap." Hallock (1932) reported 
the construction and testing in 1931 of a baffle-funnel trap "generally called 

16J • P. Hollingsworth and A. W. Hartstock, Jr. Effect of components on insect light 
trap performance. Papc.r presented at ASAE meeting, Chicago, Ill., D11c. 7,1971. 
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the baffle trap." The addition of the baffle increased the efficiency of a 4-foot 
funnel trap. The traps that he reported later (1936) with I8-inch and 12-inch 
diameter funnels to catch the Asiatic garden beetle, were each equipped with a 
4-winged baffle mounted above the funnel. 

Seamans and Gray (J 934) also reported using a baffle to prevent the insects 
from circling the light in a new type of light trap designed to operate at 
controlled intervals. Nagel and Granovsky (1947) described a new turntable 
light trap that they built and operated in 1934. The collecting assembly of 
light, baffle, and funnel were very similar to that in Hallock's trap but a hood 
had been added to keep out rain. This trap, minus the turntable and equipped 
with one collecting jar, became known as the Minnesota trap, listed by Frost 
(1952). 

Thl: traps mentioned above, on which baffles were used, were of the gravity 
type. Baffles are also used on some suction-type traps, but are not installed in 
the New Jersey mosquito trap (fig. 11, p. 21). Baffles are not currently used on 
electric grid traps, although circular grid traps with protruding, electrically 
charged baffles have been manufactured. Since baffles do substantially increase 
the catch of most insects, particularly beetles, they are recommended in the 
standard for BL traps for insect surveys. Some small species, such as 
leafhoppers, tend to alight on the baffles and do not enter thl>. trap. 

Fans. - The development of three electric light traps equipped with fans for. 
survey, control, or both, of specific species or families of insects was 
mentioned earlier. These insects included the Clear Lake gnat, mosquitoes, and 
the cigarette beetle. Fan-type traps with electric lamps as attractants are still in 
general use for survey of mosquitoes and cigarette beetles. 

Comparative tests of gravity-type traps, using lamps radiating near
ultravio.1et energy, with and without fans have been reported by Glick and 
others (1964), and by Harrell and others (J 967). Test results showed that use 
of fans increases insect catches to a limited degree, particularly of Microlepi
doptera. Deay and others (1953) reported that a cylindrical trap equipped with 
a fan which forced the insects (several species of flies of the family Sepsidae) 
into the killing jar was found to be more effective than traps without fans. 
Sparks and others (1967) mentioned a commonly used, gravity-type insect trap 
that had been modified to incorporate a lO-inch diameter fan with a small 
motor (fig. 36, p. 65). The fan improves trapping efficiency, particularly of 
tobacco budworm and corn earworm moths. 

Fans do increase electric power requirement and they need regular service 
for lubrication and cleaning to prevent jamming by deposit of insect material 
between fan blades and housing. They also tend to damage insects passing 
through them, creating a problem where identification is desired ..Provision 
must be made in a fan trap to prevent captured insects from escaping when the 
fan .is stopped. 
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Insect Retention 

Insect Retaining Devices 

Insect retainers are essential for survey light traps to permit identification of 
insects attracted and collected. Retainers (collection chambers) are also 
necessary on traps of the gravity and suction types used for insect control. 
They may not be necessary where the insects are killed. as by a grid-type trap, 
and where dead insect accumulation beneath the traps is not objectionable. 
Rodents, birds, ~U1d oliter scavengers usually frequent such installations 
outdoors and dispose of dead insects. However. retainers are required on all 
indoor light trap installations. 

Retaining devices ar~ made in various deSigns and degrees of efficiency. 
Probably one of the first such devices was the shallow pan-partly nlled with 
water with a kerosene film -suspended a few inches below the lamp as shown 
in figure 13, page 23. The llfdinary washtub Instead of the sm,tller pan was 
used for increased insect catches (fig. 42). More recently, a 55-gallon, steel 
barrel. with one end removed and filled with water and diesel fuel, has been 
adapted to retain insects and is mounted beneath the trap (fig. 39). A very 
simple trap with a BL lamp mounted over a 34-inch-diameter, 6-inch-deep 
plastic dish is also of recent development, Sparks and other~ (1967). 

Insect retainers that can be attached directly to a light trap have been made 
of various materiaJs--cloth, polyethylene (Powers 1969), screen wire, metal, 
and glass. Cloth bags have prrJved very unsatisfactory because the material rots 
early or is damaged from the outside by rodents or by certain beetles inside 
(Ilg. 43). Retainer baskets of heavy screen wire or hardware cloth are used 
successfully where it is desired that small insects be allowed to escape. 
However. if the baskets are not emptied regularly, they may deteriorate 
rapidly, which reduces their usefulness (ng. 44). A galvanized steel collection .. 
container (fig. 2 I, p. 34) is the type of metal retainer recommended in the BL 
Trap Standards for General Insect Surveys. An emptying drain is necessary 
where such retainers are installed on traps without covers. For many yerus, 
glass jars have been used as retainers on survey traps. The glass jar varies in size 
from one pin t to a half·gallon and is usually provided with a screw top for 
joining with the screw-type cap attached to the bottom of the trap funnel. 

The desirability and need of a method, other than manual. for changing 
insect retainers at frequent and regular intervals stimulated the development of 
light-trap designs that would make the changes automatically. One of the first 
designs, developed by Seamans and Gray (1934), was a multiple unit consisting 
of seven traps. Each of these traps operated for a preset period, usually 1 hour, 
was then turned offby a clock, and the next one set in operation. 

Williams (1935) added a retainer bottle-changing mechanism to the trap he 
had developed in 192.3, previously mentioned. Eight killing bottles stood in 
shallow grooves on a tu.rntable that was actuated by a clockwork device to 
place each bottle under the trap funnel once during the night. Various changes 

• 
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Figurc 42.·· Electric insect trap used for Cyclocephela in 1939. A common metal washtub, 
partly filled with watcr, served as the insect .retainer. 

and improvements in the turntable trap separation device deveioped by 
Williams were reported by .Hutchins (1940), Horsfall and Tuller (J 942), Nagel 
and Granovsky (1947), Frost (1952), and Sta8dfast (1965). 

A second ty pe of separation device, called the disk or falling disk type, was 
tlrst reported by Jormson (1950). He designed a trap in which the catch is 
deposited in a collecting tube into which closely fitting disks fall, one every 
hour. thus sc::gregating the catch into successive hourly samples. Taylor (J 951), 
Harcllurt and Cass (1958), and Horsfall (1962) also reported on traps they had 
built with falling disk.type separation devices. All of these were suction·type 
traps. whereas the turntable-type traps (excepting Standfast) were gravity type. 

An automatic device for dividing and packaging light trap insect catches 
according to time intervals. of as Httle as 5 minu tes, has been developed by 
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Figure 43.-Trap with a cloth bag for retaining insects. 

Hartstack and Hollingsworth (J 968). Insects collected in the gravity-type trap 
move from the killing chamber into a paddle wheel compartment which 
deposits them between sheets of rolled plastic film where they are retained 
until the package is opened for identification (fig. 45). A prototype unit, in use 
for 3 years, has had no mechanical failures and required only minor 
adjustments. 

Killing Agents Used in Insect Retainers 

A ki1ling agent in the insect retainers prevents insects from escaping, being 
damaged by other insects, or both. Currently, the use of killing agents in survey 
light traps is a common practice. Mor~ than a century ago, this practice was 
used in an insect retainer of fairly tight construction. In Glover's new American 
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moth trap (fig. l, p. 3), a large drawer was used as the insect con tainer and 
was fitted with a smaller drawer which contained chloroform for immobilizing 
the captured insects (Knaggs, 1866). 

McNeill's (J 889) insect trap to be used with the electric light provided a 
killing agent in the bottom of the insect retainer. He first put in a layer of 
potassium cyanide crystals, then over this a half·inch layer of plaster of Paris 
(fig. :2, p. 4). Gillette (1897) also utilized potassium cyanide as a killing agent 
at the bottom of the insect retainer of his lantern trap. He filled the top of the 
insect container with excelsior to prevent injury to the captured moths. 

Frost (J 964b) summarized his studies on killing agents and containers for 
usc with insect light traps. He reported that pint mason jars with sodium or 
potassium cyanide, prepared in the usual manner with a layer of plaster of 

Figt:rc 44.- A mctal inscct retainer basket; must be emptied regularly to prevent 
excessive rusting. 
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Paris, were most satisfactory. Calcium cyanide, placed in a small con tainer and 
covered with a piece of loosely woven muslin, gave the quickest kill and 
yielded the best specimens but was somewhat inconvenient because it had to 

be replenished each night. 
Field tests were conducted by G. G. Rohwer and S. A. Rohwer (1964) in 

New Jersey during 196:2 in an attempt to improve the effectiveness of killing 
agents used in BL survey traps. The tests were initiated to find a satisfactory 
chemical for use in killing trapped insects. Calcium cyanide, the most 

PATH OF INSECTS 

.
......----+-- ATTRACTED TO BlACKlIGHT 

LAMP 

----FUNNEL 

-4--#--- KIlUNG CHAMBER 

PADDLE WHEEL COMPARTMENTS 

PLASTIC FILM 

PLASTIC FILM DISPENSER 

~GUIOEROLl 
WINDING ROLL --

Figure 45." Sectional viCII of automatic device for dividing and packaging light trap insect 
catches according to time inicrvals. 
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universally employed material, is highly toxic and the insects are stiff, so often 
in poor condition for identification. The Rohwers initially utilized traps that 
were typical of those used by various workers for making general insect surveys 
and which had drain openings in their collection containers. Subsequent 
results, however, indicated the need for a modif1cation of the collection 
container to reduce air circulation which dissipated the fumigants. Twelve 
chemicals Of chemical combinations were tested involving 40 varying chemical 
concentrations or combinations and methods by which the fumigants were 
dispensed. Of the chemicals tested, ethyl acetate appeared to be the most 
promising. 

White (1964) developed "a design for the effective killing of insects caught 
in light traps." The design embodies a removable collecting chamber with a 
centrally mounted compartment for storing the killing agent (potassium 
cyanide) and for supporting a funnel to dispose of rainwater. The lid is 
soldered to the cone of the light trap. The compartment holds a large amount 
of the killing agent, so frequent refilling is unnecessary if the agent is 
chemically stable. 

Preferences for killing agents differ widely among entomologists. Safety in 
using these chemicals is an important consideration in many trapping locations. 
The use to be made of the collected insects-mounting requirements 
particularly-affects the characteristics required of the agent. The charac
teristics of rhe agent (whether solid, liquid, or gas), volatility, flammability, 
vapor density, and so forth affect the design requirements for the insect 
retainer. 

Little documented comparative research on perfofmance of killing agents 
exists beyond that mentioned. White relatively poor performance was ascribed 
to dichlorvos concentrate by Rohwer and Rohwer (1964), numerous users of 
light traps have recently been well satisifed by the performance of resin strips 
impregnated with tllis material. 

Horsfall (J 962) used heat from a 192-w. electric heating tape to kill the 
insects collected in his trap for separating collections of insects by interval. 
Hardwick (1968) also reported using heat from a I OO-w. heating element in his 
trap to vaporize the killing agent (tetrachloroethane) and to warm the 
reception chamber so that the chemical would remain vaporized. 

Heat alone is satisfactory as a killing agent but requires considerable energy 
input. and temperature control to prevent damage to insects is difficult in 
outdoor situations. 

Costs of Trap Constru.ction and Operations 

Both initial and operating costs must be considered in insect trap design. 
These cost factors involve considerations beyond mere trap performance. They 
include durability,. ease of fabrication, safety, investment to provide electric 
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supply, ease of servicing the trap, and potential vandalism. As in other 
economic situations, compromise decisions must be made: High costs for 
electric distribution may necessitate a minimum number of locations with 
maximized catch per location. Long-term trapping plans or choice of corrosive 
killing agents used may justify the use of costly and more durable materials. 
Minor compromises on sizes, shapes, and fastenings may greatly simplify 
assembly work, permit more efficient cutting of stock materials, Or permit 
larger quantity procurement to reduce initial costs. Conversely, additional 
expense in fabrication to assure interchangeability of parts, simplify servicing, 
or reduce pilferage may significantly reduce operating expenses. Safety of both 
operating personnel and the curious public is essential. Costs of design, 
installation, and servicing to achieve this and to meet Underwriters' Labora
tories standards must be recognized as imperative. 

Decisions concerning choices of components which affect trap performance 
also "lock-in" associated cost situations. Use of a fan involves cost for a motor, 
signitlcant energy consumption for operation, and servicing requirements for 
motor maintenance and for removal of accumulated debris. 

The kind and size of lamp used in a light trap may affect operating cost as 
well as initial cost. Incandescent lamps are lower in first cost than ultraviolet 
lamps bu t are not used as much because they are considerably less attractive to 
most night-flying insects. Incandescent lamps are used mainly in mosquito 
survey traps. Straight-tube fluorescent BL lamps attract more insects per watt 
of input energy than do the circline BL lamps. Circlines also cost much more 
and are vulnerable to weather damage because of the close spacing of the pins 
in their connectors acrosS which voltage is applied. Thus, on a wattage input 
basis the straight-tube BL lamp has a lower initial and operating cost than the 
circline BL lamp for attracting many night-flying insects. 

Detailed teclu)ical observations and studies of large-scale light-trap 
opera trons that have been made during the past decade are providing new 
information on light trap performance requirements. These findings may be 
reflected in lower overall costs by design changes, as shown by the following 
examples: Frequent motor burnouts in one suction-type trap were overcome 
by increasing motor size and by redesigning the fan. Poor performance because 
of power leakage in a grid-type trap was remedied by the use of higher quality 
insulators. Shorting from a porcelain lamp socket in a gravity-type trap was 
eliminated by installation of waterproof lamp sockets. Plastic fluorescent 
lampholders have been replaced by weatherproof neoprene units. 

Additional pertinent observations on desirable light trap characteristics and 
trap installations have produced the following recommendations: 

Use traps that carry the approval seal of Underwriters' Laboratories for 
safety from electrical shock and to meet local electrical inspection require
ments. Such approval should cover the entire trap unit, not merely the 

individual components. 
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Select traps of good fabrication and materials to withstand the effects of 
wind and general weather. 

Install safe, adequate electric service for operating the traps. Field wiring for 
distribution systems should include a physical ground lead (3-wire grounding 
plug) and must also be carefully installed in accordance with the provisions of 
the National Electric Code 17 insofar as is possible. 

Provide a post, tripod, or other supporting device of adequate strength and 
stability to minimize damage of overturning or swaying in the wind. 

Following the installation of light traps, a maintenance program must be 
planned by the operator and carried out by him, the trap manufacturer's 
representative, or possibly by the power supplier. This need for maintenance 
was very evident from a 3-year study of a group of 300 farmer-owned traps in 
Horry County, S.C., conducted by the South Carolina Agricultural Experiment 
Station and U.S. Department of Agriculture during 1964-66. The primary 
purpose was to determine the effectiveness of electric light traps and their 
design for the control of hornworms and other tobacco insects by using a 
density of three traps per square mile in a 20-mile-diameter circular area. 

The lack of any planned maintenance program forced the investigators to 
help with trap repair and maintenance to insure that the traps were in 
operating condition during 1964 and 1965 (Hays, 1968). During early 1966, an 
inspection and maintenance program by project agricultural engineers disclosed 
that replacements were needed for 82 percent of the lamps, 7 percent of the 
lamp starters, 9 percent of the ballasts, and 20 percent of the collection 
baskets. Also 7 percent of the traps needed other repairs. Such replacements 
and repairs are a part of the operating cost, but they must be provided to 
insure effective trap operation. 

CONCLUSIONS AND R ECOMMENDA TlONS 

General Conclusions 

I. The near ultraviolet region, 320 nm-380 nm, of the electromagnetic 
spectrum has been found to be the most attractive radiant energy to a great 
many nocturnal insects. 

2_ Radiant energy in the visible portion of the electromagnetic spectrum, 
380 nm-760 nm, is attractive to many nocturnal insects. The blue and green 
sections of the visible area are decidedly more attractive than are the yellow 
and fed sections. 

3. Some insects have shown peak responses to radiant energy in both the 
near ultraviolet and visible regions of the electromagnetic spectrum, but these 
responses varied with the energy levels of the source. 

17National Fire Protection Association, 60 Batterymarch Street, Boston, Mass. 02110. 
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4. Radiant energy of a specific wavelength does not attract all species of 
phototactic nocturnal insects equally welL 

S< An increase in lamp wattage output of a given wavelength increases the 
attraction of insects when all other factors are equal. The increase in attraction 
is usually less than the proportional increase in lamp wattage. 

6. Male insects of certain species are attracted to light traps in greater 
numbers when the traps are baited with virgin females or a sex pheromone of 
the same species than by the lamp attractant alone. 

7_ Positioning of the lamp in a light trap so as to provide maximum 
exposure to insects and also to partly lead them into the trap is advisable. 

8. Barnes tend to prevent insects from circling a light trap and to increase 
the catches uf large moths and beetles by the trap. 

9. A suction fan installed in a light trap will increase the catch of small 
insects, particularly Microlepidoptera and mosquitoes. A fan increases electric 
power requirement and requires regular service to insure satisfactory opera lion. 

10. Traps should be made of durable materials, well fabricated, and properly 
installed Or they will not withstand wind and weather damage. 

It. Approval or the entire light trap"'lIot merely -the electrical compo
nents ~by the Underwriters' Laboratories is desirable to insure saCety to 
operators and llthers who may be near such equipment. 

12. Standards have been developed for blacklight traps that are used in 
general insect survey programs to determine the time of occurrence and 
abundance of established insect pest species, such as the corn earworm, fall 
armyworm, European corn borer, cabbage looper, and others. 

13. Specialized survey traps have been developed for usc in surveys of 
certain insect groups, such as mosquitoes, or of individual species, such as the 
EUropean chafer. 

J4. Environmental factors affect light trap catches of insects. Some species 
will not fly at temperatures below a given level, others will not Oy when winds 
exceed a certain velocity. Results of tests indicate that light traps that are 
sllietded from the prevailing winds are more emdent in collecting insects than 
traps in more exposed locations. 

lS. [nstances have been recorded of major reductions in outdoor infestation 
or European corn borer, codling moth, and tobacco hornworm in small areas 
by lise of light traps. However, large area coverage is essential for insect 
suppression unless true isolation of an area is possible. 

16. Ught traps offer promise of suppressing insect popUlations when the 
traps are used alone or in an integrated control program planned to reduce the 
required number of pesticide applications or to provide more effective control 
measures. The most promising results wi.th light traps were obtained With 
hornworms in tobacco and with certain pecan insects. 

, 
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Problems To Be Solved in Electric 

Insect Trap Research 


Influen.::e of Meteorological 
Variables on Light-Trap Collections 

A major need exists for research with the objective of usin Slight-trap insect 
collections as a tool for predicting insect popula tion behavior. This will involve 
establishing a dearer understanding of the intluence of meteorological variables 
on insect-population behavior and translating the effects of meteorological 
variables on light-trap ca tches to retleet true population behavior. 

A multitude of meteorological elements are involved in complex and 
interdependent relatinns, compounded by the multiple factors affecting insect 
behavior. Williams (/951) and King and Hind (1960) thought in these tenns 
and attempted to establish relationships between weather factors and light trap 
insect collections. Their efforts, while fruitful, were seemingly limited by the 
complex relationships encountered. 

A similarity and rel,'.~:on to the problems of weather forecasting are 
apparent [or predic;ting insect population behavior. Computer analysis of the 
myriad of variables offers the most promising approach. The establishment of 
Weather Service Oft1ces for Agriculture I ~ is a step in this direction. Once 
reliable relations among weather factors are established, perhaps relationships 
between weather changes and insect behavior can follow. 

Physiology of Male Insect Response 
to Radiant Energy and Sex Attractant 

Further research is needed to gain information that will provide a fuller 
understanding of the physiologi..:al background for the sensitivity of many 
insects to ncar ultraviolet radiation. A solution to this question might be 
expected to explain differences in various insect responses to ultraviolet lamps 
when operated in light traps under comparable conditions. 

}\ related problem concerns the relative responses of male insects to 
ultraviolet radiation lind to sex pher011Ones. Fabre (Teale 1961 and Rau and 
Rau 1919) observed that the attraction of virgin females to males of the same 
species was superseded by the attraction of light as the males approached the 
females. Henneberry and others U967a) found that when traps with BL lamps 
were baited with caged, virgin female, cabbage looper moths, increased 
numbers of male cabbage looper moths were caught as compared with numbers 

18National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. U.S. Dept. Commerce, 
Washington, D.C. 
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in similar unbaited traps. Virgin females, placed as far as 40 feet from the light 
trap, increased the numbers of male moths caught. M.uch more infom1ation is 
needed on the relative physiological response of male insects to these two 

attractan ts. 

Improvement of Light Trap Design 

Another problem needing addit~ ..)[1al research is that of determining the 
optimum type of light trap and the density of trap installations required for 
possible control of economic insects that are light attracted. For example, 
installations of three gravity-typu traps per square mile in North Carolina and 
St, ('roix. have suppressed the tobacco and tomato hornworm populations 
rather welL partly because of the night range of the moths. A suction fan 
added to the trap did not increase the .catch of hornworm moths nor did a 
twof~)ld or fourfold increase in wattage (15 to 30 or 60) of the BL at tractant 
lamp, in tests conducted by Stanley and Smith (unpublished). However, as 
previollsly reported, Hoffman and others (J 966) found that for each additional 
virgin tobacco hOrtlworm female (up to 10) placed with the light trap, the male 
<,atch increased by a factor equal to the male catch of the trap without virgin 
females. 

Possibilities of improving light trap design for mOre effective capture of 
another lnse..;t, the hickory shuckworm, were indicated by Tedders and others 
U972). after a 3-year study. They commented that suppression of the 
shuckworm with light traps was found to be comparable to suppression with 
recommended insecticide treatments under the conditions tested. Their results 
were achieved with off-the-shelf traps which were basically designed for insect 
survey usc. They also indicated that "If, through research, a control trap which 
requires less servbng. which is more specific.: for pecan pests and is less 
expensive. can be devised. then BL traps should have a place in pecan culture." 

Light Trap Installation Density 

Wolf and others (1971) have proposed a method for determining the 
installation density of light traps required to reduce the native population ofa, 
certain insect by a given amount. Under field conditions, the characteristics of 
a single trap are measured and an empirical trap-density function is determined. 
This trap-density function accounts for changes in trap performance when 
operated with overlapping trapping patterns at various trap densities, and, in 
some instances. may be used for other traps having similarly shaped trapping 
patterns. Research in establishing the density of traps involves the measure- ., 
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ment of trap characteristics by releasing laboratory reared and marked 
specimens. It 1s assumed that such specimens, released in the field, react to a 
trap in a manner similar to that of native insect:;. 

Hartstack and others (unpublished) used the method suggested by Wolf and 
others (J 971) in field tests in Texas in 1967 with a very limited number of 
insects. They continued their work on larger scales in 1968 and 1969. In a 
4-month period (June-Sept. 1969), they marked and released more than 9,000 
native motlls (bollworms and cabbage loopers). Calculations, based in part on 
actual results, indicate that the use of light traps can reduce substantially the 
adult populations of these two species. However, the trap installation density 
required for effective control would probably be much greater than that used 
in most previous experiments. Confirmation of these conclusions will require 
actual field control experiments. Also, trap spacings for use with other 
economic insects need to be determined. 

Sexual Condition of Female 
Moths in 	Light Trap Collections 

Greater information on the sexual condition of female insects at the time of 
their capture by Ught traps is needed to account for differences in hourly and 
seasonal collections of males and females of a given species. Stewart and others 
(1967) found from hourly sampling of tobacco hornworm moth catches in BL 
traps that both sexes were captured all night, with many more males than 
females -being taken at all hours. A relatively low number of males were taken 

" 	 between 8 and 9 p.m., but during the next hour, the ma.'(imutn male capture of 
the night occurred. The authors comment that "perhaps our sharp increase in 
catch of males compared with females between 8 and 10 p.m. resulted from 
the movement of males in quest of females." 

Wolf and others (1969) reported the number of corn earworm moths caught 
in 36 BL survey traps a.t Red Rock, Ariz., in 1967. Detailed examination of the 
records shows that, during the period May 22 to July 25, more females than 
males were captured, although for the season the average male catch per trap 
was mOre than twice that of the female catch. A similar situation occurred at 
Florence, S.C., in 1969 where the ratio of the bollworm moth catch for the 
season was 1.48 male to 1 female, yet during the first half of a 4-month season 
the female catch exceeded the male catch by the same ratio. Geier (1960) 
found that a light trap (with mercury vapor lamp) drew samples of quite 
significantly younger female codling moths from the population than did bait 
pans. Much remains to be learned about the optimum time of attraction of 
other female insects to electromagnetic radiation sources. 
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APPENDIX 
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~st l)3 (1167): Ib2-1bQ, 
HCft:roptf!Tll. Meurer, J. J. 1957. [Survey of Heteroptera captured with a 

light trap in Heemstede (near Haarlem) in 1955.] Ent. Ber. 17 (5): 80-96. 
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Miridae. Frost. S. W. 1952. Miridae from light traps. J. N.Y. Ent. Soc. 60: 

237-24-0. 
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Aphids. Coon, B. F. )968. Aphid trapping with blacklight lamps. J. Econ. 
Ent. 61 (I): 3()9-3 I I. 
Leaj7lOpper, grape. Herms. W. B., and Ellsworth, J. K. 1935. The use of 

colored light in electrocuting. traps for the control of tile grape leafhopper. 

Age Engin. j() (5): 183-186. 

Leajhopper. pOtato. Picnkowski, R. L., and tvledler. J. T. 1966. Potato 

leal110pper trapping stuciies to determine local flight activity. J. Econ. Ent. 

59 (4): 837-845. 

Mefllbracidae. Medler, J. T .. and Smith, D. W. 1960. Membracidae attracted 

to hlacklight. J. Econ. Ent. 51 (I): 173-174. 

Pear Psylla. Ko\oastian, G. H., and Wolf. W. W. 1968. Attraction of pear 

psylla tf) blacklight. 1. Econ. Ent. 61 (1): 145-147. 


Hymenoptera 
Honeybees. Goldshlith, T. H. 1963. The course of light and dark 
adaptations in the compound eye of the honeybee. Compar. Biochem. 
PhysioL 10: '227-237. 

Lepidop tera 
Bud mnth. Collins. D. L., and Nixon, M. W. 1930. Responses to light of the 
bud moth and leafroller. N,Y. State Agr. E.:<pt. Sta. (Geneva), Bul. 583, 3~ 
pp .• illus. 
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Crambic! moths. Banerjee, A. C. 1967. Flight activity of the sexes of 

crambld moths as indicated by Ughttrap catches. 1. Econ. Ent. 60 (2): 

383-390. 

Cranberry moths. Tomlinson, W. E., Jr. 1970. Effect of blacklight trap 

height on catches of moths of three cranberry insects. J. Econ. Ent. 63 (5): 

1678-1679. 

Cutworm moths. Cook, W. C. 1928. Light traps as indicators of cutworm 

moth population. Canad. Ent. 60 (5): 103-109. 

Diamondback moth. Harcourt, D. G. 1957. Biology of the diamondback 

moth, Plutella /Ilat'ulipellllis (Curtis) (Lepidoptera: plutellidae) in Eastern 

Ontario. 11 Life·history, behavior, and host relationships. Canad. Ent. 89: 

~54-564. 

lleterocera. Sallier, 1. 1963. [Portable electric light for collecting 
Heterocera.] Alexanor (Fr.) 3 (4): 183-187. 
Leaf roller. Jong, D. J. de, and Pol, P. H. van de. 1955. [Use of light traps to 
determine the f1ight of the fruit moth and the leaf roUer.] De Fruitteelt 45 
(8): 200-~02. 
Nacoleia diemena/is. Rao, B. S. 1965. A light trap for moths of Nacoleia 
dlemenalis (Guenee). 1. Econ. Ent. 58 (5): 1000-1002. 
Peach twig borer. Sandborn, R. 1962. Blacklight traps - a new tool in peach 
twig borer con trol. West. Fruit Grower 16 (5): 22. 
Pille shoor moth. Schuder, D. L 1964. Attractiveness of blacklight traps to 
the European pine shoot moth, Rliyacionia buoliana (SchiffermUller). N. 
Cent. Sr. Ent. Soc. Amer. 19: 24-26. 
Rice stem borer. Otake, A. ] 966. Analytical studies of light-trap records in 
the Hokuriku district. 1. The rice stem borer, Chilo suppressalis (Walker) 
(Lepidoptera: Pyralidae), Appl. Ent. Zool. 1 (4): 177-188. 
Siberian silkworm moth. Terskov, 1. A. and Kolomietz, N. G. 1962. 
Attraction of Siberian silkworm moths, Dendrolimus sibiricus. 
(Tscltetverikov) (Lepidoptera, lasciocampidae) to ultraviolet light. Ent. Rev. 
41 (2): 188-189. 
Sphingic/ae. Holzman, R. W. 1961. Collecting Sphingidae with a mercury 
vapor lamp. J. LepId. Soc. 15 (3): J91-194. 
TQrtricid~~ Sylven, E. 1958. Light trap experiments in studies on fruit leaf 
Tortricids (Lepidoptera). Swedish State Plant Protect.lnst. Contrib. 11 :74, 
pp. 212-296. 

Trichoptera 
Caddis flies. Frem!ing, C. R. 1960. Biology and possible con trol of nuisance 
caddis Hics of the upper Mississippi River. Iowa State Univ. Agr. & Home 
Ec. Expt. Sta. Res. Bul. 483,24 pp., illus. 
Trichoptera. Corbet, P. S., Schmid, F., and Augustin, C. 1. 1966. The 
Trichoptera of st. Helen '$ 1sland, Montreal. 1. The species present and their 
relative abundance at light. Canad. Ent. 98 (12): 1284-1298. 
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General 
Aquatic insects. Carter, C. Land Paramonov, A. 1965. A simple light trap 
for aquatic insects. So. Lond. Ent. and Nat. Hist. Soc. Proc. and Trans. 9 
(3): 84·85. 
Forest insects. Siggs, L. W. 1968. New forest mercury vapor light records for 
1967. Ent. Rec. 80 (4): 92-93. 
Stored-products insects. Stermer, R. A. 1959. Spectral response of certain 
stored-products insects to electro- magnetic radiation. J. Ecan. Ent. 52 (5): 
888-892. 
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